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New Case Filed - Other Claims Michael J Griffin 
Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief, Michael J Griffin 
and Damages 
Filing: A - All initial civil case filings of any type not 
listed in categories B-H, or the other A listings 
below Paid by: Wright, Joseph A (attorney for 
Mullinix, Daryl Kenneth) Receipt number: 
0144510 Dated: 5/25/2012 Amount $88.00 
(Check) For: Mullinix, Daryl Kenneth (plaintiff) and 
Mullinix, Linda L (plaintiff) 
Summons Issued Michael J Griffin 
Summons Returned -served 05/29/12 Michael J Griffin 
Answer and Counterclaim Michael J Griffin 
Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other 
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: Ringert 
Law Receipt number: 0144835 Dated: 6/18/20'12 
Amount: $58.00 (Check) For: Killgores Salmon 
River Fruit Co (defendant) 
Hearing Scheduled (Scheduling 07/12/2012 Michael J Griffin 
09:00 AM) 
Certificate Of Discovery Service: Michael J Griffin 
1. Plaintiffs' First Set of Interrogatories 
2. Plaintiffs' First Set of Requests for Production 
Disqualification Of Judge - Self 
Certificate Of Discovery Service: 
Plaintiffs' First Set of Request for Admission 
Corrected Certificate of Discovery Service: 
Plaintiffs' First Set of Requests for Admission 
Order Assigning Judge 
Michael J Griffin 
Michael J Griffin 
Michael J Griffin 
John Stegner 
Answer to Counterclaim John Stegner 
Order Setting Planning and Scheduling John Stegner 
Conference 
Notice of Service of Defendant/Counterclaimant's John Stegner 
Responses to Plaintiffs First Set of Requests for 
Admissions 
Notice of Service of Defendant/Counterclaimant's John Stegner 
Answers to Plaintiff's First Set of Interrogatories 
Notice of Service of Defendant/Counterclaimant's John Stegner 
Response to Plaintiff's First Set of Requests for 
Production 
Hearing Held in Moscow (informal) 
Order Setting Trial and Scheduling Order 
Order to Mediate 
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:ime: 01 :39 PM ROA Report 
)age 2 of 6 Case: CV-2012-0041783 Current Judge: John 
Daryl Kenneth etal. vs. Killgores Salmon River Fruit Co 
Linda Mullinix vs. Salmon River Fruit Co 
)ate Code User Judge 
0/17/2012 STIP KATHYJ Stipulation for Amendments to Scheduling Orde 0 John Stegner 
and Mediation Order 
0/19/2012 ORDR KATHYJ Order John Stegner 
0/30/2012 MOTN KATHYJ Motion to Amend Complaint John Stegner 
MEMO KATHYJ Memorandum in Support of Motion to Amend John Stegner 
Complaint 
AFFD KATHYJ Affidavit of Daryl Mullinix John Stegner 
AFFD KATHYJ Affidavit of J.A Wright John Stegner 
1/29/2012 NHRG KATHYJ Notice Of Hearing John Stegner 
MISC KATHYJ Plaintiffs Lay Witness Disclosure John Stegner 
MISC KATHYJ Plaintiffs Expert Witness Disclosure John Stegner 
2/4/2012 STIP KATHYJ Stipulation Authorizing Filing of Amended John Stegner 
Complaint 
2/6/2012 NOTS Notice of Service of Discovery John Stegner 
2/7/2012 ORDR Order Granting Motion for Leave to Amend John Stegner 
2/10/2012 AMCO ZIMMER Amended Complaint for Declaratory and John Stegner 
Injunctive Relief, and Damages 
2/11/2012 ORDR ZIMMER Order Vacating and Rescheduling Trial John Stegner 
2/12/2012 HRVC ZIMMER Hearing result for Court Trial scheduled on John Stegner 
05/08/2013 08:30 AM: Hearing Vacated 
HRSC ZIMMER Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial 05/29/2013 John Stegner 
09:00 AM) 
2/21/2012 NOTS CLARK Notice of Service of John Stegner 
Defendant/Counter-Claimant's First Set of 
Discovery to Plaintiffs/Counter-Defendants 
2/31/2012 NOTC Notice of Change of Firm and Address John Stegner 
/2/2013 MISC CLARK Defendant/Counter-Claimant's Expert and Lay John Stegner 
Witness Disclosures 
/17/2013 ANSW KATHYJ Answer to Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint and John Stegner 
Counterclaim Restated 
NOTS KATHYJ Notice of Service of Defendant/Counterclaimant's John Stegner 
Responses to Plaintiff's Second Set of Requests 
for production and Defendant/Counterclaimant's 
Answers to Plaintiff's Second Set of 
Interrogatories 
NOTC KATHYJ Notice of Discovery Service: Plaintiffs' John Stegner 
Responses to Defendant's First Set of Requests 
for Admission, Interrogatories and Request for 
Production 
/31/2013 NHRG KATHYJ Notice Of Hearing - Mullinix's Motion for Partial John Stegner 
Summary Judgment 
AFFD KATHYJ Affidavit of Scott A. Magnuson in Support of John Stegner 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
. AFFD KATHYJ Affidavit of Daryl Mullinix in Support of Motion for John Stegne~ 
Partial Summary Judgment ; 
L.J 
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AFFD KATHYJ Affidavit of Carl Killgore in Support of Motion for John Stegner 
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MEMO KATHYJ Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary John Stegner 
Judgment 
MOTN KATHYJ Motion for Summary Judgment John Stegner 
/4/2013 HRSC KATHYJ Hearing Scheduled (Summary Judgment John Stegner 
03/18/2013 10:30 AM) 
/21/2013 NOTS KATHYJ Notice of Service of Discovery John Stegner 
/1/2013 MEMO KATHYJ Mullinix's Memorandum in Opposition to John Stegner 
Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment 
AFFD KATHYJ Affidavit of Scott A Magnuson in opposition to John Stegner 
Killgore Motion for Summary Judgment 
/4/2013 AFFD KATHYJ Second Affidavit of Les Killgore John Stegner 
AFFD KATHYJ Second Affidavit of Carl Killgore John Stegner 
MISC KATHYJ Response to Motion for Partial Summary John Stegner 
Judgment Filed by Plaintiffs 
/8/2013 MISC ZIMMER Mullinix's Reply Memorandum in Support of John Stegner 
Motion for Summary Judgment 
AFFD ZIMMER Reply Affidavit of J. A. Wright John Stegner 
AFFD ZIMMER Reply Affidavit of Daryl Mullinix John Stegner 
NHRG ZIMMER Notice Of Hearing: Mullinix's Motion to John Stegner 
Supplement or in the Alternative to Strike the 
Second Affidavits of Carl and Less Killgore; 
Mullinix's Motion for Order Shortening Time for 
Hearing on Mullinix's Motion to Supplement or in 
the Alternative to Strike the Second Affidavits of 
Carl and Les Killgore 
MISC ZIMMER Mullinix's Motion to Shorten Time for Hearing on John Stegner 
Mullinix's Motion to Supplement or in the 
Alternative to Strike the Second Affidavits of Carl 
and Les Killgore 
MOTN ZIMMER Mullinix's Motion to Supplement or in the John Stegner 
Alternative to Strike the Second Affidavits of Carl 
and Les Killgore 
/11/2013 AFFD KATHYJ Reply Affidavit of Scott A. Magnuson in Support of John Stegner 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
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etal. vs. Killgores Salmon River Fruit Co 
Salmon River Fruit Co 
Response and Objection to Motion to Supplement John 
or in the Alternative to Strike the Second 
Affdiavits of Carl and Les Killgore 
Affidavit of Personal Service John Stegner 
Hearing result for Summary Judgment scheduled John Stegner 
on 03/18/2013 10:30 AM: Hearing Held 
Notice of Service of Defendant/Counterclaimant's John Stegner 
Responses to Plaintiffs Third Set of Requests for 
Production and Defendant/Counterclaimant's 
Answers to Plaintiff's Third Set of Interrogatories 
Order Denying Cross Motions for Summary 
Judgment 
John Stegner 
Hearing Held in Moscow John Stegner 
Notice of Service of John Stegner 
Plaintiffs'/Counter-Defendants' First Supplemental 
Responses to Defendant's/Counter-Plaintiff's First 
Set of Interrogatories and Requests for 
Production to Plaintiffs/Counter-Defendants 
Acceptance and Acknowledgment of Service - John Stegner 
Trial Subpoena 
Acceptance and Acknowledgement Of Service - John Stegner 
Trial Subpoena 
u,.-,,.,.w,,n Mullinix's Trial Exhibits John Stegner 
Plaintiff Mullinix's Witness List 
Joint Stipulation to Facts 
Joint Stipulation of Admission of Exhibits 
Defendant/Counterclaimaint's Witness and 
Exhibit Lists 






Acceptance and Acknowledgement Of Service of John Stegner 
Trial Subpoena - Carl Killgore 
Acceptance and Ackowledgement Of Service of John Stegner 
Trial Subpoena - Lesly Killgore 
Hearing result for Court Trial scheduled on John Stegner 
05/29/2013 09:00 AM: Court Trial Started 
Hearing result for Court Trial scheduled on John Stegner 
05/29/2013 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing Hele 
Court Reporter: Sheryl Engler 
Number of Transcription Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
More than 100 pages 
Less than 500 pages 
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Sec Judicial District Court - Idaho County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2012-0041783 Current Judge: John Stegner 
Daryl Kenneth Mullinix, etal. vs. Killgores Salmon River Fruit Co 
Daryl Kenneth Mullinix, Linda L Muliinix vs. Killgores Salmon River Fruit Co 
)ate Code User 
5/30/2013 DCHH KATHYJ District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Sheryl Engler 
Number of Transcription Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
More than 100 pages 
Less than 500 pages 
5/31/2013 HRHD KATHYJ Hearing Held in Latah County 
)/3/2013 HRSC KATHYJ Hearing Scheduled (Telephonic Status 
Conference 07/08/2013 10:00 AM) in Latah 
County 
7/8/2013 HRHD KATHYJ Hearing Held in Latah County 
i/9/2013 HRSC KATHYJ Hearing Scheduled (Telephonic Status 
Conference 08/05/2013 09:00 AM) in Latah 
County 
3/5/2013 AFFD ZIMMER Affidavit of Counsel and Submission of Pipeline 
Survey 
HRHD KATHYJ Hearing result for Telephonic Status Conference 
scheduled on 08/05/2013 09:00 AM: Hearing 
Held in Latah County 
3/20/2013 MISC KATHYJ Mullinix's Response and Objection to Proposed 
Legal Description for Easement 
3/26/2013 MISC KATHYJ Reply to Mullinix's Response and Objection to 
Proposed Legal Description of Easement 
AFFD KATHYJ Second Affidavit of counsel and Submission of 
Revised Pipeline Survey 
)/4/2013 ORDR KATHYJ Order Setting hearing of Objection to Proposed 
Legal Description and Any Other Pending Matters 
)/5/2013 NOTS KATHYJ Notice of Service of Proposed Order 
MISC KATHYJ Response and Objection to Second Proposed 
Legal Description of Easement 
l/11/2013 MISC KATHYJ Response and Objection to Proposed Order 
Submitted by Mullinix 
l/13/2013 MISC KATHYJ Mullinix Reply to Objection to Proposed Order 
l/18/2013 HRHD KATHYJ Hearing Held in Latah County 
l/23/2013 FFC KATHYJ Findings Of Fact And Conclusions Of Law 
DEOP KATHYJ Decree 
!0/7/2013 MOTN KATHYJ Motion for Reconsideration 
AFFD KATHYJ Affidavit of Albert P. Barker and Memorandum of 
Costs in Accordance with Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure 
0/8/2013 HRSC KATHYJ Hearing Scheduled (Motion 10/28/2013 09:30 
AM) in Latah County 
NHRG KATHYJ Notice Of Hearing on Motion for Reconsideration 
0/16/2013 MISC KATHYJ Response and Objection to Motion for . 
Reconsideration Submitted by Mullinix 
v·1 
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ROA Report 
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Response and Objection to Memorandum of John Stegner 
Costs Submitted by Mullinix 
Notice Of Hearing on Defendant's Response and John Stegner 
Objection to Memorandum of Costs Submitted by 
Mullinix 
Mullinix Reply to Killgore's Response and John Stegner 
Objection to Memorandum of Costs 
Mullinix Reply in Support of Motion for John Stegner 
Reconsideration 
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on John Stegner 
10/28/2013 09:30 AM: Hearing Held in Latah 
County 
Order Granting Plaintiffs' Costs and Denying John Stegner 
Plaintiffs' Attorneys' Fees 
Notice of Appeal John Stegner 
Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to 
Supreme Court Paid by: Farris, S Bryce 
(attorney for Killgores Salmon River Fruit Co) 
Receipt number: 0151984 Dated: 11/1/2013 
Amount $109.00 (Check) For: Killgores Salmon 
River Fruit Co (defendant) 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 151985 Dated John Stegner 
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IDAHO COUN,Y DISTRICT 
----------------
as 




CO. (hereafter "Killgore") by complaining and 
1 
I. BACKGROUND 
L This action arises from Killgore's longstanding and continuous interference with 
delivery of water from Joe Creek to Mullinix's real property in Idaho County, Idaho, pursuant to 
Mullinix's decreed water right. Among other wrongful conduct described hereafter, Killgore has 
wronafullv inJ·ured and interfered with Mulllinix's rights bv interfering ·wit.i.:. convevance of water b • ~ • ~ .J 
through the historic ditclv'pipe/flume used to supply water to Mullinix's parcel, by modifying the 
historic water conveyance, by installing the now existing pressurized pipeline, by refusing to 
allow Mullinix to connect to the existing pipeline, and by interfering with Mullinix' s connections 
to the existing pipeline. Killgore's installation of the existing pressurized plastic pipeline along 
the historic water conveyance right of way also effectively prevents Mullinix's use of the right of 
way to convey water from Joe Creek to the Mullinix's property by other means. 
2. This action does not seek to determine the ownership of any water rights, as the 
ownership of those rights have been determined in the Snake River Basin Adjudication (SRBA) 
proceedings described hereafter. Rather, among other relief requested herei.n, this action seeks a 
determination and protection ofMullinix's right to a water conveyance system from Joe Creek to 
Mullinix's property, including but not limited to the right to use the histotic water conveyance 
system as now modjfied and used by Killgore, the right to use the historic water conveyance 
system right of way, and an order preventing Killgore from interfering with Mullinix's right to 
use such conveyances. 
II. P ARTIESNENUE 
3 Plaintiffs, Daryl K. and Linda L. Mullinix, husband and wifo, are and were at all 
times relevant herein residents of Idaho County, Idaho. 
COMPLAINT 2 
4. Defendant Killgore's Salmon River Fruit Co., is and was at all times relevant 
herein an Idaho corporation with its principal place of business in Idaho County, Idaho. 
5. Venue is proper in Idaho County pursuant to Idaho Code§ 5-401 and S-404. 
H1L GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 
A. THE SRBA ADJUDICATION 
6. On June 16, 2002, Mullinix acquired that certain real property situated in Idaho 
County, Idaho, consisting of approximately 20.1 acres of land in Section 23, Township 27 North, 
Range 1 E.B.M., Idaho County, Idaho, (hereafter the "Mullinix Parcel") by and as more 
particularly described in that certain Warranty Deed, dated January 16, 2002, recorded in Idaho 
County, Idaho as Instrument No. 420709 on January 22, 2002. A true and accurate copy of said 
Warranty Deed is attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference as Exhibit "A". Mullinix 
is and remains the present ovvner of the Mullinix Parcel. 
7. Mullinix has the right to irrigate the Mullinix Parcel from Joe Creek under a water 
right decreed in the Snake River Basin Adjudication (SRBA) as water right number 79-14234, 
with a priority date of April 1, 1965. A true and accurate copy of the SR.BA Partial Decree for 
Mullinix's vvater right number 79-14234 on Joe Creek entered on May 31, 2011, is attached 
hereto and incorporated herein by reference as Exhibit "B". 
8. Kilgore asserted a claim in the SRBA based on a 1965 for a water right which 
encompassed the land known as the Mullinix Parcel and sufficient flow to provide water to the 
Mullinix Parcel. Mullinix's water right number 79-14234 is a split from a parent water right on 
Joe Creek initially claimed by Killgore in the SRBA proceeding. Kilgore's water right number 





9. In the SRBA proceeding, the Mullinix and Killgore had various disputes between 
them concerning their various water rights. The parties reached a settlement that included an 
agreement to split Killgore's claim to a water right on Joe Creek, such that a portion of 
Killgore's water rights on Joe Creek ,vould be decreed in favor of Mullinix for the 20. l acre 
Mullinix Parcel. The parties' agreement was accepted and recommended by the Special Master, 
resulting in water right number 79-14234 on Joe Creek being decreed in favor of Mullinix for the 
Mullinix Parcel as set forth in Exhibit B attached hereto. A true and accura:te copy of the Special 
Master's recommendation is attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference as Exhibit 
10. As Mullinix's water right number 79-14234 is split from the same right claimed 
by Killgore from Joe Creek, Mullinix has the same right to convey water from Joe Creek over 
the historic conveyance and existing pipeline as Killgore, to the extent of Mullinix's decreed 
water right. 
B. THE HISTORIC WATER CONVEYANCE: 
11. Killgore's predecessors in interest, James J. Killgore and Josephine Killgore, 
husband and wife (hereafter "James Killgore") acquired land located in Sections 23 and 24, 
Township 27 North, Range 1 E.B.M., Idaho County, Idaho, (hereafter the "Killgore Original 
Parcel") by and as more particulariy described in that certain deed dated April 23, 1964, recorded 
in Idaho County, Idaho, on April 23, 1964 as Instrument No. 228219. A true and accurate copy 
of said deed is attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference as Exhibit "D" (hereafter 
"Killgore Original Parcel"). 
12. The Killgore Original Parcel was a larger parcel land that included the 
approximately 20.1 acres of real property comprising the Mullinix Parcel. 
COMPLAINT 4 
13. Prior to and at the time James Killgore acquired the Killgore Original Parcel, 
there existed a \·isible, open, obvious and apparent ditch, flume and pipeworks (hereafter 
collectively the "Original Ditch") used to convey water for mining and irrigating purpose to 
various lands, including the Killgore Original Parcel, with water diverted from Joe Creek. This 
ditch had been constructed and in use since the 1920s. Killgore used this same existing right of 
way to convey water to the Killgore Original Parcel from Joe Creek. Under Idaho law, the 
presence of a visible ditch or flume establishes a right of way, even if there is no fonnal 
conveyance. Idaho Code§ 42-1602. 
14. James Killgore sold a portion of the Killgore Original Parcel to Louis Wiese and 
Maude Wiese, husband and -wife, by and as more particularly described in ithat certain deed dated 
May 22, 1964, recorded in Idaho County, Idaho, on May 22, 1964, as Instrument No. 228221. 
A true and accurate copy of said deed is attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference as 
Exhibit "E". The portion of the Original Killgore Parcel that Jmnes Killgore sold to Louis Wiese 
and Maude Wiese included the approximately 20.1 acres of real property now comprising the 
Mullinix Parcel. 
15. On or about 1965, James Killgore used the Original Ditch to convey water from 
Joe Creek to fill a reservoir located on Killgore's retained property from the Killgore Original 
Parcel and to deliver water to the Killgore Original Parcel, including that portion conveyed to 
Wiese. On or about 19690 Killgore relocated the aforesaid reservoir when Highway U.S 95 was 
rerouted through Killgore's retained property, but the Original Ditch remained in the same 
location. The Original Ditch was appurtenant to the entire Killgore Original parcel, including the 
land conveyed to Wiese. 
16. In 1972, Ernest and Judith Robinson granted Killgore an easement to construct a 
COMPLAINT 5 
, r, 
\ .... --..., 
\ ,~_,,) 
water diversion in Joe Creek in Section 23, Lot 10, and the right to rr:aintain and access an 
existing irrigation ditch or canal, generally easterly from the land in Lot l O where the diversion 
was constructed, all as more particularly described in that certain Easement Agreement dated 
March 29, 1972, recorded in Idaho County, Idaho, on May 24, 1972, as Instrument No. 245137, 
a true and accurate copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit "F". This easement confirmed 
the status quo ante and was appurtenant to the entire Killgore Original Parcel. 
18. On, about or prior to 1987, Killgore installed a new pressurized plastic pipeline 
(hereafter the "Existing Pipeline") for the purpose of conveying water from Joe Creek to 
Killgore's retained property. The Existing Pipeline, portions of which are underground, 1s 
instailed along the existing Old Ditch right of way at various locations. A portion of the Existing 
Pipeline also crosses real property owned by Ernest and Judith Robinson and the Mullinix 
Parcel. 
19. On June 16, 2002, Mullinix acquired the Mullinix Parcel from Wieses' successors 
m interest, together with all appurtenances, as more particularly described in Exhibit "A" 
attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference. The Existing Pipeline carrying the 
pressurized water from Joe Creek to the remainder of Killgore's property crosses the Mullinix 
Parcel. 
20. The Existing Pipeline wrongfully interfered with, and continues to interfere with, 
Mullinix' s use of the O Id Ditch and the Old Ditch right of way as a means of water conveyance 
to the Mullinix Parcel by collecting and conveying water from Joe Creek through the Existing 
Pipeline instead of through the Old Ditch, and without making provision for Mullinix to connect 
to or use the water from the Existing Pipeline. 
21. The Existing Pipeline \:vrongfully interfered with, and continues to intefere with, 
COMPLAINT 6 
use of the Old Ditch and Old Ditch right of way by preventing Mullinix's use of the Old Ditch as 
a means of vvater conveyance from Joe Creek to the Mullinix Parcel, and by effectively 
preventing and obstructing Mullinix from installing his own means of w2:ter conveyance along 
the Old Ditch right of way. 
C. PRESENT EXISTING CONTROVERSEY 
22. In 2007, Mullinix, as was Mullinix's clear right to do so, attached a tap and line to 
the Existing Pipeline where it crossed Mullinix Parcel, and irrigated the Mullinix Parcel from 
water obtained from the Existing Pipeline. 
23. On or about August 2011, Killgore knowingly, willfully and maliciously 
trespassed upon the Mullinix Parcel and repeatedly cut, destroyed a11d otherwise injured 
Mullinix's water system, including but not limited to Mullinix's connection to the Existing 
Pipeline in the middle of the growing season. 
24. Killgore bas refused, and continues to refuse, Mullinix's demands to permit 
Mullinix to connect to the Existing Pipeline for the purpose of exercising Mullinix's decreed 
water right on Joe Creek. 
COUNTI 
DECLARATORY RELIEF 
25. The allegations as set forth in the preceding paragraphs 1 through 24 are realleged 
and are incorporated by reference as though set forth in foll herein. 
26. Mullinix has the right to connect to and use the Existing Pipeline as a means of 
conveyance of water from Joe Creek, including but not limited to the right to tap and take ,Nater 
from the Existing Pipeline, to and for the benefit of the Mullinix Parcel in exercise of and to the 
extent of Mullinix's adjudicated water right number 79-14234. 
27. Mullinix has a right to use of the Old Ditch and Old Ditch right of way as a means 
COMPLAINT 7 
of conveyance of water from Joe Creek to and for the benefit of the Mullinix Parcel in exercise 
of and to the extent of Mullinix's adjudicated water right number 79-14234. 
28. Kiilgore denies Mullinix's aforesaid rights to use of the Existing Pipeline, Old 
Ditch and Old Ditch right of way, and Killgore wrongfully injured, interfered with, and 
continues to wrongfully deny and interfere with Mullinix's aforesaid rights. 
29. There is and remains a live and actual controversy between Mullinix and Killgore 
over Mullinix's right to use of the Existing Pipeline, the Old Ditch and Old Ditch right of way as 
a means of water conveyance from Joe Creek to and for the benefit of the Mullinix Parcel. 
30. Pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 10-1201 et seq., Mullinix is entitled to a declaratory 
judgment declaring that: 
a. Mullinix has the right to connect to and use the Existing Pipeline as a 
means of conveyance of water from Joe Creek, including but not limited to the right to 
tap and take water from the Existing Pipeline, to and for the benefit of the Mullinix 
Parcel in exercise of and to the extent of Mullinix's adjudicated water right number 
79-14234; and 
b. Mullinix has a right to use of the Old Ditch and Old Ditch right of way as 
a means of conveyance of water from Joe Creek to and for the benefit of the Mullinix 




31. The allegations as set forth in the preceding paragraphs 1 through 30 are realleged 
and are incorporated by reference as though set forth in full herein. 
32. Killgore, Killgore's employees, agents and those acting in concert with them, 
COMPLAINT 8 
have unlawfuliy interfered with, blocked and denied Mullinix's right to convey water from Joe 
Creek via the Existing Pipeline, Old Ditch and Old Ditch right of way. Additionally, Killgore, 
Killgore's employees, agents and those acting in concert with them, have unlawfully trespassed 
upon the Mullinix Parcel and negligently, intentionally or maliciously damaged Mullinix's water 
svstems. includina but not limited to Mullinix's connections to the Existing Pipeline. 
a C b 
33. Mullinix has suffered and will suffer irreparable harm and injury if Killgore, 
Killgore's empioyees, agents, and those acting in concert with them, are not restrained and 
enjoined from interfering with and trespassing upon Mullinix' s rights and property, including but 
not limited to Mullinix's right to use of the Existing Pipeline, Old Ditch and Old Ditch right of 
way. 
34. Mullinix is therefore entitled to a permanent injunction enjoining Killgore, 
Killgore's employees, agents and those acting in concert with them, from the aforementioned 
acts, including but not limited to specifically enjoining them from interfering with Mullinix's 
right to use of the Existing Pipeline, Old Ditch and Old Ditch right of way as a means of 
conveyance of water from Joe Creek to and for the benefit of the Mullinix Parcei in exercise of 
and to the extent ofMullinix's adjudicated water right number 79-14234. 
35. Mullinix further requests an injunction requiring Killgore, at Killgore's expense, 
to identify the location of the buried portions of Existing Pipeline on the Mullinix Parcel to 
further facilitate Mullinix' s connections to the Existing Pipeline. 
COUNT III 
TORTIOUS INJURY TO PROPERTY/PROPERTY RIGHTS 
36. The allegations as set forth in the preceding paragraphs 1 through 35 are realleged 
and are incorporated by reference as though set forth in full herein. 
COMPLAINT 9 
37. Kiligore negligently, intentionally and/or maliciously injured and damaged 
Mullinix's water system, including but not limited to Mullinix's connections to the Existing 
Pipeline. 
38. Killgore negligently, intentionally and/or maliciously injured Mullinix's property 
rights for use of the Old Ditch as a water conveyance system from Joe Creek to the Mullinix 
Parcel, and for use of the Old Ditch right of way. 
3 9. As a result of the conduct of Killgore, Mullinix has been injured in amounts to be 
proven at trial exceeding the jurisdiction of the Magistrate Division of the District Court 
COUNTIV 
ATTORNEY FEES 
40. As a direct and proximate result of the VvTongful and malicious conduct of 
Killgore, Mullinix has been forced to obtain counsel to prosecute this complaint, and is entitled 
to recover costs and attorney's fees pursuant to Idaho Law including Idaho Code Section 12-120, 
12-121, and IRCP 11 and 54(e). 
PR4. YER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray for judgment and relief against Defendants, and each of 
them, as follows: 
1. Entry of a declaratory judgment that: 
a. Mullinix has the right to connect to and use the Existing Pipeline as a 
means of conveyance of water from Joe Creek, including but not limited to the right to 
tap and take water from the Existing Pipeline, to and for the benefit of the Mullinix 





b. Mullinix has a right to use of the Old Ditch and Old Ditch right of ,vay as 
a means of conveyance of water from Joe Creek to and for the benefit of the Mullinix 
Parcel in exercise of and to the extent of Mullinix's adjudicated 1.vater right number 
79-14234. 
2. Entry of a pennanent injunction enjoining Killgore, Killgore's employees, agents 
and those acting in concert with them from interfering with Mullinix's right to use of the 
Existing Pipeline, Old Ditch and Old Ditch right of way as a means of conveyance of water from 
Joe Creek to and for the benefit of the Mullinix Parcel in exercise of and to the extent of 
Muliinix's adjudicated water right m.u'Uber 79-14234, and further requiring Killgore, at 
Killgore's own expense, to identify the location of the buried portions of Existing Pipeline on the 




For an award of damages against Killgore in amounts to be proven at trial. 
For an award of costs and attorney's fees in this action. 
, 2012. /: 
/ / 
( ' 
ALBERT P. BARKER, ESQ., ISB 2867 




STATE OF IDAHO ) 
:ss. 
County of Idaho ) 
DARYL MULLINIX, being first duly sworn and upon oath, testifies as follows: 
That is a plaintiff herein; that he has read the foregoing instrument, knows the contents 
thereof and the facts stated therein are true to the best of his knowledge, inf01mation and belief. 
/) . 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this -:)L\ day of_\V\_,~··=·= .. c------' 2012. 
COMP LA.INT 12 
GREENCO II, INC., an Ida.ho corporation,- of 910 North D, Grangeville, ID 83530, 
hereinafter referred to as the Grantor, and DA-RYL K. IvlULLINIX at"1d LINDA L. 
MULLINIX, husband and wife, of 521 South Park, Grlli,geville, ID 83530, hereinafter 
referred to as the Grantees. 
WITNESSETH: 
That the said Granter, for and in consideration of the sum of Ten Dollars 
($10.00), iawful money of the United States of America, and for and in consideration of 
the Grantor's participation i.n a Section 1031 Exchange under the terms of the Internal 
Revenue Code, and other good aI1d valuable considerations to it in band paid by the said 
Grantees, the receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged, having granted, bargained, sold, 
and by these presents does grant, bargain, sell, convey, and confinn unto the said 
Grnntees, their heirs and assigns, forever all the following described real property situate 
in the County of Idaho, State of Idaho, to wit: 
See Schedule C, which is attached hereto and hereby incorporated by this 
reference, in two pages. 
TOGETHER WITH, all ai,d singular, the tenements, hereditaments, and 
appurtenances thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, the reversion and 
reversions, the remainder and remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof, and all estate, 
right, title, and interest in and to the said property as well in law as in equity of the said 
Grantor. 
TO HA VE AND TO HOLD, all and singular, the above mentioned and described 
premises, together with the appurtenances unto the said Grantees, their heirs and assigns, 
forever. 
And the said Grantor, for itself, its heirs, executors, and administrators, does 
covenant, grant, bargain, and agree to and with the said Grantees, their heirs and assigns, 
that at the time of the ensealing and delivery of these presents it was well seized of the 
premises above conveyed as of good, sure, perfect, absolute, and indefeasible estate of 
inheritance, in foe simple, and have good right, full power and lawful authority to grant, 
bargain, sell, and convey the same in the manner and fonn aforesaid, and that the same 
·_,.· / 
W Jill.RANTY DEED - 1 
EXHIB~T II~~~ 
01 
are free and clear from all and former grants, bargains, liens, taxes, assessments, and 
encumbrances of whatever kind or nature whatsoever, EXCEPT: 
1) General taxes for the year 2002, which are a lien, not yet due ac-id 
payable. 
2) Subiect to the te:m1.s and conditions thereof as set forJJ. in Mining 
De;d, by and between The United States of America and Frank L. 
Bedford. Oliver 0. Gordon, Frank F. McFarland, and Frank L. Taylor, 
recorded July 3, 1936, in Book 1 page 567, records of Idaho County, 
Idaho. 
3) Easement, including the terms and conditions thereof, by and between 
Louis H. Weise and Maude Weise to Gem State Telephone Co., 
recorded June 7, 1965 under Instrument No. 219750 (no Book and 
page available), :records ofidaho County, Idaho; mid, 
A Quitclaim Deed by and between GTE Northwest Incorporated, a 
Washington corporation, successors in interest, grantor, and 
Citizens Telecommunications Company of Idaho, a Delaware 
corporation, grantee, recorded March 15, 1994 under Instru.ment 
No. 373279; all records ofidaho County, Idaho. 
4) Easement including the terms and conditions thereof, by and between 
Doris Chmey to Gem State Telephone Co., recorded June 7, 1965 
under Instrument No. 219751, in Book 103 page 92, records ofidaho 
County, Idaho; and, 
A Quitclaim Deed by and between GTE Northwest Incorporated, a 
Washington corporation, successors in interest, grantor, a,-id 
Citizens Telecommunications Compmy of Idaho, a Delaware 
corporation, grantee, recorded March 15, 1994, lli"lder Instrument 
No. 373279; ali records of!daho County, Idaho. 
5) Subject to Restrictions in Warranty Deed to The State of Idaho, 
including the terms and conditions thereof, by and between Louis 
Weise and Maude Weise, husband ::r.nd wife, to The State of Idaho, 
recorded October 18, 1967, under Instrument No. 228451, in Book 
107 page 349, records ofidaho County, Idaho. 
6) Subject to the terms and conditions in Right of Way Deed, by and 
between Maude Weise, a widow, and Emest Robinson and Judith K. 
· Robinson, husband and wife, recorded February 23, 1984 under 
!nstrun1ent No. 311544, records ofldaho County, Idaho. 
7) A."ly claim arising from the difference in mean high water line of the 
Salmon River and foe meander line as sho'W!l by Government Survey 
or the State of Idaho. 
8) Rights and easements in favor of the public for recreational uses of the 
Salmon River. 
9) Subject to the t:ights of owners of adjoining properties, claims, or 
locations to follow any lode or vein within the side or end lines of the 
premises in question, including, but not limited to, extralateral rights;, 
and, subject to any loss incurred by the owners herein to damages for 
all losses suffered incident to the exercise or assertion of such right. 
l 0) Subject to any loss incurred by owners from the lack of rights of 
oMJers to follow any lode or vein beyond the llne of the premises in 
question, including, but not limited to, extralateral rights. 
WARRANTY DEED- 2 
'1,....) _______ , .. :~..L (7..._, . 
l 1) Matters as shown on S-1864, recorded June 19, 2001, under 
Instrument No. 4 i 7357, records of!daho County, Idaho. 
And that ttie above bargained premises, in the quiet ,m.d peaceable possession of 
the said Grai.,tees, their heirs and assigns, against all and every person or persons lmvfully 
claiming or to claim whole or any part thereof, the said Granter will and shall 
W Al'U'.J\NT Al'ID FOREVER DEFEl'ID. 
That this Deed is given by Grantor to Grantees not on account of any default in 
any security agreements or arrangements which pertain to t.he real property hereinabo:ve 
vnitten and described, but is given for full consideration paid by Grantees to Granter. 
IN' WITNESS WHEREOF, the said C-rantor has hereunto set its hand and seal the 
day and year first above written: 
GREENCO II, INC. 
ATirT 
LJJ/J.i~ 
DAVIDR. GREEN, Secretary 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
ss 
County of Vr: ~ \2u,/U:..) 
On this 1 1/ct..iay of January, 2002, before me, a Notary Public in and for said 
County and State, personally appeared KATHRYN GREEN, President of Greenco II, 
Inc., kno0.vn to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the within instrument 
and she acknowledged to me that she freely executed t½.e same for a.11d on behalf of said 
corporation. 
IN' w1TNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official 
seal the day and year first above 1vritten. · 
No~ir Pifrdc for ~e State of:tliho, 
Res1dmg at ,,;;J¥ L-.;v:iZt';::;-.., , therein. 
My commission expires ()-~ -13-·/';L( 
WAR.."R..ANTY DEED - 3 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
ss 
County ofidaho ) 
On this Ji!.~y of January, 2002, before me, a Notary Public in and for said 
County and State, personally appeared DAVID R. GREEN, Secretary ofGreenco IT, Inc., 
k.:.'1own to me to be 1.he person whose name is subscribed to the within instrument and he 
acknowledged to me that he freely executed the same for and on behalf of said 
corporation. 
m WITNESS WHEREOF, I .have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official 
seal the day and year first above written. 
(NOTARY SEAL) 
WARRANTY DEED· 4 
~g&~-
esiding a_t ~rangev!lle, therein. /J / / :,Zk ,-
My conmnsswn expires ,( - ..,:::--7 .. '{Y.J, 
File i5618 
SCHEDULE C 
Township 27 North, Range 1 East, Boise Meridian, Idal10 County, Idaho 
Section 23: A Portion of Government Lots 5, 8 and 9, also being a portion 
of Horse Shoe Bend No. 2 and Horse Shoe Bend No. 3 Patented 
Placer ML.1ing Claim and more particularly described as 
folibws: 
Commencing at the southwest comer of Lot 9, also being the SW 1/16 
comer of Section 23, a 1-1/2 inch aiu:rrtinum cap on 24 inch long 5/8 inch 
re bar in place, thence N05°22'i 1 "E, 1204.62 feet to a point on the left 
meander line of the Salmon River, THE TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
Thence along the left meander line of the Salmon River 
N60°09'1 l "E, 408.24 feet; 
Thence continuing along the left meander line of the Salmon 
RiverN78°18'52"E, 208.37 feet; 
Thence N45°39'50"E, 136. i 7 feet; 
Thence leaving t.he left meander line of the Salmon River 
S7 6°0 l '41 "E, 110.41 feet to a monument; 
Thei;i.ce S76°01'41 "E, 813.14 feetto a monument; 
Thence S67°04'22"E, 80.51 feet to a monument; 
Thence S20°06'06"W, 103.75 feet to a :Highway Monument; 
Thence S35°17'24"E, 28.37 feet to a monument; · 
Thence S29°27'45"W, 150.68 feet to a monument; 
Thence S l 2°29'52"W, 104.88 feet to a monument; 
Thence S6I 055'50"W, 99.20 feet to a monument; 
Thence S67"50'10"W, 24.29 feet to a monument; 
Thence S78°28'27''W, 281.97 feet to a monument; 
Thence S77°43'48"W, 216.96 feet to a monument; 
Thence S82°23'43"W, 132.50 feet to a monument; 
Thence S74°24'56"W, 149.09 feet to a monument; 
Thence N85°45'4611W, 98.42 feet to a monument; 
Thence S88°58'24 "W, 127.46 feet to a monument; 
Thence N69°47'09"W, 216.72 feet to a monument; 
Thence N30°50'04"W, 346,26 feet to a monument; 





Thence N00°00'00"E, 80.21 feet to the TRUE POINT OF 
BEGINl'ITNG. 
A strip of land used for a road being 25 feet either side of the 
following described line: 
BEGINNWG at a point on th.e Westerly right of way line of 
the new location of U.S. Highway #95 at station 1003 + 86; 
and running thence S48"40'W, 559 feet; thence S70°2l'W, 521 
feet; thence S52°00'W, 473 feet, more or less, to a point on the 
West line of Lot 9, Sec 23, Tovmship27 North, Range 1 East, 
Boise Meridia.11, said point being 25 feet South from the mean 
l,jgh water line of the Salmon River. 
;"'j ! 
'"! iJ) ,j-- , 
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1 1 / 
/ / APR 28 2011 f ;· 
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1 -- ~~, -~,
t..-_ .. ~.J!n;J 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDA.HO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF T\.VIN Ji'ALLS 
In Re SRBA 
Case No. 39576 
) SPECIAL MASTER'S REPOP:f 
) 
} FOR WATERRIGHTS 79-14231 
) & 79-14232 (split from 79-02094) and 79-
) 14233 & 79-14234 (spiit from 79-04001) 
) 
) RECOMMENDATION OF 
) DIS.ALLOWANCE FOR 79-02063, 
) 79-02094, and 79-04001 
On February 6, 2008, P(trfial Decrees 'Vlere issued to Killgores Salmon River Fruit Co., 
for water rights 79-02094 and 79-0400 i, On January 22, 2009, a Partial Dec.r,':?e was issued to 
Daryl and Linda Mullinix for water right 79-02063. On June 10, 2010, SRBA Presiding Judge 
Wildman issued an Order cm Pennissive Review Granting lvfotlon to Set Aside Partial Decrees 
and Order of Re commitment to Special Ji aster, which ordered the setting aside of the Partial 
Decrees for water iights 79-02063, 79-02094, and 79-04001. On April 20, 2001, the parties filed 
Standard Forms 5 - Stipulated Elements of a Water Righr whereby the parties agreed to split 
·-vater rights 79-02094 2:.nd 79-04001, and ii.rrther the parties agreed to the disiJiowance of 79-
02063. The Idaho Department of Water Resources concurred with the stipulations. 
Therefore based on the file and record herein and pursuant to the Standard Forms 5, IT 
IS RECOMMENDED that water rights 79-14231, 79-14232, 79-14233, and 79-14234 be 
decreed with the elements as set forth in the attached Recommendation for Partial Decree 
Pttrsuant to LR.C'.P. 54(b). IT IS FURTHER RECOMMENDED that the SR.BA District Court 
enter a final ord;F disallowing 79-02063, 79-02094, and 79-04001 vVith prejudfoe. 
Date:0,~?(; j .)S ... )(1/J ~ / 7 , I • .,.,,!_1 
f L" ~ '"t::::::: 
SPECIAL l"v1ASTSR'S REPORT 
S:\BAS!N FOLDERS\i'v1RR\79nm\i423 l & i4233.doc 
4/26/2(H l 
Theodore R. Booth 
Special Master 
Snak.e River Basin Adjudication 
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{~WNB} 6 .S 
(SWNE)H. 7 
.Rig.ht Nos. '79<14-231 and 79~1A233 arc limited t:o the i~riga~io::i c,f 
a co~bined C¢ta1 cf 110 acres in a si~glc irrigatio~ neaso~. 
'!'2!S '.?&~'!'.!AL :OtCREE 1'.S St.'!'EJ::::t'!' 'rO SUC3 GENERAL l?RO .. v"!S!O'~{S 
NEC5SSA-·:rr FOR 'TF.E D2FINI7ION DF THE: R!Gh"TS Oit F'OR TffB. E:?J:::CIR.."xJ' 
.AD~·!'.:tnSTR,:,'\7'"!0N OF THE ~AT'ZR R!C1ITS ;-,.,s !.fAY BE ur.:r:t~'tE!/.{ 
DST'SRMINED BY THE COti"RT P. .. -T P. POINT !N T!ME NO L.ATER ?:-= ••AN' -TEE 
E!-t!'R\r OP A F!N'AL t.'1:t'IF!ED DBCR£E. :::.C~ SE:C!'!ON 42--1Al2,{6). 
t,;it:h ::-espec::: to the iss.u.es dete-::mined by t1-':e above judg:uent or o::-de:i:, it is hereby cs.n.•r\rFrsn, in aceordance 
with 54 :.R~C.?.~ t~at th~ court ha~ dete=~ined chat there is no just ~eason fo~·delay of the en~:ry of a 
final judgment and that: the cour~ has and does hereJ:,y direct: that: the above judgmer.t or o•rder shall be a final 
:fu.dgment. upon which l':X:e.c:ur:ioo. :r.ay issue and an appeal way be. taXen. as p:rovidec!. by ehe Ida.ho Appellate Rule:s. 
Er'ic J',. Rildman 
l?res cung ucge"'""o·t" 'E:he \i.<M _______ ,_, 
Snalc · ~f!~~~i&ATiQN 
SR.BA PAAT'!.1\L DE'CR.E:2 Ptr~.StJ;\N'l~ :t'O I .lt .. C,. P. 54 {b) 
W~ter Rig.be 79•H23.l. File """';"'ti::: 00101 
APR 2 8 21:m I •r~~i:;;~ l'AGl.; l 
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A::n-1::::KIS7AAT!ON OF TtG ';,;);TSR RIGi-f!"S AS }{)\Y BB tn.:.r-n,tJi.TELY 
DS'!'£P .. l1IN?D :SY THE: COURT ,.'\T A ?O!NT !N TJ:!'1S NO LATER 7J{1~.N· T3:E 
O? l-\ f"!NP.L L'NIPlSD DECREE. l.C~ SECTION ,;.2>·J.4l2 (b). 
Wit.1: !:espect. to th·~ .icsu.c:s dt~te-rmi:ieci by c;'!.e a.bcve judgment: er ot_·der, it: is hereby CER.'P!FIE.D" in. accordance 
• .. 1it:h. ~ule 54 .!"LC.?.t that the -cot:..rt" has clet-e=--~ined that: there is nc just :::-e-asor.. :=or delay of the er!tcy a 
f2.nal judgrr,ent ;::.hat. the court !'._az and does hc~eby direct that: the- abcve judgment O!" oi:de-!'" shall '.::,e final 
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On Jl..pril 28, 2011, Special Master THEODORE R. BOOTH 
issued a SPECIAL lV'iltSTER' S RECOMMENDli-TION for the above subcase ( s) 
pursuant to SRP.J~ Administ:rati ve Order 1 (AOl) , Section 13a. 
Pursuant to SRBA Administrative Order 1, Section 13a, any party 
to the adjudication including pa::::-ties to the subcaset may file a Motion 
to Alter or Amend on or before the 28th day of the ne:::ct:. month. 
Failure of any party in the adjudication to pursue or participate 
in a Motion to Alter or Amend the SPECIF..L M.:t,.STER' S R:~COMMENDATION 
shall constitute a waiver of the right to challenge it before the 
Presiding Judge. 
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1 Fifth Judicial District 
J County 91!!:'.!!1 Fens ~ Stats ct fdaho I 
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By~ ..... ...:_ ___ ,_, _____ ,,----
CtM, 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH 
STATE O? IDF20, IDJ FJ-f'D FOR THE 
-- l uUt -1.t,_.1.._ 
COUl\J'TY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re SRBA 
Case No. 39576 
CERT I FI Qq'TE OP Ivu'),.ILING 
Water Right(s): 79-02063 
79-02094 79-04001 79-14231 
79-14232 79-14233 79-14234 
CERTIFICATE OF i:11~ILING 
I certify that a true and correct copy of the SPECIAL MASTER'S 
REPORT, SPECIF..L ~.tASTER'S RECOMMENDATION FOR PP-~TIAL DECREE and NOTICE 
OF ISSUP.J<ICE OF SPECIAL .l'.fu).STER' S REPORT A..1\JD RECOMMEN"TI.ATION were mailed 
on April 28, 2011, with sufficient first-class postage prepaid to 
the following: 
DIRECTOR OF IDWR 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0098 
DF.RYL K IvfULLI:N·Ix 
LINDA L MTJLLINIX 
Represented by: 
ALBERT P BARKER 
1010 W JEFFERSON, STE 102 
PO BOX 2139 
BOISE, ID 83701-2139 
Phone: 208-336-0700 
P.i!:i.GE 1 




RO·S!-IOL·T & SIIv1PSOi-J LLP 
JEJ?FERSON 1 STE 102 
2l 
8370l 2 
208 3 6 0700 
1 S SALMON RIVER 
KILLGORES SFJ.iMON RIVER 
S. BRYCE FARRIS 
RINGERT LAW CHARTERED 
55 S THIRD ST 
BOX 2773 
BOISE, ID 83701-2773 
Phone: 208-342-4591 
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S. BRYCE FARRIS (ISB #5636) 
RINGERT LAW CHARTERED 
455 S. Third, P. 0. Box 2773 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2773 
Telephone: (208) 342-4591 
Facsimile: (208) 342-4657 
Attorneys for Killgore's Salmon River Fruit Co. 
IOl1 HO COUNTY DISTR;CT COURT 
F!L'::0 ,··, 
AT_~_ 0 CLOC-'< _k-rJL 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF IDAHO 
DARYL K. A.J."TD LINDA L. MULLINIX, 
husband and wife, 
Plaintiffs/Counter-Defendant, 
vs. 
KILLGORE'S SALMON RIVER FRUIT 
CO., an Idaho corporation, 
Defendant/Counter-Claimant. 
CASE NO. CV 41783 
ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM 
COMES NOW Defendant, Killgore's Salmon River Fruit Co., (hereinafter "Killgore"), by 
and through their attorneys of record, Ringert Law Chartered, and hereby answers Plaintiffs' Daryl 
K. and Linda L. .\1ullinix's Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief; and Damages, and 
complains and alleges as follows: 
Killgore hereby denies each allegation contained in the Complaint unless specifically 
admitted herein. 
l. With respect to the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 and 2 of Plaintiffs' Complaint, said 
allegations appear to be statements or summaries of Plaintiffs' position and intent and do not appear 
to require an admission or denial, but to the extent said statements or summaries require a response, 
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said allegations are denied. 
With respect to the allegations contained in paragraphs 3 and 4 of Plaintiffs' Complaint, 
Killgore admits the allegations thereof. 
3. With respect to the allegations contained in paragraph 5 of Plaintiffa' Complaint, Killgore 
admits that the real property involved in this suit lies in Idaho County, but affirmatively asserts that 
the issues involved in this matter, include, but are not limited to, enforcement of a settlement 
agreement entered into between the parties in the Snake River Basin Adjudication (SRBA), 
enforcement of Plaintiffs' obligation to move their point of diversion for the claimed easement right 
downstream and below Killgore' s point of diversion and enforcement of the wrongful appropriation 
of water by the Idaho Department of Water Resources. Accordingly, Killgore denies the remainder 
of the allegations contained therein. 
4. With respect to the allegations contained in paragraphs 6 fu"]_d 7 of the Plaintiffs' Complaint, 
Killgore affirmatively asserts that the \Varranty Deed and SRBA Partial Decree speak for themselves 
and deny any characterizations to the contrary. Killgore also affirmatively asserts that the SRBA 
Partial Decree was the result of a settlement agreement entered into between Plaintiffs and Killgore 
and which required Plaintiffs to move their point of diversion on Joe Creek downstream of 
Killgore's point of diversion. A true and correct copy of the Settlement Agreement is attached 
hereto as Exhibit A to this Answer and Counterclaim. 
5. With respect to the allegations contained in paragraphs 8 through 10 of the Plaintiffs' 
Complaint, Killgore admits that both Plaintiffs and Killgore claimed 1.vater righrs in the Snake River 
Basin Adjudication (SRBA) from Joe Creek and the Salmon River, that a dispute existed between 
them concerning their water rights, that the parties reached a resolution to said dispute by entering 
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into a Settlement Agreement (see Exhibit A attached hereto), that the resolution was accepted by 
the SRBA Court and the parties respective rights were partially decreed. according to and pursuant 
to said Settlement Agreement. Killgore als affirmatively asserts that the settlement agreement 
entered into between Plaintiffs and Killgore and which required Plaintiffs to move their point of 
diversion on Joe Creek downstream of Killgore' s point of diversion. Killgore denies the remainder 
of the allegations or characterizations contained therein. 
6. With respect to the allegations contained in paragraphs 11 and I2 of the Plaintiffs' 
Compiaint, Killgore affirmatively asserts that the deed and legal description referenced therein 
speaks for themselves and deny any characterizations to the contrary. 
7. With respect to the allegations contained in paragraph 13 of the Plaintiffs' Complaint, 
Killgore admits that an open ditch conveying water from Joe Creek to Killgore' s property has existed 
since bought the property in approximately 1963, and that Killgore's constructed, installed and 
impro\·ed the ditch so that it could convey water from Joe Creek to their property. Any ditch that 
existed when the Killgore's purchased the property was not visible or usable at that time. Killgore 
denies the remainder of the allegations and characterizations contained therein. 
8. With respect to the allegations contained in paragraph 14 of the Plaintiffs' Complaint, 
Killgore affirmatively asserts that the deed and legal description referenced therein speaks for 
themselves and deny any characterizations to the contrary. 
9. With respect to the allegations contained in paragraph 15 of the Plaintiffs' Complaint, 
Killgore admits on or about 1965 James Killgore constructed, installed and/or improved a ditch to 
convey water from Joe Creek to the Killgore's property which went to a reservoir on the Killgore 
property. Killgore also admits that the reservoir was relocated when Highway U.S. 95 was rerouted 
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and the ditch constructed by Killgore remained in the same location. Killgore denies the remainder 
of the allegations or characterizations contained therein. 
10. With resoect to the allegations contained in paragraph 16 of the Plaintiffs' Complaint, 
Killgore affirmatively asserts that the Easement Agreement referenced therein speaks for itself and 
denv anv characterizations to the contrarv. . ., . 
[There is no paragraph 17]. 
11. With respect to the allegations contained in paragraph 18 of the Plaintiffs' Complaint, 
Killgore admits that in or about 1987 Killgore installed a new pressurized pipeline, all of which is 
underground, in approximately in the same location of the ditch constmcted by Killgore in 1963, and 
that a portion pipeline crosses the real property owned by Robinson and Plaintiffs. Killgore denies 
the remainder of the allegations or characterizations contained therein. 
12. With respect to the allegations contained in paragraph 19 of the Plaintiffs' Complaint, 
Killgore admits the allegations contained therein. 
13. With respect to the allegations contained in paragraphs 20 through 24 of the Plaintiffs' 
Complaint, Killgore denies the allegations contained therein. 
14. vVith respect to the allegations contained in paragraphs 25, 31 and 36 of the Plaintiffs' 
Complaint, Killgore realleges and hereby incorporates by reference all the foregoing denials and 
allegations as if fully stated herein. 
15. With respect to the allegations contained in paragraphs 26 through 30 of the Plaintiffs' 
Complaint, Killgore admits that it denies Mullinix's right to use the "Existing Pipeline" and that an 
actual controversy over the right to use the "Existing Pipeline" exists but denies the remainder of the 
allegations contained therein. 
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] 6. With respect to the allegations contained in paragraphs 32 tJ:,..rough 3 5 and 3 7 through 40 of 
the Plaintiffs' Complaint, Killgore denies the allegations contained therein. 
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
The following defenses are not necessarily stated separately as to each claim for relief or 
allegation made by Plaintiffs' Complaint. Nevertheless, the following defenses are applicable, where 
appropriate, to any and all of Plaintiffs' claims for relief. In addition, Kil.lgore, in asserting the 
following defenses, does not admit that the burden of proving the allegations or denials contained 
in the defenses are upon Killgore but, to the contrary, asse11 that by reason of denials and/or by 
reason ofrelevant statutory and case authority, the burden of proving the facts relevant to many of 
the defenses and/or the burden of proving the inverse of the allegations contained in many of the 
defenses is upon Plaintiffs. Moreover, in asserting any defense, Killgore does not admit any 
responsibility or liability of Killgore but, to the contrary, specifically denies aay and all allegations 
or responsibility and liability in Plaintiffs' Complaint. 
FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs' Complaint fails to state a cause of action upon which relief can be granted. 
SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs are prevented from recovering damages or relief sought, if a.ay, pursuant to laches, 
waiver, abandonment, consent and unclean hands. 
THIRD AFFIR'.v1ATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs' damages, if any, are subject to set off 
FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs, by and through their inequitable conduct, are barred from prevailing on any claim 
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asserted in their Complaint, pursuant to the doctrines of equitable estoppel and/or quasi-estoppel. 
FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs are barred from recovering damages, if any, because of Plaintiffs' breach of the 
aareemems between the parties. 
~ -
s:n:XTH AFFIRlVIATIVE DEFENSE 
Any claimed easement or right-of-way by Plaintiffs was not adverse, vvas at most permissive, 
and was not for the prescriptive period as required by LC. sections 5-203 et seq. 
SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Killgore reserves the right to amend this Answer to assert additional defenses or abandon 
affirmative defenses once discovery has been completed. 
ATTORNEY FEES 
As a result of Plaintiffs' Complaint, Killgore has retained attorneys to defend the Complaint 
and is entitled to an award of attorneys' fees and costs against Plaintiffs pursuant to Idaho Code § 
12-121, and any other applicable statute or rule. 
COUNTERCLAIM 
COMES NOW, the Defendant/Counter-Claimant, and as a Counterclaim against the 
Plaintiffs/Counter-Defendant, complains and alleges as follows: 
1. Killgore's own a water right to divert water from Joe Creek which was partially decreed in 
the SRBA as water right no. 79-14233. In order to divert said water right from Joe Creek, Killgore 
and/or their predecessors have constructed, installed, used and maintained an a ditch to convey the 
water from Joe Creek. The ditch is currently in a pipeline and has been so for more than twenty 
(20) years. 
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2. The ditch/pipeline crosses the property owned by Counter-Defendants. Counter-Defendants 
have attempted to divert water from the ditch/pipeline and Killgore has demanded that Counter-
Defendants' attempts to divert from the pipeline cease and desist. Attached hereto as Exhibit Bis . . 
a true and correct copy ofKillgore's demands in 2007. Attached hereto as Exhibit C is a tn1e and 
correct copy of Killgore' s demands in 2008. Attached hereto as Exhibit Dis a true and correct copy 
of Plaintiffs' response to Killgore's demands. 
3. Counter-Defendants claimed a separate water right from Joe Creek in the SRBA and on or 
about March 25, 2011 the parties entered into a Settlement Agreement resolving their conflicting 
water right claims. Said Settlement Agreement, attached hereto as Exhibit A, provides, in part, that: 
"Mullinix agrees to move the point of diversion for Water Right No. 79-14234 to a location on Joe 
Creek below the current diversion used by Killgores for Water Right No. 79-14233." 
4. Despite said Settlement Agreement and Counter-Defendants' agreement to move their point 
of diversion below Killgore's existing point of diversion, Counter-Defendants have continued to 
attempt to divert water from Killgore's point of diversion and the pipeline. Killgore has again 
demanded that the diversion of water from Killgore' s point of diversion and pipeline must cease and 
the Idaho Department of Water Resources has informed Counter-Defendants that their attempts to 
divert water from Killgore' s point of diversion and pipeline does not conform with their water rights. 
Attached hereto as Exhibit Eis a true and correct copy of the John \Vestra at the Idaho Department 
of \\later Resources to Counter-Defendants. 
COUNT ONE - QUIET TITLE TO EASEMENT 
5. Killgore incorporates all of the foregoing allegations set forth in this Counterclaim as though 
fully set forth herein. 
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6. The pipeline as it crosses Counter-Defendants' property has been used by Killgore to convey 
irrigation water for a period of at least 20 years or more. Such use has been open, notorious, and 
under a claim ofright, including Counter-Defendants and their predecessors. 
7. Killgore is entitled to a decree of this Court quieting in Killgore title to an easement/right-of--
way for the pipeline as it intersects or crosses Counter-Defendants' property for purpose of 
conveying irrigation water, and for the purposes of accessing, maintaining, repairing and operating 
the same. Killgore is entitled to such easement, free and clear of claims of Ccunter-Defendants or 
their predecessors or successors. 
COUNT T\VO - BREACH OF SETTLEMENT AGREEIVIENT 
8. Killgore incorporates all of the foregoing allegations set forth in this Counterclaim as though 
fully set forth herein. 
9. Counter-Defendants are currently in breach of said Settlement Agreement. Said breach by 
Counter-Defendants includes, but is not limited to, failing to move Counter-Defendants' point of 
diversion from Joe Creek to below Killgore's point of diversion, diverting or attempting to divert 
,:vater from Killgore's point of diversion, diverting water or attempting to divert water from 
Killgore's pipeline and interfering with Killgorc's water rights. 
10. As a result of Counter-Defendant's breach of the Settlement Agreement, Killgore has 
sustained damages and Killgore is entitled to recover all damages from the Counter-Defendants in 
such amounts as will fully and fairly compensate Counter-Claimant for the loss and damage suffered 
as a result of such breach in an a.mount to be proven at trial, including all costs and attorney fees 
incurred for prosecuting this action. 
// 
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11. Killgore incorporates all of the foregoing allegations set forth in this Counterclaim as though 
fully set forth herein. 
12. Counter-Defendants unlawfuliy 311d vvTOngfully took possession of property which is owned 
and belongs to Killgore, including, but not limited to, converting water from Killgore's water right, 
point of diversion and pipeline to Counter-Defendants' own use, and converted said property to 
Counter-Defendants' ovvn possession, use and benefit. 
13. As a result of Counter-Defendants' conversion, Killgore has been d2maged as a result of 
Counter-Defendants' conversion in an amount to be proven at trial, including all costs and attorney 
fees incurred for prosecuting this action. 
COUNT FOUR - INTERFERENCE WITH EASEMENT and WATER RIGHTS 
14. Killgore incorporates all of the foregoing allegations set forth in this Counterclaim as though 
fully set forth herein. 
15. Killgore holds real property rights, including but not limited to, easement rights, rights-of-
way and water rights, for the purpose of irrigation of real property. Cour.ter-Defendants have 
interfered with said rights by connecting to the Killgore's pipeline withoui: Killgore's consent, 
interfered with and deprived Killgore' s access to the pipeline use of the Killgore' s water :rights which 
has and/or will interfere with the Killgore's diversion and/or water rights. 
16. As a result of Counter-Defendants' interference, Killgore has been damaged in an amount 
to be proven at trial, including all costs and attorney fees incurred for prosecuting this action. 
COUNT FIVE - INJUNCTION AND AFFIRTVIAT[VE RELIEF 
1 7. Killgore incorporates all of the foregoing allegations set forth in this Counterclaim as though 
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fully set forth herein. 
18. The unauthorized interference by Counter-Defendants prevents Killgore from operating and 
maintaining pipeline and in a manner that ensures proper conveyance of irrigation water from Joe 
Creek and does not flood adjacent properties. 
19. Killgore is entitled to an order from this Court compelling Counter-Defendants to 
immediately remove the unauthorized connections with the pipeline/easement/right-of-way at the 
expense of Counter-Defendants. 
20. Killgore is further entitled to an order of the Court enjoining Counter-Defendants from 
conducting any activity upon the constructed works of pipeline or within Killgore's easement 
v;ithout Killgore's written permission. 
REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY FEES 
Killgore is entitled to its reasonable attorneys' fees incurred in the prosecution hereof 
pursuant Idaho Code§ 12-121 and any other applicable statute or rule. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, Killgore respectfully prays as follows: 
1. That this Court dismiss Plaintiffs' Complaint in its entirety and that Plaintiffs take 
nothing thereby. 
2. That Killgore be awarded their reasonable costs and attorney's fees incurred in 
defense of Plaintiffs' Complaint and in the prosecution of said Counterclaim. 
3. For an Order and Judgment of this Court quieting title to Killgore for an 
easement/right-of-way for purpose of conveying irrigation water through the pipeline, and for the 
purposes of accessing, maintaining, repairing and operating the same. 
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4. For an Order and Judgment compelling Plaintiffs to immediately remove the 
unauthorized connections to said pipeline and within the easement/right-of-way of Killgore at the 
expense of Plaintiffs. 
5. For an Order of this Court restraining Plaintiffs and Plaintiffs' agents and contractors 
from fruiher interference with the Killgore's use, access and diversion of water for the irrigation 
from the pipeline, specificaliy, including Counter-Defendants from cutting, connection or 
reconnecting to the pipeline. 
6. For a money judgment against Plaintiffs in an amount to be proven at trial for the 
damage caused by Plaintiffs. 




• j :.-, 
DATED thrs _£-l._ of June, 2012. 
RINGERTL BARTERED 
By: 
9-. ryce s 
Attorneys for Killgore's Salmon River Fruit Co. 
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STATE OF IDAJIO ) 
) ss 
COUNTYOFCANYON ) 
!<ILLGORE . 1ENT 
VERIFICATION 
LESLY R. ZJL:LGORE, after beiDg :first duly sworn on oath depose and state as foUows: 
PAGE 01/81 
1. That I ru:u the President ofKillgore's Salmon River Fruit Company, the Defendant 
in fue above-entitled action, and I have reviewed the Answer and Counterclaim and I believe ihe 
facts contained the:rein to be true and correct to the best of my knowledge. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this_ day of June, 2012 . 
ETHYLEE KRYNS 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
STATE OF iDAHO 
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. d, ~ 122 ~ 1~) Nomij~§i~" , Resldmg: . , ::i . .aJCD 
My Commission xpires: k.µ3.,/Q;J J Lj 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
/ . 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the(~) day of June, 2012, I caused to be served a true and 
accurate copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below: 
.LA. Wright 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 25 
Grangeville, Idaho 83530 
Fax: (208) 983-2700 
Albert P. Barker 
Scott A. Magnuson 
Barker Rosholt & Simpson, LLP 
P.O. Box 2139 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2139 
Fax: (208)334-6034 
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§ETTLEMENTAGREEMENT 
This Set'<lemeilt Agreement is entered into this __ day of March, 2011 by and between 
Daryl Kand Lindla Mumnix (Mnllinix) and Killgores Salmon River Fruit Company (Killgores). 
The rights and obligations ofKillgores Salmon River Fruit Companym1Cfor this Agreement shall 
extend ro and include its officers, directors, employees and agents. 
W1IBREAS, the parties have made claims to vvc:ter rights in the Snake River Basin 
Adjudication (SRBA) under water right Nos. 79-2063, 79~2094, and 79-4001; 
WHEREAS, upon motion ofKillgores, the SRBA District Court granted a Motion to Set 
Aside Partial Decrees in each of these three subcases; 
WHEREAS, the parties desire to settle the disputes between them. associated with these 
water rights. 
According]y, it :is hereby agreed as follows: 
l. WaterRjghtNo. 79-2063 claimed by Mullinix in tlrn amount of0.4 cfs for 
20.1 acres diverted out of Joe Creek shall be decreed as disallowed. 
2. Water Right No. 79-4001 has been administratively split into Water Right 
No. 79-14233 in the amount of 2.20 cfs for 110 acres in the nam1;, ofKillgores and Water 
Right No. 79-14234 in the amount of 0.40 cfs for 20.1 acres in the u,:rme ofMullirfrx. These 
water rights shall be decreed in the quantities and acreage and other elements set forth in the 
splits to Killgores and Mullinix respectively for Water Rights No. 79-14233 and 79-14234 
per the attached IDWR recommoodations. 
3. MuUmix awe es to move the point of diversion for Water Right No. 79-14234 
to a location on J oc Creek below the current dive~ion used by K:iUgoxes for Water Right No. 
79-14233. Killgores and Mullinix shall coordinate 'With the Idaho Departrneni of Water 
SETTLEMENT AGF.EEiYffiNT - Page n 
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Resources on. whether it is necessazy to redescribe the point of di.version for their respective 
·Nater rights v'Jift!in a quarter quarter-section. Neither party sh.all object to a change in the 
point of diversion of these two rights as long as the Mullinix point of diversion is beiow the 
Killgrn::-es' point of diversion. 
4. Mullinix agrees not to make a call on any ofKiilgores' Water Right No. 
79-1423 3 as long as Ki1lgores are not diverting more from Joe Creek than allowed by Water 
RightNo. 79-14233 andldaholaw. 
5. Water Right No. 79-2094 has been split by the Depailiment into Water Right 
No. 79-14231 for 1.27 cfs on 110 acres owned by Killgores and into Water Right No. 
79-14232 for 0.23 cfs on 20.1 acres owned by Mullinix. The partfos agree that the rights 
shall be decreed in accordance with the split of Water Right 79-20.94 for the acreage and 
quantities and other elements set forth in the splits to Killgores and Mullinix respectively for 
Water Rights No. 79-14231 and 79-14232 per the attached JDWR recommendations. 
6. Mullinix shall move the point of diversion for Wah:r Right No.· 79-14232 
downstream on the Salmon River to a point onMullinix'spropertylc>catedin T27N, R 1E, 
Section 23, SEN-VJ. Killgores shall not object to this change in point of diversion for Water 
Right No. 79-14232. 
7. This is the complete agreement between the parties ,::on.ceming the elements 
of the water rights at issue in these subcases and nothing in tlris agreement shall be construed 
as a determ.:inatfon ot aclmowledgment of any party's right to an eas€~ment, right-of-way or 
conveyance system. 
8. Thls Settleiment Agreement shall be governed by ldru:io law. 
9. This Settlement Agireement has been reviewed by oo\msel and approved by 











STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
--t L"'"" County of ~'--v ) 
) 
... l 
• ""' ... • 11 "'' , a ornry UOt1C m ~ N. p •1· -
On tlus 'd-. C. day or March, 2011, before me,0:¥(\.y_~I( _:__, 
a..TJ.d for said State, personally appeared DA.~YL K. MUL-lIN:i:x:0 knovm or identified to me to 
be the person who executed said instrument. 
n~ WITNESS VilHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my ,official seal the day and 
year in this certificate first above written. 
Dated: __________ _ 
STATE OF IDAHO 




JCJLLGORES SALMONRIV'ERFRUIT COMP ANY 
By: __________ _ 
Its: -------,------
, a Nolazy Public in and for 
On this __ day of March, 2011, before me, ______ _ 
said State, personally appeared _______________ ,, known or identified to 
me to be the ______ ofKlLLGORES S.ALMON P...f\lER FRUIT CO:rvIP ANY, the 
corporation that executed the "lrvithm .instrument or the person who executed the instrument on 
behalf of said corporation,. and acknowledged to me that such corporation executed fue same. 
JN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto. set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and 
yeair in this certificate first above written. 
Notary Public for Idaho · 
Residing at _____ _ 
My commission expire:;; ______ _ 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
~ ' .r- ) s s . 
KILLGORES SALMON RIVER fRUIT 
COMPANY 
,i..... ,:- • ·!~,l\f-J.1 ,t ., 
CouDlf 01 _I_ UH:_1 , L/ J 1 
~. I 1 , a NDtary Public in and for 
On this 26 day of March, 20il, before meJJ-~,, o i 1u• K h,~ t1.S 
said State, personally appeueci Le;s Kl ) ) .'c'tcre. , known or identified 
to me to be the~ofKILLGORES ~\LMON RIVER FRVIT COMPANY, the 
corp oration that execaited the within instrnm ent o:r the person who executE:d the instrument 
on behalf of said corporation, and acl::nowledged to me that such corporntion executed the 
same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my offkial seal the day and 
year in th.is certificate first above written.. 
'j~c-""',~~~~~~ 
"f 
~ ETHYLEE KRYNS 
4 NOTARY PUBLIC 
4 STATE OF /DAHO 
~-'.$=~=,;=~===-A 

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOM,>!ENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE r,.:;w 
12/09/2010 
RIG:-IT NUI'-iBER: 79-1½:234 







P2RIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
521 PP.RK ST 
GRJl_NGEVILLE ID 83530 
LIN::JP._ L MULLil'7IX 
521 PP2K ST 
GRANGEVILLE ID 83530 
JOE CREEK TRIBUTARY: SALMC1N RIVER 
0.400 CFS 
Right Nos. 79-14232 and 79-14234 are limited to a totaj_ combined diversion 
rate of o .40 cfs and to a total combined annual diversi,:m volume of 80 0 AF 
04/01/1965 
T27N R0lE S23 NWSW Within IDAHO County 
PURPOSE OF USE PERIOD OF USE QUANTITY 
IRRIGATION 02/15 ll/30 0.400 CFS 
IRRIGATION in IDAHO Cou:ity 
T27N R0lE S23 Lot 5 SWNE 0.70 T27N R0lE 823 8ENW 1. 70 
T27N R0lE S23 Lot 9 SENW 3.80 T27N R0lE 823 NESW 0.60 
T27N ROlE S23 Lot 9 NESW 12.00 T27N R0lE S23 Lot 8 NWSE 1.30 
20.1 ACRES TOTAL 
Right Nos. 79-14232 and 79-14234 are limited to the irri52.tion of a combined 
total of 20.1 acres in a single irrigation season. 
OTrIER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as ~ay be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later tha., the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412 (6), Idaho 
Code. 
EXPLANATORY MATERIAL: BASIS OF CLAIM - Beneficial Use 
This right replaces right no. 79-2063. 
This right is a split from former right no. 79-4001. 
t ·ci LO . 
IDl1...,_~0 DEPJtRTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECO;V;MENDED Wl'.TER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAK 
12/09/20].0 
RIGHT NU:'•1B:S2: 79-:l.S:233 
:,le.ME Ic.J.\JD .h.DDRESS: KILLGORES SALr•,ON RIVER FRUIT CO 






PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
'ilHI'I'E BIRD ID 8355½: 
JOE CREEK TRISUTJ'_lcY: SALHON RIVER 
2.200 CFS 
Righ~ Nos. 79-14231 and 79-14233 are limited to a total combined diversion 
rate of 2.20 cfs and to a total combined ari.ni.:al diversion volume of 440.0 
AF. 
04/01/1965 
T2'7N R0lE S23 NWSW Within IDAHO County 
PU2POSE OF USE PERIOD OF USE QUANTITY 
IRP.IGl\TION 02/15 11/30 2.200 CFS 
IRRIGATION in IDA.~O County 
T27N ROlE S23 NENE 3.60 T27N ROlE 823 Lot 1 NENE 31.00 
T27N R0lE 823 NWNE 5.20 T27N ROlE 823 Lot 5 NWNE 6.50 
T27N R0lE 823 SWNE 1.00 T27N R0lE S23 L,:it 5 SWNE 16.70 
T27N R0lE S23 Lot 6 SENE 19.00 T27N R0lE S24 N1'11\JW 1.00 
T27J:.T :?.OlE S24 Lot 2 NWNW 14 .oo T27N R0lE S24 Loe 2 SWNW l2. 00 
:10 ACRES TOTAL 
Right Nos. 79-14231 and 79-14233 are limited to the irrigation of a combined 
to;:al of 110 acres in a single irrigation season. 
O'.!:'EER PROVISIONS N2C2SSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMDUSTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
ri9-J1ts as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
Code. 
EXPLANATORY MATERIAL: BASIS OF CLAIM - Beneficial Use 
This right is a split from former right no. 79-4001. 
Right includes accomplished change in place of use pursuant to Section 
42-J.-125, Idaho Code. 
I i • 
, O I 
IDAHO DE:?ARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
l2/09/2010 
RIG~T ~U~BE~: 79-1~232 







PER2:0D OF USE: 
PLJ!..CE OF USE: 
521 ?ARK ST 
GRl'.NGEVE,LE ID 83530 
LINDA L MUI,LINIX 
521 PARK ST 
GRl'-~GEVILLE ID 83530 
SALMON RIVER TRIBUTARY: SNAKE RIVER 
0.230 CFS 
Rig:i:lt Nos. 79-14232 and 79-l4234 are limited to a tota:l combined diversion 
rate of 0.40 cfs and to a total combined annual diversion -volume of 80.0 AF 
11/21/1966 
T27N ROlE S23 SWNE Lot 5 Within ID}l..HO County 
T27N R0lE S23 SENE Lot 6 Witnin IDAHO County 
PURPOSE OF USE PERIOD OF USE 
IRRIGATION 03/01 11/30 
IRRIGATION in IDAEO County 
T27N R0lE S23 Lot 5 SWNE 0.70 T27N R0lE 
T27N R0lE S23 Lot 9 SENW 3.80 '.i:'27N R0lE 
T27N R0lE S23 Lot 9 NESW 12.00 T27N R0lE 
20.l ACRES TOTAL 
QU1'..NTITY 
0.230 CFS 
S23 SE1.'W 1.70 
S23 NESW 0 60 
S23 Lot 8 NWSE l. 30 
Right Nos. 79-14232 and 79-14234 are limited to t:i:le irrigation of a combined 
total of 20.1 ac~es in a single irrigation season. 
OTFi:ER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
This partial decree is subject to such general pro-visions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient adminis.tration of the water 
rights as may De ultimately determined by the Court at a point in tine no 
later t:i:lan the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
Code. 
EXPLANATORY MATERIAL: BASIS OF CLAIM - License 
After specific notification by the Department, the right holder shall measure 
the di-version or shall enter into an agreement with the Department to 
determine the amount of water diverted from power records and shall 
annually report the information to the Department. 
Prior to di-version of water under this approval, the right holder shall provide 
a means of measurement acceptable to the Department from all authorized 
points of diversion which will allow determination of the total rate of 
diversion. 
The right holder shall comply with all fish screening requirements of the 
Idaho Department of Fish and Game. 
Right includes accomplished change in place of use pursuant to Section 
42-1425, Idaho Code. 
This right is a split from former right 79-2094. 
I ,, 

IDAHO DE?ARTMEN'"" OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDE:J i"IATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
12/09/2:Jl0 
RIGHT NUMBER: 79-l'123J. 
!'11''...:.,iE A.ND ADDRESS: K!LLGORES S~.LViON RIVER FRUIT CO 







PERIOD Or" USE: 
PLJ'.CE OF USI<:: 
WRITE SIRIJ ID 83554 
S~~LMO!~ RIVER TRIBUTARY: SNAKE RIVER 
1.270 CFS 
Right Nos. 79-14231 and 79-14233 are limited to a total combined diversion 
rate of 2.20 cfs and to a total combined a~_Dual diversi~n volune of 440.0 
AF. 
11/21/1966 
T27N R0lE S23 SWNE Lot 5 Within IDAHO County 
T27N R0J.E S23 SENE Lot 6 Within IDAHO Cour:ty 
PURPOSE OF USE 
IRRIGATION 
PERIOD OF USE 
03/01 11/30 
IRRIGATION in ID.l'IHO County 
T2'7N R0lE S23 NENE 3.60 T27N R0lE 
T27N R0lE S23 N"vJNE 5.20 T27N R0lE 
T27N R0lE S23 SWNE 1.00 T27N R0lE 
T27~;J R0lE S23 :::..ot 6 SENE 19.00 T27N R0lE 
T27N R0lE S24 Lot 2 NWNW 14.00 T27N R0lE 
110 ACRES TOTAL 
Right Nos. 79-14231 and 79-14233 are limited to the 
total of 1::_o acres in a single irrigation season. 
1.270 CFS 
S23 Lot 1 NENE 31. 00 
S23 Lot 5 NWNE 6.50 
S23 Lot 5 SVJNE 16.70 
S24 NWJ:-.TW 1.00 
S24 Lot 2 Sl'IT'JW 12.00 
irrigation o:E a combined 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFii'UTION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section L2-14J.2 (6), Idaho 
Code. 
EXPLANATORY MATERIAL: BASIS OF CLAIM - License 
After specific notification by the Department, the right holder shall measure 
the diversion or shall enter into an agreement with the Department to 
determine the amount of water diverted from power records and shall 
annually report the information to the Department. 
Prior to diversion of water under this approval, the right holder shall provide 
a means of measurement acceptable to the Department from all authorized 
points of diversion which will allow determination of the total rate of 
diversion. 
Right includes accomplished change in place of use pursua.nt to Section 
42-1425, Idaho Code. 
This right is a split from former right 79-2094. 
I/ /\Li :I ( 
The right holder shall comply with all fish sc!:"eer..ing req:uirements of the 
Idaho Depa~tment of Fish and Ga~e 
/ ~ c~~ 
! !/ , __ ) 

Daryl Mullinix 
521 Park St. 
Grangeville, ID 83530 
May 2, 2007 
Re: Unauthorized Diversion from Irrigation Pipe. 
Dear Mr. Mullinix: 
LBurn E. 3ur:-i 
Jelfre:,: R. Chris!enson 
Oavld P. C.:a1iJVrne 
I). Blair CL:srk 
5. i3ryc<".:: i::-arri.s 
)On C. G: .. nr!d 
Dav/Cf ,•--:.;;:mn-;on::ru1s 
Cnar!~s t..... Hcnsinf.{C:::-
_,iarnes P. 1-<2.uf.rncn1 
Jennifer ~~id M2honey 
J3ff)~S G. Re!d 
oanli:!! 'J. s;eensori 
\Vi!!iam F. ;;:ngen. ot ccunser 
r.'.lyn L. swee:rey ol cour.se! 
Samuel Kaufman ( ! 92 1 ~ ! 0S6; 
Please be advised that this lai;v firm represents Killgore' s Salmon River Fruit Company. I am 
writing to you because my client has informed me that you have illegally installed diversion works 
in the irrigation pipe that carries irrigation water from Joe Creek to the Killgore' s property. As you 
knov-r, you have no right to diven from or cap into said irrigation pipe. Indeed, it is illegal to 
wrongfully divert irrigation water or to interfere 'Nith the diversion works or irrigation pipe of 
another person. See I.C. §§ 18-4304 and 18-4306. 
Accordingly, you are hereby demanded to cease and desist from diverting from the pipe in 
the future or from interfering with the Ki!lgore's, or other downstream water users, right to divert 
irrigation water from Joe Creek through said irrigation pipe. Due to the fact that the irrigation season 
has already begun, you are demanded to leave the valve you have installed in the pipe closed/shm 
for the remainder of the irrigation season. In addition, within three (3) days of the daie of this letter. 
you are demanded to disconnect all hand lines and other irrigation stmctures from the line you have 
installed. At the conclusion of the 2007 irrigation season, vou are demanded to remove at vour 
.__. .,, ' .! 
expense, the valve and pipe you have illegally installed altogether and to return the Killgore's 
irrigation pipe to its original condition. If the valve and pipe are not properly disconnected within 
thir:ty (30) days from the end of the 2007 irrigation season, the Killgores will disconnect the valve 
and pipe and send you the bill for the expense. 
Please be advised that the Killgores intend to hold you responsible for any damages iDcurred 
by rbe Killgores or other downstream. water users that use or rely on the irrigation pipe as a result of 
your unauthorized diversion, including, but not limited to, crop losses, attorney fees and costs. 
Moreover, if you attempt to divert water from the Killgore' s irrigation pipe again or you in any way 
::.------·"c- ,;'p~t-1-. •i--:e d=l.;-.: 7e"'"y ,...+.;-.... ;o-<)f;o.,., V"' 9 +o,- tn' r.r,.,.,0-1, s<':).;;-t -n1'pe th= Ki11 aorDr- ··-r;"11 ... L,-:,;l,-,,,:::. TI ~tn· -1 i lilLCi.i1_..,le V't'J..U.1 Lil v J.\I 1.. V.!.. .z.J.J...loUd i.l Yur..L.---1, L VU-i::,-.l. U..l\J. }-' , '-' .t.. .i.lt:, ... ._..::! t,,VJ.. L.,..t..t\...•.J .i..Jl e1 .t.ega1 
acrion, including, but not limited to, see.king a court order enjoining you from interfering with the 
pipe and thev will seek reimbursement of their attorney fees and costs incurred in doin2: so. .. ... .., .._, 
Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation. 






Daryl Ivf ullinix 
521 Park St. 
Grangeville, ID 83530 
Re: Irrigation Diversion and Easement. 
Dear Mr. Mullinix: 
;t~;~~·~-::~~::;:-. ,,,·:·:=,_~~--
Ad.vn S. Chris:.:-nson 
J effrcy R. Chri.5teruon 
D2'.,..·id P. Cbibo::Tie 
D. Blair Cl..:rk "' 
S. Bryce for.is 
Jon C. Gould 
D:ivid Ha.nmerqulst 
Charit:5: L Hooisi..riger ,... 
J&rne-S P. Kauf::n:m 
J e:mifer Reid !va.hon~y 
Ju.ro~s G._ Reid " 
DarJel V. Stc~n~.-:ir.-
Please be advised that this law firm represents l(illgore's Salmon River Fruit Company. I am 
writing to you because my dient has infonned me that you have intentions of installing a diversion 
structure in Joe Creek and then constructing an irrigation pipe adjacent to the irrigation pipe and 
casement that carries irrigation water from Joe Creek to the KHlgore's property. As I previously 
explained to you iast year, it is illegal to wrongfuHy divert irrigation water or to interfere with the 
diversion works or irrigation pipe of anothe.r person. See I.C. §§ 18-4304 and 18-4306. You have 
no right to instal] a diversion structure er pipe which interferes with the Killgore's diversion works 
and pipe. Excavating and constructing a pipe on the same hillside and adjacent to the Killgore' s pipe 
and/or easement will undoubtedly amount to an interference. 
Unlike you, the Kill gores have an easement for their diversion works and irrigation pipe from 
the underlying property ovmer. You may not construct your diversion works and a new irrigation 
pipe without an easement from the underlying property O'Nrrer to do so. My understanding is that 
the underlying property owner is not willing to grant an easement to you, especia11y given the 
KiIIgore's objection to you being able to construct an irrigation pipe in the vicinity of their 
pipe/easement. I forther question whether the Idaho Department of Water Resourc.~s would aliow 
a water right when you do not have the easement right to get the water to your )?roperty. 
Accordii"1gly, you are demanded to cease and desist any plans to construct an irrigation pipe 
in the same vicinity the Killgore's diversion works, irrigation pipe and/or easement. If you attempt 
to construct the diversion works and irrigation pipe in the same vicinity as the Killgore' s easement 
and irrigation pipe, the Killgores wiH take further legal action to protect their rights, including, but 
not limited to, seeking a court order enjoining you from interfering ,;,vith the pipe and they will seek 
reimbursement of their attorney fees and costs incurred in doing so. 
Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation. 
455 South Third S:,cet PO Box 2773 Boise, Idaho 83701 208.342.4591 FAX 208.342.4657 
ww,v. r i n g e r t c I a r k .com 
~ nlso licrnscd ic OR 
~., rrlso liccnstd i.n CO 

/ 
vlar 2:.:; 11 u1 :o/p 
Killgorers Salmon River Fruit Co. 
HCOl Box J.60 
White Bird, ID 83554 
p.2 
Ma.:::/ 7 f' 2007 
This letter is to express my deep and sincere apology for utilizi~g 
your irrigation line and water frorr. Jee Creek. 
I offer no excu;3e. It was my own igno::-ance. My fa.:.lu.re to 
com,<1unicat:e with you ::'olks. 
I did not think you would care. 
I would in no manner want to damage, ~urt or take anythi=g ~rem the 
Killgores. 
All of my activities on the River are purely recreation.2.l. My 
gardeE, o.:::-chard and pasture are 0£ no agricultural value. I 
sincerely thought the water in April was not being utilized a:-:id :ny 
use would not affect anyone. I very sorry for the emotional s~rsss 
and hard feelings ~hat this has c~eated. None of the t~ings I have 
on tte River are worth this damage. 
I bope you will accept my apology. 

DEPPillTMENT OF WATER RE§()URCJE§ 
Wesu: ern Reglioll1!, 2 735 Ailrp,rH"I: Way O Bo.ise , Mafrrn ·337 05-5082 
Phone : (.208) 334 - 2190 ° Fax: (208) 334-2348" Wei., Site: vnvw.iidwir.i d2ho .gov 
C. L "BUTCH" OTTER 
Governor 
May 25,201 l 
GARY SPACK!\1..4..N 
CERTl[FJIED MA]]!J,terim Director 
Daryl K. and Linda Mullinix 
521 Park ST 
Grangeville ID 83530 
RE: Compilfant-PeJrull.ing Notice of Violation 
' ' . ' . c·~ ..+r,,•,,,,r!i Rmgert Law .·1 ,ai 1.,;;;1 c; .. i 
~later RigMs-#79-14232 (Joe Creek) & #79-14234 (Salmon River) 
Dear Mr. & Mrs . Mullinix: 
On May 23, 2011 , our agency received a complaint alleging you had cut and tapped into the 
Ki llgore 's Joe Creek pipeiine and are diverting water from it for irrigation. 
It is our understanding that a settlement agreement had been reached between parties earlier this 
year resulting from litigation. The agreement stipulates that under water right no . 79-1,4234, you 
agreed to move the point of diversion to a location on Joe Creek below the Killgores diversion. 
Under water right no. 79-14232, you also agreed to move the point of diversion on the Salmon 
River downstream to the Mullinix property located in the T27N, R0lE Section 23, SENW. 
The agreement states that" Killgores and Mullinix shall coordinate with the Idaho Department of 
Water Resources (Department) on whether it is necessary to re-describe the point of diversion for 
their respective water rights within a quarter quarter-section." 
Our water right records reveal the following partial decrees and current points of diversions: 
No. 79-14234 point of diversion is: NvVSW, Section 23, T27N, ROJE. 
No. 79-14232 points of diversion are: Lot 5 SWNE, Section 23, T27N, ROI E 
Lot 6 SENE, Section 23, T27N, ROJE 
The matters regarding the alleged unauthorized use of the Killgore ' s pipeline and facili tation/ 
enforcement of the settlement agreement are civil matters of which the Department is not a part 
nor has regulatory authority to act. However, our agency is charged with the regulation and 
appropriation of public water (water rights) within the state. Idaho Code (IC) 42-35 1 is very 
clear regarding the use of water not conforming to the elements of a valid water right. The statute 
states in part the following: 
42-351. Illegal diversion or use of water- Enforcement procedure- Injunctive relief 
( 1) It is unlawful for any person to divert or use water from a natural water course or 
from a ground water source without having obtained a valid water right to do so, or to 




(3) [Ipon investigation of available information, the director of the clepartment of water 
resources shall have the discretion to issue a written notice of violation to the person in 
accordance with the provision of section 42-1701B, Idaho Code/or the illegal diversion 
or use of water. (4) Nor withstanding, the issuance of a notice of violation, the director 
may also file an action seeking injunctive relief directing the person to cease and desist 
the activity or activities alleged to be in violation ............. . 
If you are diverting water in a 40 acre tract other than described in your applicable water right 
point of diversion, it is considered an illegal diversion and is subject to the above Department 
actions. A copy of IC 42-170 lB is attached for reference. Our agency transfer process provides 
the vehicie and procedure to change elements of a water right. It appears that you may need to 
file a transfer application(s) to adhere to the point of diversion terms in the settlement agreement. 
The Department requires~ of the following actions be taken by June 101 2011: 
1. Submit proof and information that you are presently diverting wcrter at the points of 
diversion locations (40 acre tracts) listed and are conforming to the elements of water 
rights #79-14232 and 79-14234 .. 
2. Submit the required transfer applications to correct or move the points of diversion 
locations for water rights #79-14232 and/or #79-14234. This may be needed to meet 
the terms ofyour settlement agreement. Application forms and reference maps are 
enclosed. 
If our office does not receive a response from you by the June 10, 2011 deadline, a field 
inspection will be scheduled to confirm the allegations. Enforcement actions will be considered 
under IC 42-170 IB ifthere is not conformation to your water rights. Civil penalties may be up 
to $150 per day for continuing violations and $300 per acre annually. 
Should you have questions, please contact me at the Western Regional Office, phone 334-2190. 
Sincerely, 
l. /.--1,}:/V ~~__, /7V ~ 
'/ 
John Westra, Manager 
Enclosures: water right proofs, transfer application forms, maps, IC 42-l 701B 
Cc: A. Barker, B. Farris 
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Right Nos. 79-14231 and 79-14233 are limited to t~e ir~igation of 
~ combined total of 110 acres in a single irrigation season# 
CTEER PROVISIONS N"'SCESSJ\.RY FOR DEF!N!TION' OR ADMINIST.R.A'J'ION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
'!'EIS PP-~T!AL DEC?..EE IS SUBJECT TO sucn: GENERl-J.1 PROVISIONS 
KE:CESS~'b£Y FOR TEB DEFINITION OF TF.B R!GP.TS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT 
.z..DMINISTRJ."\TION OF THE WATER RIGHTS .AS MAY BE UL-::'IM.ATELY 
OBTER1--1INED BY Th"'E COUkT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LAT.ER THAN TEE 
ENTRY O? A FINAL tJNI?'IED DECREE. I. C. SECTION 42-11.112 ( 6) . 
RULE 54(bj CERTIFICATE 
With ~espect to ths issues determined by the above judgment or o~der. it is he=eby CERTIFIED, i~ acco=dance 
with Rule S~(b), I~R.C.P., cbac the court has det9rmined that there is no just reaso~ fa= delay of the entry of a 
final judgment and that the court has and do~s hereby direct that. the above judgment or order shall be a final 
judgment upon which execution may issue end en appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
SRBA PARTIJ>..L DECREE PtmSUANT TO I,R.C.P. 54 lb) 
Water Right 79-14233 File Number: 00101 
Eric J. Wildman 
l?resid ns Judge of the ___ _ 
Snake iRee®MMiG:~~AT!ON 
APR 2 8 2011 
SPECIAL MASTER PAGE 1 
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THZ DISTRICT 
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JO2 CREEK 
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?A..."ZTI~t..L DECREE PGRSU.:;:r..;T 
I.R.C. 54(b) FOR 
Nate~ Rigbc 79-14234 
Right Hos. 7.9-14232 and 79-14234 are .limited t.o a total combined 
diversion ~ate of 0.40 cfs and co a total corrbined annaul 
diversion vcl~me of so.o AF. 
04/01/1965 
T27~ RDl.E S2J 
PURPOSE OF USE 
Irrigcltio:1 
Irrigation 
T27N R01E S23 LOTS 
LOT 
20. l ]i,.cres Total 
Within Idaho Councy 
PERIOD 0? USE 
02-15 TO !.1•30 
QUANTITY 
0.40 CFS 
Wi chin :r:daho cou:ii:y 
SENW 1.7 (SWllE) 0.7 
(SENW) 3. 8 LOTS (NESW)12.0 
1'""ESW O. LOT (NWSEJ l.3 
Right Nos. 79-14232 and 79-14234 ~r2 limited ~o the irrigation 
a combined total of 20.i acres in a single irrigation season 
PROVISIONS .. NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION ADMINISTP_!\.T!ON OF THIS WATER R!Gh"T: 
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENEP-~L PROV:i:SIONS 
NEC3S$11.RY FOR TRE DEFINITION OF THE E.IGF!TS OR FOR THE EFFIC!B;.\J''J' 
ADMI:N'!S'!"P.J\TION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS }lt\Y BE ULTIVLt'..TELY 
DETBrt.MINED BY TEE COURT AT A POINT :CN TIME NO LATER TBJ\1'-J THE 
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. r.c. SECTION 42-1412 (6). 
RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE 
With ::-espect t.o the i5sues determined by the above judgment: or order, it is hereby CBP.:I'IFIE:6, in accordance 
"-.<Ji;:h Rule SL:: , :Z.R.C.P. f t.hat: the cou.rt has detez:-mined that there is no jus::: reason for delay of the ent:=y of a 
final judgme:1.t: that: the cau::-t has and does hereby direct t.hat t.he above judgment or order shall be final 
j:idgment: upon wbich execution may issue and an appeal may be tµken as provided by the Idaho P...ppella:::e Rules. 
TO .R.C.?~ 54 fb) 
?ile : 00:01 
Eric .::r. Wildman 
PAGE 1 
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,_Statutes Pagel of 3 
TITLE 42 
IRRIGATION 2\ND DRAINAGE -- WATER RIGHTS AND RECIAtv'.JP"TION 
CHAPTER 17 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES -- WATER RESOURCE BOARD 
42-1701B.ENFORCEMENT PROCEDURE NOTICE CONSENT ORDER CIVIL 
ACTION. ( 1) Authority to comi.Ltence actions. The director of the department 
of water resources is authorized and may cormnence and pursue enforcement 
actions to remedy t:he designated violations set out in title 42, Idaho 
Code. 
(2) Notice. When the director commences an administrative 
enforcement action the notice of violation shall be served upon the 
alleged violator in person or by certified mail. The notice of violation 
shall identify the alleged violation and shall specify each provision of 
the designated chapter, rule, permit, condition of approval or order 
which has been violated. The notice of violation shall state the remedy, 
including any demand to cease and desist, restoration and mitigation 
measures, and the amount of any civil penalty the director seeks for 
redress of the violation. Factors the director may consider in seeking 
the appropriate remedy include the impact of the violation and whether 
the violation was willful, a repeat violation for which the violator had 
been gi~en a prior written warning, or the violator has otherwise refused 
to comply with the department's lawful directives. The notice of 
violation shall inform the person to whom it is directed of an 
opportunity to confer with the director or the director's designee in a 
co:rn.pliance conference concerning the alleged violation. 
( 3) Response. A written response may be required within fourteen 
(14) days of the receipt of the notice of violation by the person to whom 
it is directed. If a recipient of a notice of violation contacts the 
department within fourteen ( 14) days of the receipt of the notice, the 
recipient shall be entitled to a compliance conference. The conference 
shall be held within twenty-one (21) days of the receipt of the notice 
unless a 12.ter date is agreed upon between the parties. If a compliance 
conference is not requested, the director may proceed with a civil 
enforcement action as provided in this section. 
( 4) Compliance conference and consent order. The compliance 
conference shall provide an opportunity for the recipie~t of a notice of 
violation to explain the circumstance of the alleged violation andr where 
appropriate, to present a proposal for remedying the damage caused by the 
violation and assuring future compliance. If the recipient and the 
director agree on a plan to remedy damage caused by the alleged violation 
and to assure future compliance, they may enter into a consent order 
formalizing their agreement. The consent order may include a provision 
providing for payment of any agreed civil penalty. The consent order 
shall be effective immediately upon signing by both parties and shall 
preclude a civil enforcement action for the same alleged violation. If a 
party does not comp with the terms of the consent order, the director 
http:/ /legislature.idaho.gov/idst?"1/Title42/T 42CH17SECT42-l701 BPrinterFriendly .htm 6/25/2011 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF IDAHO 
DARYL K. AND LINDA L. MULLINIX, ) 






KILLGORE'S SALMON RIVER FRulT ) 




Case No. CV 12-41783 
ANSWER TO COUNTERCLAIM 
COivfE NOW Piaintiffs/Counter-Defendants Daryl K. Mullinix and Linda L. Mullinix, 
husband and wife, (hereafter "Mullinix") by and through cow,sel, and hereby answer and state 
the following defenses to the Defendant/Counterclaimant's (hereafter "Kingore") Counterclaim 
filed in this matter on June 18, 2012. 
ANSWER TO COUNTERCLAIM - 1 
I. ANSWE~ 
lvf ullinix denies each and every allegation and averment in the Cour:terclaim not hereafter 
expressly admitted. 
1. With respect to Paragraph ] of the Counterclaim, Mullinix admits that Killgore 
was partially decreed water right no. 79-14233 in the Snake River Basin Adjudication (SRBA). 
Mullinix further admits that a ditch/pipe/flume system, referenced in Mullinix's Complaint as the 
"Old Ditch", was used to convey water from Joe Creek to that certain property identified in 
Mullinix's Complaint as the Killgore Original Parcel, inclusive of the Mulllinix Parcel. Mullinix 
further admits that construction of the Existing Pipeline described in Mullinix's Complaint by 
Killgore or Killgore's predecessors has interfered and continues to interfere: with Mullinix's right 
to use of the Old Ditch and Old Ditch right-of-way. Muilinix denies all other and further 
allegations and averments in said paragraph. 
2. With respect to Paragraph 2 of the Counterclaim, Mullinix admits that the Old-
Ditch right-of-way described in Mullinix's Complaint crosses the Mullinix Parcel. Mullinix 
further admits that Mullinix attempted to divert water from the Existing Pipeline as was 
Mullinix's right to do, and admits that Killgore wrongfully and unlawfully interfered with 
Muilinix's rights. Mullinix further admits that Killgore wrongfully demanded that Mullinix 
cease and desist Mullinix's connection to the Existing Pipeline. Mullinix further admits that the 
first page of Exhibit B attached to the Counterclaim is a copy of a letter dated May 2, 2007, 
purportedly signed by S. Bryce Farris, and admit that a copy of said letter was received by 
Mullinix. Mullinix is without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to the truth 
of the allegations with respect to the second page of Exhibit B, and therefore deny the allegations 
on that basis. Mullinix further admits that Exhibit C attached to the Counterclaim is a copy of a 
ANSWER TO COUNTERCLAIM-2 
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letter dated April 14, 2008, purportedly signed by S .. Bryce Farris, and admit that a copy of said 
letter was received by lvfullinix. Mullinix further admit that Exhibjt D attached to the 
Counterclaim is a copy of a letter, dated May 7, 2007, sent by Mullinix to Killgore in response to 
communications received from Killgore, with the exception that Mullinix denies that the fax 
header information appearing at the top of Exhibit D is part of the original letter as composed 
and sent by Mullinix. Mullinix denies all further allegations and avennents in said paragraph, 
including but not limited to Killgore's interpretations or characterizations of Exhibits B, C and D 
or their content. 
3. With respect to Paragraph 3 of the Counterclaim, Mullinix admits that Mullinix 
has a separate water right on Joe Creek, being water right No. 79-14234 decreed in the SRBA. 
Mullinix further admits that Mullinix and Killgore entered into a Settlement Agreement in the 
SRBA proceeding, which was executed by Mullinix on March 25, 2011, and further admit that a 
copy of the Settlement Agreement is attached to the Counterclaim as Exhibit A. Mullinix denies 
that the Settlement Agreement compromised, settled, merged or resolved Mullinix's right to m1 
easement, right-of-way or conveyance system, including but not limited to as claimed by 
Mullinix in this case. Mullinix further denies all allegations or averments that the Settlement 
Agreement bars Mullinix's instant claims under any theory. Muilinix admits that the Settlement 
Agreement, as signed by Mullinix, among other provisions contains the words "Mullinix agrees 
to move the point of diversion for Water Right No. 79-14234 to a location on Joe Creek below 
the cmTent diversion used by Killgores for Water Right No. 79-14233." Mullinix denies all 
further allegations and averments in said paragraph, including but not limited to Killgore's 
interpretations or characterizations of the Settlement Agreement or its content. 
4. With respect to Paragraph 4 of the Counterclaim, Mullinix admits that Mullinix 
ANSV/ER TO COUNTERCLAIM - 3 
has attempted to connect to the Existing Pipeline qescribed in Mullinix's Complaint. Mullinix 
further admits that Killgore have frustrated and prevented Mullinix from moving Mullinix's point 
of diversion for water right No. 79-14234 due to Killgore's refusal to allo,~: Mullinix to connect 
to the Existing Pipeline. Mullinix further admits that Exhibit E attached to ::he Counterclaim is a 
copy of a letter dated May 25, 2011, purportedly signed by John Westra of the State of Idaho 
Department of Water Resources, received by Mullinix, but Mullinix denies that the words 
"RECEIVED MAY 26, 2011 Ringert Law Chartered" on the first page of the exhibit and the 
highlighting on the last page of the exhibit appeared on the letter received by Mullinix. Mullinix 
denies all further allegations and averments in said paragraph, including but not limited to 
Killgore's interpretations or characterizations of the Exhibit E or its content. 
5. With respect to Paragraphs 5 of the Counterclaim, Mullinix admits and denies all 
allegations and averments as admitted and denied in the foregoing paragraphs. 
6. With respect to Paragraph 6 of the Counterclaim, Mullinix denies all allegations 
and ave1ments therein. 
7. With respect to Paragraph 7 of the Counterclaim, Mullinix denies all allegations 
and averments therein. 
8. With respect to Paragraph 8 of the Counterclaim, Mullinix admits and denies ali 
allegations and averments as admitted and denied in the foregoing paragraphs. 
9. With respect to Paragraph 9 of the Counterclaim, Mullinix denies all allegations 
and averments therein. 
10. With respect to Paragraph 10 of the Counterclaim, Mullinix denies all allegations 
and avennents therein. 
11. With respect to Paragraph 11 of the Counterclaim, Mullinix admits and denies all 
ANSWER TO COUNTERCLAIM - 4 
allegations and avennents as admitted and denied i!l the foregoing paragraphs. 
12. With respect to Paragraph 12 of the Counterclaim, Mullinixs denies all allegations 
and averments therein. 
13. With respect to Paragraph 13 of the Counterclaim, Mullinix denies all allegations 
and averments therein. 
I 4. With respect to Paragraph 14 of the Counterclaim, Mullinix admits and denies all 
allegations and averments as admitted and denied in the foregoing paragrapbs. 
15. With respect to Paragraph 15 of the Counterclaim, Mullinix denies all allegations 
and averments therein. 
16. With respect to Paragraph 16 of the Counterclaim, Mullinix denies all allegations 
and averments therein. 
17. With respect to Paragraph 17 of the Counterclaim, Mullinix admits and denies all 
allegations and averments as admitted and denied in the foregoing paragraphs. 
18. \Vith respect to Paragraph 18 of the Counterclaim, Mullinix denies all allegations 
and avennents therein. 
19. With respect to Paragraph 19 of the Counterclaim, Mullinix denies all allegations 
and averments therein. 
20. With respect to Paragraph 20 of the Counterclaim, Mullinix denies all allegations 
and averments therein. 
21. With respect to the unnumbered paragraph "Request for Attorney Fees", Mullinix 
denies all allegations and averments therein. 
U.DEFENSES 
1. Killgore has failed to state a claim upon which relief may be granted. 
ANSWER TO COUNTERCLAIM-5 
2. Kingore's claims are barred by iaches, waiver, abandonment, consent, and 
unclean hands. 
3. Killgore's claims are bmTed or limited by applicable statute of limitations and 
co11ditions stated in Idaho Code§§ 5-203 through 5-210, 5-218 and 5-224. 
4. Killgore's claim for an easement or right-of-way is barred or fails as any use was 
pennissive, and not continuous, hostile, open, notorious or exclusive. 
5. Killgore's claims are subject to setofiloffset. 
6. Killgore's breach of the Settlement Agreement claims are barred by Killgore's 
own breach, by the terms of the Settlement Agreement itself, by impossibiEty or impracticability, 
and inequitable conduct by Killgore. 
7. Killgore's claim for injunctive relief fail as Killgore has an adequate remedy at 
law. 
8. Mullinix reserves the right to state additional defenses. 
ATTORNEY FEES 
Mullinix has been forced to incur legal costs and attorneys fees in defense of Kiilgore's 
Counterclaim, and Mullinix is entitled to recover costs and attorney's fees pursuant to Idaho Law 
including Idaho Code Section 12-120, 12-121, and IRCP 11 and 54(e). 
WHEREFORE, Mullinix prays that Killgore's Counterclaim be dismisse in its entirety, 
with prejudice, and that Killgore take nothing thereby. Mullinix further prays that Mullinix be 
awarded costs and attorney fees incurred in the action, and for any such other and further relief 
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ANSWER TO COUNTERCLAIM - 7 
Attorneys for Plaintif.fe Daryl K. and Linda L. 
Afullinix 
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DARYL MULLINIX, being first duly sworn and upon oath, testifies as follows: 
That is a plaintiff herein; that he has read the foregoing instrument, knows the contents 
thereof and the facts stated therein are true to the best of his knowledt;;,0 t\ information and belief. /7 ~ /4,,, 
j -/ /!:~,~- ., 
ANSWER TO COUNTERCLAIM - 8 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned hereby certifies that a trne and correct copy of the foregoing docun;lent 
\Vas served upon the following person(s) in the manner indicated below on tt'.e,._;g-:t·~ day 
/'' of S: r-. J-·,i .. .J , 2012: ·:i::.: __ / . "· 
S. Bryce Farris 
Ringert Law Chartered 
P.O. Box 2773 
Boise, ID 83701-2773 
ANSWER TO COUNTERCLAIM - 9 
U.S. Mail, First Class, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered __ Courthouse Tray 
Via Fasimile 
J. A. Wright, I.SB #4403 
Attorney at Law 
P. 0. Box 25 
Grangeville, ID 83530 
Telephone: (208) 983-2706 
Facsimile: (208) 983-2706 
Albert P. Barker, ISB #2867 
Scott A. Magnuson, ISB #7916 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
1010 W. Jefferson St., Ste. 102 
P.O. Box 2139 
Boise, ID 83701-2139 
Telephone: (208) 336-0700 
Facsimile: (208) 344-6034 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs Daryl K and Linda L. lYlullinix 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF IDAHO 
DARYL K. AND LINDA L. MULLINIX, ) 






KILLGORE'S SALMON RIVER FRUIT ) 
CO., an Idaho corporation, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) _______________ ) 
Case No. CV 12-41783 
AMENDED COMPLAINT FOR 
DECLARATORY Af\rD 
INJUNCTIVE RELIEF, AND 
DAMAGES 
COMES NOW, Plaintiffs, DARYL K. AND LINDA L. MULLINIX ("Mullinix") by 
and through their attorneys of record, J. A ·wright, Attorney at Law, and Barker Rosholt & 
Simpson, LLP, and hereby assert this complaint and request for relief against defendant, 
K.ILLGORE'S SALMON RIVER FRUIT CO. (hereafter "Killgore") by complaining and 
alleging as follows: 
AMENDED COMPLAINT 1 
I. BACKGROUND 
1. This action arises from Killgore' s longstanding and continuous interference with 
delivery of water from Joe Creek to Mullinix's real property in Idaho Coun:y, Idaho, pursuant to 
Mullinix's decreed vvater right Among other WTongful conduct described hereafter, Killgore has 
wrongfully injured and interfered with Mulllinix's rights by interfering with conveyance of water 
through the historic ditch/pipe/flume used to supply water to Mullinix's parcel, by modifying the 
historic water conveyance, by installing the now existing pressurized pipeline, by refusing to 
allow Mullinix to connect to the existing pipeline, and by interfering with Mullinix's connections 
to the existing pipeline. Killgore' s installation of the existing pressurized plastic pipeline along 
the historic water conveyance right of way also effectively prevents Mullinix's use of the right of 
way to convey water from Joe Creek to the Mullinix's property by other means. 
2. This action does not seek to determine the o\1/llership of any water rights, as the 
ownership of those rights have been dete1mined in the Snake River Basin Adjudication (SRBA) 
proceedings described hereafter. Rather, among other relief requested here:Ln, this action seeks a 
determination and protection of Mullinix's right to a water conveyance system from Joe Creek to 
Mullinix's property, including but not limited to the right to use the historic water conveyance 
system as now modified and used by Killgore, the right to use the histotic water conveyance 
system right of way, and an order preventing Killgore from interfering with Mullinix's right to 
use such conveyances. 
U. P ARTIESNENUE 
3 Plaintiffs, Daryl K. and Linda L. Mullinix, husband and wife, are and were at all 
times relevant herein residents of Idaho County, Idaho. 
AMENDED COMPLAINT 
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4. Defendant Killgore's Salmon River Fruit Co., is and was at all times relevant 
herein an Idaho corporation v.,,·ith its principal place of business in Idaho County, Idaho. 
5. Venue is proper in Idaho County pursuant to Idaho Code§ 5-401 and 5-404. 
HI. GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 
A. THE SRBA ADJUDICATIO~ 
6. On June 16, 2002, Mullinix acquired that certain real property situated in Idaho 
County, Idaho, consisting of approximately 20.1 acres of land in Section 23, Township 27 North, 
Range 1 E.B.M., Idaho County, Idaho, (hereafter the "Mullinix Parcel") by and as more 
particularly described in that certain Warranty Deed, dated January 16, 2002, recorded in Idaho 
County, Idaho as Instrument No. 420709 on January 22, 2002. A true and accurate copy of said 
·warranty Deed is attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference as Exhibit "A". Mullinix 
is and remains the present owner of the Mullinix Parcel. 
7. Mullinix has the right to irrigate the Mullinix Parcel from Joe Creek under a water 
right decreed in the Snake River Basin Adjudication (SRBA) as water right number 79-14234, 
with a priority date of April 1, 1965. A true and accurate copy of the SRBA Partial Decree for 
Mullinix's water right number 79-14234 on Joe Creek entered on May 31, 2011, is attached 
hereto and incorporated herein by reference as Exhibit "B". 
8. Kilgore asserted a claim in the SRBA based on a 1965 for a water right which 
encompassed the land knovm as the Mullinix Parcel and sufficient flow to provide water to the 
Muliinix Parcel. Mullinix's water right number 79-14234 is a split from a parent water right on 
Joe Creek initially claimed by Killgore in the SRBA proceeding. Kilgore's water right number 
79-14233 was also split from this same parent right. 
AMENDED COMPLA,JNT 3 
9 .. In the SRBA proceeding, the Mullinix and Killgore had various disputes between 
them concerning their various water rights. The parties reached a settlement that included an 
agreement to split Killgore's claim to a water right on Joe Creek, such that a ponion of 
Killgore's water rights on Joe Creek would be decreed in favor of Muliinix for the 20.1 acre 
Mullinix Parcel. The parties' agreement was accepted and recommended by the Special Master, 
resulting in water right number 79-14234 on Joe Creek being decreed in favor of Mullinix for the 
Mullinix Parcel as set forth in Exhibit B attached hereto. A true and accurate copy of the Special 
Master's recommendation is attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference as Exhibit 
10. As Mullinix's water right number 79-14234 is split from the same right claimed 
by Killgore from Joe Creek, Mullinix has the same right to convey water from Joe Creek over 
the historic conveyance and existing pipeline as Killgore, to the extent of Muilinix's decreed 
water right. 
B. THE HISTORIC WATER CONVEYANCE: 
11. Killgore's predecessors in interest, James J. Killgore and Josephine Killgore, 
husband and wife (hereafter "James Killgore") acquired land located in Sections 23 and 24, 
Township 27 North, Range 1 E.B.M., Idaho County, Idaho, (hereafter the "Killgore Original 
Parcel") by and as more particularly described in that certain deed dated April 23, 1964, recorded 
in Idaho County, Idaho, on April 23, 1964 as Instrument No. 228219. A true and accurate copy 
of said deed is attached hereto and ,incorporated herein by reference as Exhibit "D" (hereafter 
"Killgore Original Parcel"). 
12. The Killgore Original Parcel was a larger parcel land that included the 
approximately 20.1 acres ofreal property comprising the Mullinix Parcel. 
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Prior to and at the time James Killgore acquired the Killgore Original Parcel, 
there existed a visible, open, obvious and apparent ditch, flume and pipeworks (hereafter 
coliectively the "Original Ditch") used to convey water for mining and irrigating purpose to 
various lands, including the Killgore Original Parcel, with water diverted from Joe Creek. This 
ditch had been constructed and in use since the l 920s. Killgore used this same existing right of 
way to convey water to the Killgore Original Parcel from Joe Creek. Under Idaho law, the 
presence of a visible ditch or flume establishes a right of way, even if there is no formal 
conveyance. Idaho Code § 42-1602. 
i4. James Killgore sold a portion of the Killgore Original Parcel to Louis 'Wiese and 
Maude Wiese, husband and wife, by and as more particularly described in that certain deed dated 
May 22, 1964, recorded in Idaho County, Idaho, on May 22, 1964, as Instrument No. 228221. 
A true and accurate copy of said deed is attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference as 
Exhibit "E". The portion of the Original Killgore Parcel that James Killgore sold to Louis Wiese 
and Maude Wiese included the approximately 20.1 acres of real property now comprising the 
Mullinix Parcel. 
15. On or about 1965, James Killgore used the Original Ditch to convey water from 
Joe Creek to fill a reservoir located on Killgore's retained property from the Killgore Original 
Parcel and to deliver water to the Killgore Original Parcel, including that portion conveyed to 
Wiese. On or about 1969, Killgore relocated the aforesaid reservoir when Highway U.S 95 was 
rerouted through Killgore's retained property, but the Original Ditch re:nained in the same 
location. The Original Ditch was appurtenant to the entire Killgore Original parcel, including the 
land conveyed to Wiese. 
16. In 1972, Ernest and Judith Robinson granted Killgore an easement to construct a 
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\Vater cjiversion in Joe Creek in Section 23, Lot 10, and the right to maintain and access an 
existing irrigation ditch or canal, generally easterly from the land in Lot :10 where the diversion 
was constructed, all as more particularly described in that certain Easement Agreement dated 
March 29, 1972, recorded in Idaho County, Idaho, on May 24, 1972, as Instrument No. 245137, 
a true and accurate copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit "F". This easement confirmed 
the status quo ante and was appurtenant to the entire Killgore Original Parcel. 
17. On, about or prior to 1987, Killgore installed a new pressurized plastic pipeline 
(hereafter the "Existing Pipeline") for the purpose of conveying water from Joe Creek to 
Killgore's retained property. The Existing Pipeline, portions of which are underground, 1s 
installed along the existing Old Ditch right of way at various locations. A portion of the Existing 
Pipeline also crosses real property owned by Ernest and Judith Robinson and the Mullinix 
Parcel. 
18. On June 16, 2002, Mullinix acquired the Mullinix Parcel from Wieses' successors 
m interest, together with all appurtenances, as more particularly described in Exhibit "A" 
attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference. The Existing Plpeline carrymg the 
pressurized water from Joe Creek to the remainder of Killgore's property crosses the Mullinix 
19. The Existing Pipeline wrongfully interfered with, and continues to interfere with, 
Mullinix's use of the Old Ditch and the Old Ditch right of way as a means of water conveyance 
to the Murnnix Parcel by collecting and conveying water from Joe Creek through the Existing 
Pipeline instead of through the Old Ditch, and without making provision for Mullinix to connect 
to or use the water from the Existing Pipeline. 
20. The Existing Pipeline wrongfully interfered with, and continues to intefere with, 
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use of.the Old Ditch and Old Ditch right of way by preventing Mullinix's use of the Old Ditch as 
a means of water conveyance from Joe Creek to the Mullinix Parcel, and by effectively 
preventing and obstructing Mullinix from installing his ovvn means of ·water conveyance along 
the Old Ditch right of way. 
C. PRESENT EXISTING CONTROVERSEY 
21. In 2007, Mullinix, as was Mullinix's clear right to do so, attached a tap and line to 
the Existing Pipeline where it crossed Mullinix Parcel, and irrigated the Mullinix Parcel from 
\vater obtained from the Existing Pipeline. 
22. On or about August 2011, Killgore knowingly, willfully and maliciously 
trespassed upon the Mullinix Parcel and repeatedly cut, destroyed and otherwise injured 
Mullinix's water system, including but not limited to Mullinix's connection to the Existing 
Pipeline in the middle of the growing season. 
23. Killgore has refused, and continues to refuse, Mullinix's demands to permit 
Mullinix to connect to the Existing Pipeline fur the purpose of exercising Mullinix's decreed 
water right on Joe Creek. 
COUNTI 
DECLARA.TORY RELIEF 
24. The allegations as set forth in the preceding paragraphs 1 through 23 are realleged 
and are incorporated by reference as though set forth in full herein. 
25. Mullinix has the right to connect to and use the Existing Pipeline as a means of 
conveyance of water from Joe Creek, including but not limited to the right to tap and take water 
from the Existing Pipeline, to and for the benefit of the Mullinix Parcel in exercise of and to the 
extent of Mullinix's adjudicated water right number 79-14234. 
26. Mullinix has a right to use of the Old Ditch and Old Ditch right of way as a means 
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of ccnveyance of water from Joe Creek to and for the benefit of the Mullinix Parcel in exercise 
of and to the extent ofMullinix's adjudicated water right number 79-14234. 
27. Killgore denies Mullinix's aforesaid rights to use of the Existing Pipeline, Old 
Ditch and Old Ditch right of way, and Killgore ,vrongfolly injured, :nterfered with, and 
continues to wrongfully deny and interfere ,Nith Mullinix's aforesaid rights. 
28. There is and remains a live and actual controversy between Mullinix and Killgore 
over Mullinix's right to use of the Existing Pipeline, the Old Ditch and Old Ditch right of way as 
a means of water conveyance from Joe Creek to and for the benefit of the rv1ullinix Parcel. 
29. Pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 10-1201 et seq., Mullinix is entitled to a declaratory 
judgment declaring that: 
a. Mullinix has the right to connect to and use the Existing Pipeline as a 
means of conveyance of water from Joe Creek, including but not limited to the right to 
tap and take water from the Existing Pipeline, to and for the benefit of the Mullinix 
Parcel in exercise of and to the extent of Mullinix' s adjudicated water right number 
79-14234; and 
b. Mullinix has a right to use of the Old Ditch and Old Ditch right of way as 
a means of conveyance of water from Joe Creek to and for the benefit of the Mullinix 




30. The allegations as set forth in the preceding paragraphs 1 through 29 are realleged 
and are incorporated by reference as though set forth in full herein. 
31. Killgore, Kiligore's employees, agents and those acting in concert with them, 
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have unlawfully interfered with, blocked and denied Mullinix's right to convey water from Joe 
Creek via the Existing Pipeline, Old Ditch and Old Ditch right of way. Additionally, Killgore, 
Killgore's employees, agents and those acting in concert with them, have unla-wfully trespassed 
upon the Mullinix Parcel and negligently, intentionally or maliciously damaged Mullinix's water 
systems, including but not limited to Mullinix's connections to the Existing Pipeline. 
32. :vfullinix has suffered and will suffer irreparable harm and injury if Killgore, 
Killgore's employees, agents, and those acting in concert with them, me not restrained and 
enjoined from interfering with and trespassing upon Mullinix's rights and property, including but 
not limited to Mullinix' s right to use of the Existing Pipeline, Old Ditch and Old Ditch right of 
way. 
33. Mullinix is therefore entitled to a permanent injunction enjoining Killgore, 
Killgore's employees, agents and those acting in concert with them, from the aforementioned 
acts, including but not limited to specifically enjoining them from interfering with Mullinix's 
right w use of the Existing Pipeline, Old Ditch and Old Ditch right of way as a mea11s of 
conveyance of water from Joe Creek to and for the benefit of the Mullinix Parcel in exercise of 
and to the extent ofMullinix's adjudicated water right number 79-14234. 
34. Muliinix further requests an injunction requiring Killgore, at Killgore's expense, 
to identify the location of the buried portions of Existing Pipeline on the Mullinix Parcel to 
further facilitate Muilinix's connections to the Existing Pipeline. 
COUNTIU 
TORTIOUS INJURY TO PROPERTY/PROPERTY RIGHTS 
35. The allegations as set forth in the preceding paragraphs 1 through 34 are realleged 
and are incorporated by reference as though set forth in full herein. 
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36. Kiligore negligentiy, intentionally and/or maliciously injured and damaged 
Mullinix's water system, including but not limited to Mullinix's connections to the Existing 
D' ]" 
.L 1pe,me. 
37. Killgore negligently, intentionally and/or maliciously injured Mullinix's property 
rights for use of the Old Ditch as a water conveyance system from Joe Creek to the Mullinix 
Parcel, and for use of the Old Ditch right of way. 
3 8. As a result of the conduct of Killgore, Mullinix has been inj ered in amounts to be 
proven at trial exceeding the jurisdiction of the Magistrate Division of the District Court. 
COUNTIV 
KJLLGORE'S OBLIGATION TO FURNISH WATER 
TO MULLINIX UNDER IDAHO CODE§ 42--912 
39. The allegations as set forth in the preceding paragraphs 1 through 38 are realleged 
and are incorporated by reference as though set forth in full herein. 
40. Killgore is a corporation ovming or controlling irrigation wo::ks, including but not 
limited to the Existing Pipeline, for the distribution of water under sale or rental thereof, 
including but not limited to distribution of water by sale or rental to one or more residents of 
Horseshoe Bend I and Horshoe Bend II Subdivisions, Idaho County, Idaho. 
41. Killgore has entered into several Irrigation Agreements with landowners in the 
Horseshoe Bend II Subdivision and Killgore's Horseshoe Bend Estates I and II, dating back to at 
least the year 2000, whose land lies under the Existing Pipeline, for the purpose of delivering 
irrigation water from the Existing Pipeline to those lands. 
Mullinix is the ow11er of lands under the Existing Pipeline, namely the Mullinix - - . 
Parcel, and as described hereinbefore, the Existing Pipeline crosses the Mullinix Parcel and the 




43. Mullinix has made a proper demand to connect to the Existing Pipeline, which has 
been wrongfully refused by Killgore. Mullinix has offered to pay the same rates as the other 
landov,rners who have entered into Irrigation Agreements, with Killgore, which offer has also 
been wrongfully refused by Killgore. By this Amended Complaint Mullinix makes further 
demand that Killgore furnish water to the Mullinix Parcel. Mullinix is further willing to provide 
the same security for delivery of water that is required of the other landov\Tters who have entered 
into the Irrigation Agreements with Killgore. 
44. Mullinix is entitled to an order of this court directing Killgore to furnish \Vater 
from the Existing Pipeline to Mullinix pursuant to Idaho Code § 42-9 1.2, including but not 
limited to by allowing Muilinix to connect to the Existing Pipeline for irrigation and domestic 
purposes on the Mullinix Parcel. 
COUNTY 
ATTORNEY FEES 
L1 ~ .). As a direct and proximate result of the v.rrongful and malicious conduct of 
Killgore, Mullinix has been forced to obtain counsel to prosecute this complaint, and is entitled 
to recover costs and attorney's fees pursuant to Idaho Law including Idaho Code Section 12-120, 
12-121, and IRCP l 1 and 54(e). 
PRA. YER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray for judgment and relief against Defendants, and each of 
them, as follows: 
1. Entry of a declaratory judgment that: 
a. Mullinix has the right to connect to and use the Existing Pipeline as a 
means of conveyance of water from Joe Creek, including but not limited to the right to 
tap and take water from the Existing Pipeline, to and for the benefit of the Mullinix 
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Parcel in exercise of and to the extent of Mullinix's adjudicated water right number 
79-14234; and 
b. Mullinix has a right to use of the Old Ditch and Old Ditch right of way as 
a means of conveyance of water from Joe Creek to and for the benefit of the Mullinix 
Parcel in exercise of and to the extent of Mullinix's adjudicated \Vater right number 
79-14234. 
2. Entry of a permanent injunction enjoining Killgore, Killgore's employees, agents 
and those acting in concert with them from interfering with Mullinix's right to use of the 
Existing Pipeline, Old Ditch and Old Ditch right of way as a means of conveyance of water from 
Joe Creek to and for the benefit of the Mullinix Parcel in exercise of and to the extent of 
Mullinix's adjudicated water right number 79-14234, and further requiring Killgore, at 
Killgore's own expense, to identify the location of the buried portions of Existing Pipeline on the 
Mullinix Parcel to further facilitate Mullinix's connections to the Existing Pipeline. 
3. Entry of an order directing Killgore to famish water from the Existing Pipeline to 
Mullinix pursuant to Idaho Code § 42-912, including but not limited to by allowing Mullinix to 
connect to the Existing Pipeline for irrigation and domestic purposes on the Mullinix Parcel. 
4. For an award of damages against Killgore in amounts to be proven at trial. 
5. For an award of costs and attorney's fees in this action. 
6. 




STATE OF IDAHO ) 
:ss. 
County of Idaho ) 
DARYL MULLINIX, being first duly sworn and upon oath, testifies as follO\vs: 
That is a plaintiff herein; that he has read the foregoing instrument, knows the contents 
thereof and the facts stated therein are true to the best of his knowledge, infrmnation and belief. 
1 
' / 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct copy of the foregoircg document 
wa~ed upon thf foHowing person(s) in the manner indicated below on the /~day 
of~,2012: 
S. Bryce Farris 
Ringen Law Chartered 
P.O. Box 2773 
Boise, ID 83701-2773 
k U.S. Mail, First Class, Postage Prepaid 




GREENCO II, INC., an Idaho corporation,- of 910 North D, Grangeville; ID 83.530, 
hereinafter refetTed to as the Grai,tor, and DARYL K. MtJLLlNIX and LINDA L. 
lvfULLINIX, husband and wife, of 521 South Park, Grangeville, ID 83530, hereinafter 
referred to as the Grantee-S. 
WITJvESSETH: 
That the said Grantor, for and in consideration of the sum of Ten Doliars 
(S 10,00), lawful money of the United States of America, and for and in consideration of 
the Grantor's participation ir1 a Section 1031 Exchange under the tenns of the Internal 
Revenue Code, and other good and valuable considerations to it in hand paid by the said 
Grantees, the receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged, having granted, bargained, sold, 
and by these presents does grant, bargain, sell, convey, and confinn unto the said 
Grantees, their heirs and assigns, forever all the followi.ng described real propert'; situate 
in the County ofidaho, State ofidaho, to wit: 
See Schedule C, which is attached hereto and hereby incorporated by this 
reference, in two pages. 
TOGETFIER WITH, ail and singular, the tenements, hereditaments, and 
appurtenances thereunto belonging or L11 anywise appertaining, the reversion m1d 
reversions, the remainder and remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof, and all estate, 
right, title, and interest in and to the said property as well in law as in equity of the said 
Grantor, 
TO HA VE AND TO HOLD, all and singular, the above mentioned and described 
premises, together with the appurtenances unto the said Grantees, their heirs and assigns, 
forever. 
And the said Grantor, for itself, its heirs, executors, and administrators, does 
covenant, grant bargain, and agree to and with the said Grantees, their heirs and assigus, 
that at the time of the enseaiing and delivery of these presents it was well seized of the 
premises above conveyed as of good, sure, perfect, absolute, and indefeasible estate of 
inherita.'lce, in fee simple, and have good right, full power and lawful authority to gr"11t, 
bargain, sell, a.'ld convey the same in the manner and form aforesaid, and that the same 
WARJtANTY DEED - l 
i !~:q 
are free a.11d clear from ail and former gra,"1ts, bargains, liens, taxes, assessments, and 
encumbrances of whatever kind or nature whatsoever, EXCEl:-'T: 
i) General taxes for the year 2002, which are a lien, not yet due a.."'1d 
payable. 
2) Subject to tbe terms and conditions thereof as set forth in Mining 
Deed, by and between The United States of America and Frank L. 
Bedford, Oliver 0. Gordon, Frank F. McFarland, and Frank L. Taylor, 
recorded July 3, 1936, in Book l page 567, recqrds ofidaho Count';, 
Idaho. 
3) Easement, including the terms and conditions thereof, by and between 
Louis H. Weise and Maude Weise to Gem State Telephone Co., 
recorded June 7, 1965 under Instrument No. 219750 (no Book and 
page available), records ofldaho County, Idaho; and, 
A Quitclaim Deed by and between GTE Northwest Incorporated, a 
Washington corporation, successors in interest, granter, ai"1d 
Citizens Telecommunications Company of Idaho, a Delaware 
corporation, grantee, recorded March 15, 1994 under Instrument 
No. 373279; all records ofidaho County, Idaho. 
4) Easement, including the terms and conditions thereof, by and between 
Doris Chaney to Gem State Telephone Co., recorded Ju.7J.e 7, !965 
under L'1strnment No. 219751, in Book 103 page 92, records ofidaho 
County, Idaho; and, 
A Quitclaim Deed by and between GTE Northwest Incorporated, a 
Washington corporation, successors in interest, granter, and 
Citizens Telecommunications Company of Idaho, a Delaware 
corporation, grantee, recorded March 15, 1994, under L'1Strnrl.1ent 
No. 373279; all records ofidaho County, Idaho. 
5) Subject to Restrictions in Warranty Deed to The State of Idaho, 
including the terms and conditions thereof, by and between Louis 
Weise and Maude Weise, husband and wife, to The State of Idaho, 
recorded October 18, 1967, under Instrurnent No. 228451, in Book 
107 page 349, records ofidaho County, Idaho. 
6) Subject to tbe terms and conditions in Right of Way Deed, by and 
between Maude Weise, a widow, and Ernest Robinson and Judith K. 
Robinson, husband and wife, recorded February 23, 1984 under 
Instrument No. 311544, records ofidaho County, Idaho. 
7) Any claim arising from the difference in mean high water line of the 
Saimon River and tbe meander line as shovm by Government Survey 
or the State ofidaho. 
8) Rights and easements in favor of the public for recreational uses of the 
Salmon River. 
9) Subject to the i;ights of owners of adjoining properties, claims, or 
locations to follow any lode or vein within the side or end lines of the 
premises in question, including, but not limited to, extra!ateral rights;, 
and, subject to any loss incurred by the owners herein to damages for 
all losses suffered incident to the exercise or assertion of such right. 
l 0) Subject to any loss incurred by owners from the lack of rights of 
owners to follow any lode or vein beyond the line of the premises in 
question, including, but not limited to, extralateral rights. 
WARRANTY DEED. 2 
i 1) Matters as shovm on S-1864, recorded June 19, 2001, under 
Instrument No. 417357, records ofldaho Co=ty, Idaho. 
And that the above bargained premises, in the quiet ai7.d peaceable possession of 
die said Graiitees, their heirs and assigns, against all and every person or persons Jaw.fully 
claiming or to claim whole or any part thereof, the said Granter ·will and shall 
\V .A.R,,'R,,t,NT A:ND FOREVER DEFEND. 
Tl:uit this Deed is given by Grantor to Grantees not on account of any default in 
any security agreements or arrangements which pertain to the real property hereinabove 
written and described,. but is given for full consideration paid by Grantees to Granter. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the said Grantor has hereu.,to set its hand and se;;l the 
day and year first above v.rritten; 
STATE OF IDA.HO ) 
ss 
County of~~) 
GREENCO II, INC. 
By ~ 2etdtM/ i'.A:~ GREEN, President 
On this -1.2=-day of January, 2002, before me, a Notary Public in and for said 
County and State, personally appeared KATHRYN GREEN, President of Greenco ll, 
Inc., known to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the within instrument 
and she acknowledged to me that she freely executed the same for and on behalf of said 
corporation. 
IN 'WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official 
seal the day and year first above written. 







On this of January, 2002, before me, a Public ii, and for said 
State, personally appeared DAVID R. GREEN, Secretary of Greenco II, Inc., 
me to be the person whose narne is subscribed to the within instrument and he 
acknowledged to me that he freely executed the same for and on behalf of said 
1N WITNESS VifHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official 
the day and year first above written. 
SEAL) 
WAR.c"<.ANTY DEED - 4 
O(ii~~ 
. ary Public for the State ofidaho, 
esiding at Grangeville, therein. /J ,'/ -? /lA' 




Boise Meridian, Idaho County, Idaho 
Portion of Govem.ment Lots 5, 8 and 9, also being a portion 
of Horse Shoe Bend No. 2 and Horse Shoe Bend No. 3 Patented 
Placer Mining Claim arid more particularly described as 
follows: 
Commencing at the southwest comer of Lot 9, aiso being the SW 1/16 
comer of Section 23, a 1-1/2 inch aluminum cap on 24 inch long 5/8 inch 
rebar in piace, thence N05°22'1 l "E, 1204.62 feet to a point on the left 
n1eander line of the Salmon River, TtlE TRUE POIN1 OF BEGINNJNG. 
Thence along the left meander 1L.'1e of the Salmon River 
N60°09'1 l 408.24 feet; 
Thence continuing the left meander line of the Salmon 
RiverN78°18'52"E, 208.37 feet; 
Thence N45°39'50"E, 136.17 feet; 
Thence ieaving t.1-te left meander line of the Salmon River 
S76°01'41 110.41 feet to a.monument; 
Th,::11ce S76°01 '4l"E, 813.14 feet to a monu:ment; 
Thence S67"04'22"E, 80.51 feet to a monument; 
Thence S20°06'06"W, 103.75 feet to a Highway Monument; 
S35°17'24"E, 28.37 feet to a monument; · 
Thence S29°27'45"W, 150.68 feet to .a monument; 
Thence S12°29'52"\V, 104.88 feet to a monument; 
Thence S61°55'50"W, 99.20 feet to a monument; 
Thence S67°50'10"W, 24.29 feet to a monument; 
Thence S78°28'27"W, 281.97 feet to a monument; 
Thence S77°43'48"W, 216.96 feet to a monument; 
Tnence S82°23'43"W, 132.50 feet to a monument; 
Thence S74°24'56"W, 149.09 feet to a monument; 
Thence N85°45'46"W, 98.42 feet to a monument; 
Thence S88°58'24"W, 127.46 feet to a monument; 
Thence N69°47'09"W, 216.72 feet to a monument; 
Thence N30°50'04"W, 346.26 feet to a monument; 
Thence N48°42'57"W, 40.11 feet to a monument; 







80.21 feet to the TRUE POINT OF 
A strip of land used for a road being 25 feet either side of l'fie 
following described line: 
BEGIJ\11\TING at a point on the Westerly right of way line of 
the new location of U.S. Highway #95 at station 1003 + 86; 
and rurming thence S48°40'W, 559 feet; thence S70°2l'W, 521 
feet; thence S52°00'W, 473 feet, more or less, to a point on the 
West line of Lot 9, Sec 23, Tovmship 27 North, 1 East, 
Boise Meridian, said point being 25 feet South from the mean 
water line of the Salmon River. 
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enter a final ordrir disallowing 79-02063,. 79-02094, and 79-04001 1,.vith prejudice. 
Date¾,_M.,_"~ .......... J-""'-''--'--,-~"'-'-
SPECIAL MASTf:R 'S REPORT 
S:\BASiNFOLDERS\MRR\79mrr\1423! & 14233.doc 
4/26/20i. I 
Theodore R. Booth 
Special Master 
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(llE!-!E) 31. O 
{NWNLU b.S 
(S'W!~E} 16. 7 
79·14231 a~d 7~·11233 are li~ited to the irrigation 
co~..oinec total of llO acreG in a single i=rigation seanon. 
Tars PA.~TtAL DE~...EE ts SOEJr:C~ TO SUCH GENZAAL PROVIS!O~S 
:N'£CE$SA.~~Y FOR 'I'HE DEFINI'r!O!'! OF ':'HE R!Gh'"TS OR ?CR T:-!E EFP!CIE~~.r 
ADM!.N::tSTP..A''.t'"!OH O? THE WA'!'ZR R!GH:TS J:..S :IBY BS UL:'f!I-!..t~TE~Y 
D3TSR!~INED EY THE COURT AT A ?O!NT IN '!'!NE £,'0 !tATER T?Jl .. J: TEE 
S!::7RY' O? :A PINAt tnttF'!E'D DECREE. :.c~ SE:CT!O!i 42--14:.2. un. 
acco:::d.ance 
{bf~ :~iLC.P., ~b.at: the court has determined that there is no just reason fo·:: delay of the er..!:r'f of a 
:!:in~.l judgment: and that the cou::t has .a:id doBs hereb/ direct- the above j\.\dgoen::. or orde·r shall be. ~ f.ir:.al 
judgment upor. r,hic.."i execution may issue and al:1 a-.ppeal may be taken as provided by t~e !dlitt<> .~ppellate Rule/J'. 
SRBA Pk<TIAL DECR!!:Z PJJRSO'AN'!' '!'O LR.C.l.', 5~ (b) 
Water Right 79·:i.·i:2:n File Nu":"lil!:": 00101 
Bric ., • Hildman 
Pres 1ng vu ge o~ ~---------
Snalc 1RE~1-e·"i0:ATf QN 
I APR 2 ar 20m ,:::;:z::,,Jz:3,~.M --------SPEC I Al MASTER l?ME t Ap -20-2011 
39576 
PURPOSE A.;,',,'1)-
PERIOD OF !JS£: 
DECREE 
T.R.C~?. 54{bj FOR 
TO 
R:ig~t Nos. 79-1.423-2 and 79 .... 14.2:34 a:'.'e lit:;.!,ted. to·.:::. t:c::al cc:r,b:£::::,ed 
dive~sion r~tc of D.4C cfs and to a tc~al cc~~ined er.nu~l 
tlive~sion volume cf SC.a AF. 





'i::27N ROlZ $23 .:icT 5 
LOT~ 
20.1 Acres 7otal 
(Si¥'1{:!: 
{SZNZ 
Within !daho county 
PERX:00 O:' USE 









~ithin Idaho County 
SEN"W 1.7 
LOT 9 {NE:SWl 12. o 
LOT (NW'SB) 1 .. 3 
Ris-;:1:t:. 79-l.4232 and 79-14234 a:::e limi.t:eC to the i:::rigation of 
cc~.bined t~tal of 20~~ acres in 
'l"E!S PP..Jtr:r;.,JJ DECREE rs StrEJE"CT 'TO SUCH GEf..~R,.!..1; PROV:r:sro~:s 
.NEC£SS&~'? ?Q?_ rns D2:'!N!'T!O';f OE' TrtE R:i:GSTS O'R FOR TE& '.SE'?IC!:ZN:' 
ADr-!!NISTRA".!'!01'{ 'Of THE rt·ATER RIGh'"TS AS ';,':J:"\Y BE UL'l"If'!ATELY 
DZTE~.l''L'.:!S?::D BY THE" COGRT A'!' A ?O!.NT !N' ':'!XE KO !..ATER Trt..'~"'7 THE 
E1'i'T.R;Y OF A F!NA.L t.'N':CP!ED DECREE. ::..c,. SECTION 42-1412 
~::.th ::-espec::: to !:be issu~s deter:~d.ned by t:.."!e ab:cve judgment. or o:rder # it is h~reby C£RT!FIED,. ir: accordance 
w'.:.t:h 54 1 :.K .. C.?. t that t:he court !las dete:::minerl that there is nc just z-easor: fo::;:- delay oi t:he- cnt:ry o!: a 
final judgme~c and that the court has and dcen he~eby direct tha~ the above judgment or 11=de~ shall be a ~inal 
j1.:dgm~:1t:: c9c•::i _ ·.-:hicb. e:<:ecutio:t may iszue and a:: ~tppeal may be taken as provided by the I6"1ho Appell.:n:e Rules. 
SRBA !?!'.RTil'.L J:lll'.CREE ?tJRSIJAN"r TO !.R.C.'!?. S~(b) 
Wc:ter Right 79· 1"232 File Num:!;e:r: OOlQl 










PE:R!OD OP t7SZ: 
TF..B DLS'1:R3CT CODRT 
STATE 0-P .IDAHO; ::tt 
K!ti't.GOi?.BS $,A,LMON R!VER 
tRD'::T cy 
32.S2 W'ATB:P~ 2?-.0!ti DR 
!D B3554 
2.2C CFS 
Right: ~os. .. 79-14231 ar:cl 79-1•1'233 are liroi'.:ed t:o a toe.al co:nbi.ned 
rat:e of 2. 2(; c£5 and to a tot.al combined; ..1nnu~l 
volume <>f 440.0 P.E. 
T.27N R0.12 S23 
P\JRPOSZ OP USE 
I:rrigat:ion. 
?ER!OD OF USZ 
OZ·lS TO ll•30 
Within Idaho Cou.nty 
T21N" R01E S22 N'S:;fE 3 .6 
3"dNE 5 .2 
SflNE l. o 
LO': 1 (NEITT:i3l.O 
LOT (sz:-rz:J 19. 0 
}1/i~\,J 1. 0 
LOT 2 { SilNW) 12 • 0 
llO.C Acres Total 
LOT 2 
(NWl'1E} 6. 5 
(S~:1E}!.S.7 
Right Noc~ 79-14231 and 79-1423:3 ar12 limit;ed to th~ irr.igaticn 
z. r;orrJ:..:.r.J3d t<:>t:ttl of 110 acres in El single irrig~tion :;e,anort .. 
T:{!S PA.~~I.A:v-DBCREE rs SUBJECT TO SJCH GENgp,.;u:. PROV!S!CNS 
NECESSA.'l.Y FOR DEFINIT!ON OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT 
ADM!NIST?.,.~~':'ION' OF Th--e tlA1!'£.R ~!GHTS AS MAY BS trLT:t!-tA.'!'EJ,/? 
n:z:r:sn1,n:h-:E:1J BY THE COURT i~.T A ?O:urr !N TIME NO LATER -r:rAN TB£ 
2:~rr~Y O? .~ P!NAL t,"l'l!F!:S!:l :DE:CRR3., I.e. SE'CTXON 42..-1(1.2 (5}, 
~utB 54(b) CERTXFICA'.l'!:: 
}:i:.:h. =-espect: t:o the ic.sue.s det:.ertr.inecl by ~e above judgnent or order1 it. is he!:eby CERTIF'!E:D .. in acccrdance 
with " 1 ~ R. C. P. l chat. t.he court: has dete::min,ed that:. there is nc just reason .foi2:- delay o= the: ent:zy of a 
final '""""'""~ that- the cour~ has and does hereby direct: t~,.,at the. above judgment ox order s,hall be fi.nal 
.judgme:;t upon "1hic:lh execut:ion may iss~ia and an appe,al may be r:.aken as provided .by t:l)e Idaho· ,'l,ppella::e Rules. 
SR.EA PAi<.TtAL DECREE PURSUk'"..:T TO :.t-R .. C~.P- Sot (b) 
Wclt!l!r Righr:. 7S•l4.:D:l ' l?il·e N'U1".b~r: OOlOl 
i \ I ,. \ u 
I \ 
Eric J. Wildma:n 
Pres.id ng u ge, of the ...,._ 
snake ifl:eS®MM4~~QATiON 
APR 2'. 8 2011 
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OF USE: 
OAAY!, K !.ftftt:;!1.::r:.< 
L!::TDA L MVLZ.!KIX 
0 .40 CFS 
p-p.,...T:~.rA.t. D2CR.€.E' PG~t1.A..'NT -:~o 
r.a.c.2. 54{bi FOR 
~ight Nos~ 7~-14232 and 79-14234 are li~it~d to a total co~bined 
diversion race cf 0.-10 -cfs and to a. total combined annaul 
04/o:t/J.%5 
1'27;; r-:OlE S:23 
Pmt?OSE OF tiSZ 
Ir.dgat:ion 
~27N ROlE 523 LOTS 
LCT S 
,0 A?. 
Within Idaho county 
i?SR!OO OE-" USB 
02-15 TO 11·30 
.OU}\?ITX'.il 
0.40 CFS 
Within Idaho CCJU::lt:Y 
$1::NW l. i {SW~"f£l O, 7 
(SENW) 3.8 
!'1ESh~ C. G 
9 CNESW) :!.2 & D 
LOT 8 (NWSE) 1.3 
:Right. ::'tos. /9-14232 and 79-14234 are limiced to the .irrigation cf 
ccrt;i)i:ted total of 20 .. 1 acres in a ei;""gle ir:-iga:=,-ion season~ 
1'H'!S PA.."1T!AL DECRES IS SU'E.1:SCT ''l'O SUCH GE~"21v.L P.KO'f/!Stogs 
NZCESSPJt':.: FO:t '!'EB DEPXN'!T!ON OP T~ R:C·0BTS OR FOK THE BE'F!C!ENT 
J,.J)M:::lITSTRA.TI-011 OF 1'?.:E WP ... TER RIGHTS A$. 1•1..AY BZ tH.11':H•t\1:'ZLY 
DETEBJ·,U:~r.SD 3Y ~HS COORT AT A ?OI:N"r IN TTME NO L2;:TER T?'..A!:t 'THE 
EZ7!'2Y OF A F1]-J'Jl..L UN:?!ED DSCREE. r.c .. SECT::'.O}Y 42-141.2{6.). 
With respec~ ~o the isst1es dete:rmined by tl:e above judgme~t:: o:: order, it is hereby CERT!E!EO .. in accordance 
with Rule 5.Z. , r ~R .. C . .i?~ r ::!'-..at: the C0\1rt: h.as dete::.:-mined that there is no je.st. reason !:o~ d0lay of t:he enz:.r-,1 ot a 
fi~.211 j~dgme~c and that :~e c~u=c has and deBZ hereby direcc that ~he above judgment or orde~ shall be a fi~el 
judgment upon which execu=ion may iss~e and at appeal may be t~ke~ as provided by th~ !daho Appellake Rules. 
!.2..C:.P. 5-t Cb} R:::..GE 1 
Apr .. ,20 .. 2c:r1 
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1 1·ift11 Judiciai Distri"'t l 
County of TVtilJ, Fspa _ Sre~ of Idaho J 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH 
STATE OF IDl\J10, IN F~~D FOR THE 
-·""""'~· ~JT J...J-i..~~ .1 
COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re SP.BP ... 
Case No. 39576 
NOTICE OF ISSm\.NCE OF 
SPECIAL MASTER 1 S 
RECOMMENDATION 






On April 28, 2011, Special Master THEODORE R. BOOTH 
issued a SPECIJ,.~L tv'"±ASTER I S RECOIVJ1v'IEND1'~TION for the above subcase (s) 
pursuant to SRBA Administrative Order l (AOl), Section 13a. 
Pursuant to SRBA Administrative Order 1, Section 13a, any party 
to the adjudication including parties to the subcase, may file a Motion 
to Alter or Amend on or before the 28th day of the next month. 
Failure of any party in the adjudication to pursue o:::- participate 
in a Motion to Alter or Amend the SPECIAL M.~STERtS RECOMMENDATION 
shall constitute ct waiver of the right to challenge it before the 
Presiding Judge. 
J)_½.TED April 28r 2011~ 
NOTICE OF ISSUANCE PAGE 1 
04/28/11 
f D/STR.:ICT COURT· SABA ! 
I. Countv of Twin Falls - state of Idaho . 'r-.-,---, 
I Fifth Judicial District I' 
j j APR 28 2011 / 
I . . I 
l · Ctor>t 
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I ~~~
IH THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH 
1Bv---==~~I 
JD~'."S":L - V - .l • 
STATE OF IDAHO I IN J'..1'70 FOR THE CotINTY OF 'TWIN Fl-kLLS 
In Re S~RBP;l. CERTIFICATE OF J\,t:qILI[lJG 




CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 






I certify that a true and correct copy of the SPECIAL K~STER'S 
REPORT I SPECIAL !VIA.STER' S RECOI,iMENDATION FOR P1>...R'I'IAL DE:CREE and NOTICE 
OF ISSUltNCE OF SPECIAL rl'JASTER ! s REPORT Ai"'ID RECOMMEND.~'I'ION were mailed 
on April 28, 2011, with sufficient first-class postage prepaid to 
the follor.~ring: 
DIRECTOR OF IDWR 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0098 
DPRYL I{ £'1ULLI1-JIX 
LINDA L MlJLLINIX 
Represented by: 
ALBERT P BARKER 
1010 W JEFFERSONr STE 102 
PO BOX 2139 
BOISE, ID 83701-2139 
Phone: 208-336-0700 




JEFFERSON, STE 102 
2]39 
BOISE, ID 8370l-213 
Phone: 208-336-0700 
KILLGORE'S SALMON RIVER 
KILLGORES SALMON RIVER 
S. BRYCE Ffa~R.RIS 
RINGERT LAW CH.!LR.TERED 
455 S THIRD ST 
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gates o Vil;ll vas or pumps as may be inaciessai:-y in the opin.itln of the party 
0£ thsi sacond part to properly divert water from Joe 0 1:1 1::reek along said 
!r~igat!on can~l or ~itch. 
Thei party of ths sacondl part covenants and ag:r·ees, as a part 
of the condasration of this eonvayancs u to maintain O • 01?era te and 
. A..\ 
\ 1--.J I 
' '-' ' 
STATE OE' :;: D A liil O ) 
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g ss 
day March, l972i before me, 
in ~nd fo~ the State of Idaho 
·and JUOI~H-ROSXNSON, 
WHERE:OFv I 
sea! thEl daJ 
,;-;z-i tte!/ii, 
names a.l!'e 




S. BRYCE FARRIS (ISB #5636) 1;/:JfC}{,,,,,., 
SAWTOOTH LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
1101 vV. River St., Ste. 110 
mA:-JO CCIU~TY DISTRICT COURT 
;fa A?:i ; ·.~f\ 6~Cgc-< ;~. ,-,1. 
P. 0. Box 7985 
Boise, Idaho 83707 
Telephone: (208) 629-7447 
Facsimile: (208) 629-7559 
Attorneys for Killgore' s Salmon River Fruit Co. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND WDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF IDAHO 
DARYL K. AND LINDA L. MULLINIX, 
husband and wife, 
Plaintiffs/Counter-Defendant, 
vs. 
KILLGORE'S SALMON RIVER FRUIT 
CO., an Idaho corporation, 
Defendant/Counter-Claimant. 
CASE NO. CV 41783 
ANSWER TO PLAINTIFFS' 
AMENDED COMPLAINT AND 
COUNTERCLAIM RESTATED 
COMES NOW Defendant, Killgore's Salmon River Fruit Co., (hereinafter "Killgore"), by 
and through their attorneys of record, Sawtooth Law Offices, PLLC, and hereby a..riswers Plaintiffs' 
Daryl K. and Linda L. Mullinix's Amended Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief, and 
Damages, and complains and alleges as follows: 
Kiligore hereby denies each allegation contained in the Amended Complaint unless 
specifically admitted herein. 
]. With respect to the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 and 2 of Plaintiffs' Amended 
Complaint, said allegations appear to be statements or summaries of Plaintiffs' position and intent 
ANSWER TO PLAINTIFFS' AMENDED COMPLAINT AND COUNTERCLAIM 
RESTATED - Page 1 
and do not appear to require an admission or denial, but to the extent said statements or summaries 
require a response, said allegations are denied. 
2. With respect to the allegations contained in paragraphs 3 and 4 of Plaintifts' Amended 
Complaint, Killgore admits the allegations thereof 
3. yvVith respect to the allegations contained in paragraph 5 of Piaintiffs' Amended Complaint, 
Kiligore admits that the real property involved in this suit lies in Idaho County, but affirmatively 
asserts that the issues involved in this matter, include, but are not limited to, enforcement of a 
settlement agreement entered into between the parties in the Snake River Basin Adjudication 
(SRBA), enforcement of Plaintiffs' obligation to move their point of diversion for the claimed 
easement right downstream and below Killgore' s point of diversion and enforcement of the wrongful 
appropriation of water by the Idaho Department of Water Resources. Accordingly, Killgore denies 
the remainder of the allegations contained therein. 
4. With respect to the allegations contained in paragraphs 6 and 7 of the Plaintiffs' Amended 
Complaint, Killgore affirmatively asserts that the Warranty Deed and SRBA Partial Decree speak 
for themselves and deny any characterizations to the contrary. Killgore also affirmatively asserts that 
the SRBA Partial Decree was the result of a settlement agreement entered into between Plaintiffs and 
Killgore and which required Piaintiffs to move their point of diversion on Joe Creek downstream of 
Killgore's point of diversion. A true and correct copy of the Settlement .Agreement is attached 
hereto as Exhibit A to this Answer and Counterclaim. 
5. With respect to the allegations contained in paragraphs 8 through l O of the Plaintiffs' 
Amended Complaint, Killgore admits that both Plaintiffs and Killgore claimed water rights in the 
ANSvVER TO PL.A.INTIFFS' AMENDED COMPLAINT AND COUNTERCLAIM 
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Snake River Basin Adjudication (SRBA) from Joe Creek and the Salmon River, that a dispute 
existed between them concerning their water rights, that the parties reached a resolution to said 
dispute by entering into a Settlement Agreement (see Exhibit A attached hereto), that the resolution 
was accepted by the SRBA Court and the parties respective rights were partially decreed according 
to and pursuant to said Settlement Agreement. Killgore also affirmatively asserts that the settlement 
agreement entered into between Plaintiffs and Killgore and which required Plaintiffs to move their 
point of diversion on Joe Creek downstream ofKillgore's point of diversion. Killgore denies the 
remainder of the allegations or characterizations contained therein. 
6. With respect to the allegations contained in paragraphs 11 and 12 of the Plaintiffs' Amended 
Complaint, Killgore affirmatively asserts that the deed and legal description referenced therein 
speaks for themselves and deny any characterizations to the contrary. 
7. With respect to the allegations contained in paragraph 13 of the Plaintiffs' Amended 
Complaint, Killgore admits that an open ditch conveying water from Joe Creek to Killgore' s property 
has existed since bought the property in approximately 1963, and that Killgore's constructed, 
installed and improved the ditch so that it could convey water from Joe Creek to their property. Any 
ditch that existed when the Killgore' s purchased the property was not visibie or usable at that time. 
Killgore denies the remainder of the allegations and characterizations contained therein. 
8. \Vith respect to the allegations contained in paragraph 14 of the Plaintiffs' Amended 
Complaint, Killgore affirmatively asserts that the deed and legal description referenced therein 
speaks for themselves and deny any characterizations to the contrary. 
9. \Vith respect to t.½.e allegations contained in paragraph 15 of the Plaintiffs' Amended 
ANSVv'ER TO PLAINTIFFS' AMENDED COMPLAINT AND COUNTERCLAIM 
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Complaint, Killgore admits on or about 1965 James Killgore constructed, installed and/or improved 
a ditch to convey water from Joe Creek to the Killgore' s property which ,vent to a reservoir on the 
Killgore property. Killgore also admits that the reservoir ,vas relocated when Highway U.S. 95 was 
rerouted ,md the ditch constructed by Killgore remained in the same location. Killgore denies the 
remainder of the allegations or characterizations contained therein. 
10. With respect to the allegations contained in paragraph 16 of the Plaintiffs' Amended 
Complaint, Killgore affirmatively asserts that the Easement Agreement reforenced therein speaks 
for itself and deny any characterizations to the contrary. 
11. With respect to the allegations contained in paragraph 17 of the Plaintiffs' Amended 
Complaint, Killgore admits that in or about 1987 Killgore installed a new pr,essurized pipeline, all 
of which is underground, in approximately in the same location of the ditch constructed by Killgore 
in 1963, and that a portion pipeline crosses the real property owned by Robinson and Plaintiffs. 
Killgore denies the remainder of the allegations or characterizations contained therein. 
12. With respect to the allegations contained in paragraph 18 of the Plaintiffs' Amended 
Complaint, Killgore admits the allegations contained therein. 
13. With respect to the allegations contained in paragraphs 19 through 23 of the Plaintiffs' 
Amended Complaint, Killgore denies the allegations contained therein. 
1;~ .... With respect to the allegations contained in paragraphs 24, 30, 35 and 39 of the Plaintiffs' 
Amended Complaint, Killgore realleges and hereby incorporates by reference all the foregoing 
denials and allegations as if fully stated herein. 
15. Vii th respect to the allegations contained in paragraphs 25 through 29 of the Plaintiffs' 
ANSWER TO PLAINTIFFS' AMENDED COMPLAINT AND COUNTERCLAIM 
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Amended Complaint, Killgore admits that it denies Mullinix's right to use the "Existing Pipeiine" 
and that an actual controversy over the right to use the "Existing Pipeline" exists but denies the 
remainder of the allegations contained therein. 
16. \Vith respect to the allegations contained in paragraphs 31 through 34 and 36 through 38 of 
the Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint, Killgore denies the allegations contained therein. 
17. With respect to the allegations contained in paragraphs 40, 4 2, 4 3, 44 and 4 5 of the Plaintiff's 
Amended Com.plaint, Killgore denies the allegations contained therein. 
rn. With respect to the allegations contained in paragraph 41 of the Plaintiff's Am.ended 
Complaint, Killgore admits that it has entered into agreements with landowners relating to the use 
and delivery of water from the Existing Pipeline, and affirmatively assert those agreements speak 
for themselves, and Killgore denies the remainder of the allegations contained therein. 
AFFIRJWATIVE DEFENSES 
The following defenses are not necessarily stated separately as to each claim for relief or 
allegation made by Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. Nevertheless, the following defenses are 
applicable, where appropriate, to any and ali of Plaintiffs' claims for relief. In addition, Killgore, 
in asserting the following defenses, does not admit that the burden of proving the allegations or 
denials contained in the defenses are upon Killgore but, to the contrary, assert that by reason of 
denials and/ or by reason of relevant statutory and case authority, the burden of proving the facts 
relevant to many of the defenses and/or the burden of proving the inverse of the allegations contained 
in many of the defenses is upon Plaintiffs. Moreover, in asserting any defense, Killgore does not 
admit any responsibility or liability of Killgore but, to the contrary, specifically denies any and all 
ANSVv'ER TO PLAINTIFFS' AMENDED COM...PLAINT AND COUNTERCLAIM 
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allegations or responsibility and liability in Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. 
FIRST AFFIRIVIATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint fails to state a cause of action upon which relief can be 
granted. 
SECOND AFFIR.IV!l:ATlfVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs are prevented from recovering damages or relief sought, if any, pursuant to laches, 
waiver, abandonment, consent and unciean hands. 
TIDRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs' damages, if any, are subject to set off. 
FOURTH AFFIRTvl!AT[VE DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs, by and through their inequitable conduct, are barred from prevailing on any claim 
asserted in their Amended Complaint, pursuant to the doctrines of equitable estoppel and/or quasi-
estoppel. 
FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs are barred from recovering damages, if any, because of Plaintiffs' breach of the 
agreements bet\veen the parties. 
SIXTH AFFJIR.IV!l:ATIVE DEFENSE 
Any claimed easement or right-of-way by Plaintiffs was not adverse, was at most permissive, 
and was not for the prescriptive period as required by LC. sections 5-203 et seq. 
§EV:lENTH AlFFIRMA 'f!VE DEFENSE 
Killgore reserves the right to amend this Answer to assert additional defenses or abandon 
ANSWER TO PLA.INTIFFS' AMENDED COMPLAINT A.ND COUNTERCLAIM 
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affirmative defenses once discovery has been completed. 
ATTORNEY FEES 
As a result of Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint, Killgore has retained attorneys to defend the 
Amended Complaint and is entitled to an award of attorneys' fees and costs against Plaintiffs 
pursuant to Idaho Code § 12-121, and any other applicable statute or rule. 
COUNTERCLAIM 
COMES NOW, the Defendant/Counter-Claimant, and as a Counterclaim against the 
Plaintiffs/Counter-Defendant, complains and alleges as follows: 
JL Killgore's own a water right to divert water from Joe Creek which ·was partially decreed in 
the SRBA as water right no. 79-14233. In order to divert said water right from Joe Creek, Killgore 
and/or their predecessors have constructed, installed, used and maintained an a ditch to convey the 
water from Joe Creek. The ditch is currently in a pipeline and has been so for more than tvventy 
(20) years. 
2. The ditch/pipeline crosses the property owned by Counter-Defendants. Counter-Defendants 
have attempted to divert water from the ditch/pipeline and Killgore has demanded that Counter-
Defendants' attempts to divert from the pipeline cease and desist. Attached hereto as Exhibit B is 
a true and correct copy ofKillgore's demands in 2007. Attached hereto as Exhibit C is a true and 
correct copy of Killgore' s demands in 2008. Attached hereto as Exhibit Dis a true and correct copy 
of Plaintiffs' response to Killgore's demands. 
3. Counter-Defendants claimed a separate water right from Joe Creek in the SRBA and on or 
about March 25, 2011 the parties entered into a Settlement Agreement resollving their conflicting 
ANSWER TO PLAINTIFFS' AMENDED COMPLAINT AND COUNTERCLAIM 
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water right claims. Said Settlement Agreement, attached hereto as Exhibit .A., provides, in part, that: 
"J\follinix agrees to move the point of diversion for Water Right No. 79-14234 to a location on Joe 
Creek below the current diversion used by Killgores for Water Right No. 79-14233." 
4. Despite said Settlement Agreement and Counter-Defendants' agreenent to move their point 
of diversion below Killgore's existing point of diversion, Counter-Defend.ants have continued to 
attempt to divert water from Killgore's point of diversion and the pipeline. Killgore has again 
demanded that the diversion of water from Killgore' s point of diversion and pipeline must cease and 
the Idaho Department of Water Resources has informed Counter-Defendants that their attempts to 
divert water from Killgore' s point of diversion and pipeline does not conform with their water rights. 
Attached hereto as Exhibit E is a true and correct copy of the John Westra at the Idaho Department 
of Water Resources to Counter-Defendants. 
COUNT ONE - OUIET TITLE TO EASEMENT 
5. Killgore incorporates all of the foregoing allegations set forth in this Counterclaim as though 
fully set forth herein. 
6. The pipeline as it crosses Counter-Defendants' property has been used by Killgore to convey 
irrigation water for a period of at least 20 years or more. Such use has been open, notorious, and 
under a claim of right, including Counter-Defendants and their predecessor:3. 
7. Killgore is entitled to a decree of this Court quieting in Killgore title to an easement/right-of-
way for the pipeline as it intersects or crosses Counter-Defendants' property for purpose of 
conveying irrigation water, and for the purposes of accessing, maintaining, repairing and operating 
the same. Killgore is entitled to such easement, free and clear of claims of Counter-Defendants or 
ANSVv'ER TO PLAINTIFFS' AMENDED COMPLAINT AND COUNTERCLAIM 
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their predecessors or successors. 
COUNT TWO - BREACH OF SETTLEMENT AGREEJ\,fENT 
8. Killgore incorporates all of the foregoing allegations set forth in this Counterclaim as though 
fully set forth herein. 
9. Counter-Defendants are cunently in breach of said Settlement Agreement. Said breach by 
Counter-Defendants includes, but is not limited to, failing to move Counter-Defendants' point of 
diversion from Joe Creek to below Killgore's point of diversion, diverting or attempting to divert 
Vlater from Killgore's point of diversion, diverting water or attempting to divert water from 
Killgore's pipeline and interfering with Killgore's water rights. 
10. As a result of Counter-Defendant's breach of the Settlement Agreement, Killgore has 
sustained damages and Killgore is entitled to recover all damages from the Counter-Defendants in 
such amounts as will fuliy and fairly compensate Counter-Claimant for the loss and damage suffered 
as a result of such breach in an amount to be proven at trial, including all costs and attorney fees 
incurred for prosecuting this action. 
CO[JNT THREE - (CONVERSION) 
H. Killgore incorporates ali of the foregoing allegations set forth in this Counterclaim as though 
fuliy set forth herein. 
12. Counter-Defendants unlawfully and -wrongfully took possession of property which is owned 
and belongs to Killgore, including, but not limited to, converting water from Kiilgore's water right, 
point of diversion and pipeline to Counter-Defendants' own use, and converted said property to 
Counter-Defendants' o\VIl possession, use and benefit. 
ANSWER TO PLAINTIFFS' AMENDED COMPLAINT AND COUNTERCLAIM 
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13. As a result of Counter-Defendants' conversion, Killgore has been damaged as a result of 
Counter-Defendants' conversion in an amount to be proven at trial, including all costs and attorney 
fees incuned for prosecuting this action. 
COUNT JFOUR - INTERFERENCE WITH EASEil;l[ENT alDld \VAT!ER IDGHTS 
14. Killgore incorporates all of the foregoing allegations set forth in this Counterclaim as though 
fully set fo1ih herein. 
15. Killgore holds real property rights, including but not limited to, easement rights, rights-of-
way and water rights, for the purpose of irrigation of real property. Cmmter-Defendants have 
interfered with said rights by connecting to the Killgore's pipeline without Kiilgore's consent, 
interfered with and deprived Killgore' s access to the pipeline use of the Killgore' s water rights which 
has and/or will interfere with the Killgore's diversion and/or water rights. 
16. As a result of Counter-Defendants' interference, Kingore has been damaged in an amount 
to be proven at trial, including all costs and attorney fees incurred for prosecuting this action. 
COUNT FIVE - INJUNCTION AND AFFIRMATIVE RELIEF 
17. Killgore incorporates all of the foregoing allegations set forth in this Counterclaim as though 
fully set forth herein. 
18. The unauthorized interference by Counter-Defendants prevents Killgore from operating and 
maintaining pipeline and in a mav..ner that ensures proper conveyance of irrigation water from Joe 
Creek and does not flood adjacent prope1iies. 
19. Killgore is entitled to an order from this Court compelling Counter-Defendants to 
immediateiy remove the unauthorized connections with the pipeline/easement/right-of-way at the 
ANSVv'ER TO PLAINTIFFS' AMENDED COMPLAINT AND COUNTERCLAIM 
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expense of Counter-Defendants. 
20. Killgore is further entitled to an order of the Court enjoining Counter-Defendants from 
conducting any activity upon the constructed works of pipeline or within Killgore's easement 
without Killgore's vvritten permission. 
REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY FEES 
Killgore is entitled to its reasonable attorneys' fees inctffred in the prosecution hereof 
pursuant Idaho Code§ 12-121 and any other applicable statute or rule. 
PRAYER FOR REL1EF 
WHEREFORE, Killgore respectfully prays as follows: 
].. That this Court dismiss Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint in its entirety and that 
Plaintiffs take nothing thereby. 
2. That Killgore be awarded their reasonable costs and attorney's fees incurred in 
defense of Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint and in the prosecution of said Counterclaim. 
3. For an Order and Judgment of this Court quieting title to Killgore for an 
easement/right-of-way for purpose of conveying irrigation water through the pipeline, and for the 
purposes of accessing, maintaining, repairing and operating the same. 
4. For an Order and Judgment compelling Plaintiffs to imn1ediately remove the 
unauthorized connections to said pipeline and within the easement/right-of-way ofI<Jllgore at the 
expense of Plaintiffs. 
5. For an Order of this Court restraining Plaintiffs and Plaintiffs' agents and contractors 
from further interference with the Killgore's use, access and diversion of water for the irrigation 
ANS\VER TO PLAINTIFFS' AMENDED COMPLAINT AND COUNTERCLAIM 
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from the p~oeline, specifically, including Counter-Defendants from cutting, connection or 
reco:nnecting to the pipeline. 
6. For a money judgment against Plaintiffs in an amou:ut to be proven at trial for the 
damage caused by Plaintiffs. 
7. F o:r such other and furtherrelief as to the Court may seem just and equitable in the 
• j ,,,,-r-
pren:uses. / -:J .,f/-tr 
DATED tlris /,:/fj}fiof Jsnuary, 2013. 









/ S. Bryce--Fams 
Attorneys for Killgore's Salmon River Fruit Co. 
VERIFICATION 
LESLY R. ¥.ILLGORE, after being first duly sworn on oath depose ao,d state as follows: 
L That I a.111 the President ofKillgore's Salmon River Fruit Company, the Defendant 
in the above-entitled action, and I have reviewed the Answer and Counterclaiim aod 1 believe the 
facts contained therein to be true and correct to the best of my knowledge. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWOR1'-T TO before me this 'J_ day of January, ?013. 
~~;:;;~SA~) 
NOTARY PUBUC 
J\NSVvER TO PLAJNTJYFS' AIV.IB ED C~ OF ID HO TERCLAIM 
RESTATED - Page 12 Y-,'"1L.i (D"fn'f(\; S S J O iJ 
.e{tp tJiJl..-6 &/13//</ 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing: ____ , ____ _ 
My Commission Expires: ___ _ 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on theci' day of January, 2013, I caused to be served a true and 
accurate copy of the foregoing document'by the method indicated below: 
J.A. Wright 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 25 
Grangeville, Idaho 83530 
Fax: (208) 983-2700 
Albert P. Barker 
Scott A Magnuson 
Barker Rosholt & Simpson, LLP 
P.O. Box 2139 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2139 
Fax: (208) 334-6034 
/ 
B- U.S. Mail, postage pre-paid 
D Overnight Mail 
D Facsimile 
D Hand Delivery 
D Electronic Mail 
~ U.S. Mail, postage pre-paid 
D Overnight Mail 
D Facsimile 
D Hand Delivery 
D Electronic Mail 
ANS~!ER TO PLAINTIFFS' AMENDED COMPLAINT AND COUNTERCLAIM 





Thls Set'dement Agreement is entered into this __ day of March, 2/Dil 1 by and between 
Dari;l IZ. and Linda Mullin.ix (M:ulli:oix) and ICillgores Salmon River Frlllit Company (KiHgores). 
The rights and obligations ofKillgores Salmon River Fruit Company Wilder this Agreeme.ut shall 
extend to and include its officers, directors, employees m:id agents. 
'\iVBERE.A.1S, the parties have made clai:ms to water rights in the Snake River Basin 
Adjudication (SRBA) under water right Nos. 79-2063, 79~2094, and 79--4001; 
WHEREAS, upon motion of Killgores, the SRBA District Court granted a Motion to Set 
Aside PaJ.-ti,J Decrees in each of these three subcases; 
WHEREAS, the parties desire to settle the disputes between th~m associated with these 
water rights. 
Accordingly, it is hereby agreed as follows: 
L Water Right No. 79-2063 claiined by,Mnl11ir1ix in the an.::munt of0.4 cfs for 
20.l acres diverted out of Joe Creek shall be decreed as disallowtid. 
2. Water Right No. 79-4001 has been administrative:ly split into Water Right 
No. 79-14233 in tl1e amount of 2.20 cfs for 110 acres in the nam.1;; ofKillgores and Water 
Right No. 79-14234 in the amount of 0.40 cfs for 20.1 acres in the n&'11e of Mullinix. These 
water rights shall be decreed in the quantities and acreage and other elements set forth in the 
splits to K:illgores and Mullinix :respectively for Water Rights No. 79-14233 and 79-14234 
per !:he attached IDWR recommendations. 
3. Mullinix agrees to move the point of diversion for \Vate.r RightN o. 79-14234 
to a location on Joe Creek: below the current diversion used by Kill.gores for Water Right No. 
79-14233. Killgores and Mullinix shall coordinate vV'ith fue Idaho Department of Water 
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Resomces on whem.er it is necessary to redescribe the point of di:version for th.err respective 
water rights -within a quarter quarter-section. Neither party shall object to a change in the 
poi,--::i.t of di version ofthese two rights as long 21s the Mullinix poinit of diversion is below the 
l(iligores ~ point of diversion. 
4. Mullinix agrees not to make a can on any of Kiilgores' Water Right No. 
79-14233 as ]ong as Killgores are not diverting more from Joe Cre:ek than allowed b'j Water 
Right No. 79-14233 and Idaho law. 
5. ViaterRightNo. 79-20941:lasbeen splitbytheDepartmentinto Water Right 
No. 79-14231 for 1.27 cfs on 110 acres uwned by Killgores an.d into Water Right No. 
79-14232 for 0.23 cfs on 20.1 acres owned by Mullinix. The parties agree that the rights 
shall be decreed in accordat1.ce with the split of Water Right 79-2094 for the acreage and 
quantities a..i"ld other elements set forth in the splits to Killgores and Mullm:ix respectively for 
Water Rights No. 79-14231 and 79-14232 per fue attached IDWR recommendations. 
6. Mull:inix shall move the point of diversion for Water Right No.· 79-14232 
downstream on the Salmon River to a point onMullinix's property located in T 27 N, R IE, 
Section 23, SE~. Killgores shall :not object to this change in po:int of diversion for Water 
Right No. 79-14232. 
7. This is the complete agreement between the parties conceniing the elements 
of ·die water rights at issue in these subcases and nothing in tbis agreement shall be construed 
as a determ..ination ot acknowledgment of any party's right to m easeme.n~ right-of-way or 
conveyance system. 
8. This Settlement Agreement shall be governed by Idaho law. 
9. Tiris Settlement Agreement has been reviewed by 1~ounsel and approved by 






















L :, 1 
) j 
counsel for each of the pai.-ties and no party is relying upon any wp:resentations of the other 
party or the otherpany's collii!sel. 
10. . This Settlement Agreement ma.y be executed in comtterparts and is effective 
as of the a.ate of the last signature affixed. 
Dated: 3./!,_2 ~/20// 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
. ) ss. 
County of ·:s~~ ) 
. , J 'L. , aNota..ry-Publfo in 
On this ~S dayofMarch, 2011, beforeme, ~~11~ C~n 
and for said State, personally appearedLil'IDA MJJLL'ID 1X, knoviffi. or identified to me to be the 
person who e:xecuted said instrument. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my ,:,fficial seal the day and 
year in this certificate first above vvritten. 
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d.~ ((jj) fp't)!L~ 
Notary Public for Id (J 
Resid!fu.g at Gr-~~i,_'-;_\ \_-e.... __ __,_ 
My commission expires' 6.4 "'OS·~ 0 \ \ 
STATE OF ffii.AJ-IO 





. , / 1,, r ,aNotaryPublicin 
On this ~ ~ day of Ivfarch, 2011, before me, ~ Od'N.ri ~·\(\ 
and for said State, personally appeared DARYL K. Mu-.dINJX, kn1.()WJG. o:r identified to me to 
be the person who executed said instrument. 
1N WI'TNESS V\7HEREOF, I have herewto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and 
year in this certificate first above written. 
Dated: -----------
STATE OF IDAHO 




Nota..y Public fo:r I 
Residing at fu:g.,~g.L) ~ \ \.-e_ 
My commission expires ()?/r ~- ~() \ l 
' 
KJLLOORES SALMONRI'.VERFRUITCOMPANY 
By: ___________ _ 
Its: ------------
, a Notary Public in and for 
On this __ day of March, 2011, before me, _______ _ 
said State, personally appeared ______________ , known or identified to 
me to be the ______ ofKJLLGORES SALMON RIVER FRUIT COMPANY, the 
co:rporation that executed the within instrument or the person who executed the instrument on 
behalf of s2.id corporation,. and acknowledged to me that such corporation executed the same. 
IN 'WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and 
year in this cercifice,te :first above '1vritten. 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at ___________ _ 
My commission expires_, _____ _ 
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lV!d.i LV f I V.C..."-t ! f.J 
STATE OF IDAHO 
KILLGORES SALMON RIVER fRUIT 
COMPANY 
~ !-IO 1 ss. ~- ii~:. /'\ ~ I .,, 
County of ~_f..):..r':t__1_f..._ ) , 
r._Ll I I) , a l\T;,}tary JPul:dic in. and for 
On this 2K day of March, 2011, before me,(:- ., ~: i;.c /', r-1/~ rJ..5 
sand State, porsona11y appeared Lf:S r( 1 J J. tnte. T , known or identified 
to me to he the?.-e'--c.1d:Rrit ofKILLGORES 81;.LMON RIVER FR.1l;I1 COMPANY, the 
corporation that e::rnclrlted the within instrnm ent o. the person who executed the instrument 
on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such corporation executed the 
same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the <lay and 
year in· this certificate first above written. 

IDAEO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMl'-!ENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE :;:,Av.' 
l2/09/2010 
RIGET NUMBER: 79-14234 







PERIOD OF USE: 
Pl.c2'CE OF USE: 
521 PARK ST 
GRANGEV!LLE ID 83530 
LINDF~ ~ i'filLLINIX 
S2l PARK ST 
GPPi,GEVILLE ID 83530 
JOE CREEK 
0 .400 CFS 
TRIBUTJU:cY: SALMON RIVER 
Right Nos. 79-14232 and 79-14234 are limited to a total combined diversion 
rate of 0.40 cfs a.~d to a total combined annual diversion volume of 80.0 AF. 
04/01/1965 
T27N R0lE S23 NWSW Within IDAHO County 
PURPOSE OF USE 
IRRIGATION 
IRRIGATION in IDAHO 
T27N R0lE S23 Lot 5 
T27N R0lE S23 Lot: 9 









T27N R0lE S23 SENW 
T27N R0lE S23 lIESW 




2 0 • l ACRES TOTAL 
Right Nos. 79-l4232 and 79-14234 are limited to the irri,;ation of a combined 
total of 20.l acres in a single irrigation season. 
OTHER PROVISIOlJS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
This partial decree is subject to such general provision:; necessary for 
t:he definition of the rig.hts or fo~ the efficient admini!5tration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
Code. 
EXPLANATORY MATERIAL: BASIS OF CLAIM - Beneficial Use 
This right replaces right no. 79-2063. 
This right is a split from former right no. 79-4001. 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED 1-JATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
12/09/20~0 
RIGHT !\l:7'1BER: 79-14233 
N.Z> .. ME AN') J,DDRESS: KILl:.,GORES SALMON RIVER F?.UI? CO 
3252 WATER FRONT DR 
SO'.7RCE: 
QUA .. "JTITY: 
PRIORITY DATE: 
POINT OF 
D:cVERS I 01, : 
PURPOSE AND 
PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
NiiITE BIRD ID 83554 
JOE CREBK TRIBUTlillY: SALMON RIVER 
2.200 CFS 
Right Nos. 79-l4231 and 79-14233 are limited to a total combined diversion 
rate of 2.20 cfs and to a total combined annual diversion volume of 440.0 
AF~ 
04/01/1965 
T27N R0lE S23 NWSW Within IDAHO County 
PURPOSE OF USE 
IRRIGATION 
PERIOD OF USE 
02/15 11/30 
IR..RIGATION in IDAHO Countz 
T27N R01E 823 NENE 3.60 T27N R0lE 
T27N R0lE 823 l\TWNE 5.20 T27N R0lE 
T27N R0lE S23 SWNE 1.00 T27N R0lE 
T27N R0lE S23 Lot 6 SENE 19.00 T27N R0lE 
T27N R0lE S24 Lot 2 l~vWtl 14. 00 T27N R0lE 
110 ACRES TOTAL 
Right Nos. 79-14231 and 79-14233 are limited to the 
total of 110 acres in " single irrigation season. 
823 Lot l 
823 Lot 5 
S23 Lot 5 
S24 









of a combined 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
This partial decree is subject to such general provisio:~1s necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately detenained by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Sectirn:, 42-1412 (6), Idaho 
Code. 
EXPLANATORY MATERIAL: BASIS OF CLAIM - Beneficial Use 
This right is a split from former right no. 79-4001. 
Right includes accomplished change in place of use pursuant to Section 
42-1.425, Idaho Code. 
4'-\ 
IDAHO DEPARTMRNT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED !,JNDER STATE LAW 
12/09/2010 
RIGHT NUMBER: -:4232 







PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
PARK ST 
GRANGEVILLE ID 83530 
LINDA L MULLINIX 
521 PARK ST 
GP>.NGEVILLE ID 83530 
Si'..LMON RIVER 
O .23.0 CFS 
TRIBUTARY: SNl'cKE RIVER 
Right Nos. 79-14232 and 79-14234 are limited to a total combined diversion 
rate of 0.40 cfs and to a total combined annual diversion volume of 80.0 AF. 
11/21/1966 
T27N ROlE S23 SWNE Lot 5 Within IPAHO County 
T27N R0lE S23 SENE Lot 6 Within IDAHO County 
PURPOSE OF USE PERIOD OF USE 
IRRIGATION 03/01 11/30 
TRRIG1'.TION in IDAHO Countv 
T27N ROlE S23 Lot 5 SWNE 0.70 T27N ROlE 
T27N ROlE S23 Lot 9 SENW 3.80 T27N ROlE 
T27N ROlE S23 Lot 9 NES'w 12.00 T27N ROlE 
20.l ACRES TOTAL 
Right Nos. 79-14232 and 79-14234 are limited to 
total of 20.l acres in single irrigation season. 
QUANTITY 
0.230 CFS 
S23 SENW 1. 70 
S23 NESW 0.60 
S23 Lot 8 NWSE 1.30 
irrigation of a combined 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR D.EFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS W.l\TER RIGHT: 
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
Code. 
EXPL.2'.NATORY MATERIAL: BASIS OF CLAIM - License 
After specific notification by the Department, the right holder shall measure 
the diversion shall enter into agreement with the Department to 
determine the amount of water diverted from power records and 
annually report the information to Department. 
Prior to diversion of water under this approval, the right holder shall provide 
a means of measurement acceptable to the Department from all authorized 
points of diversion which will allow determination of the total rate of 
diversion. 
The right holder shall comply with all fish screening requirements of the 
Idaho Department of Fish and Game. 
Right includes accomplished change in place of use pursuant to section 
42-1425, Idaho 




IDJU·!O DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESO;JRCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STl~TE LAW 
l2/09/2010 
~IGET NUMBER: 79-14231 
rt~ME AND J:WDRESS: KILLGORES SALMON R~VER FRUIT CO 







?ERIOD OF USE: 
PL.2:\.CE OF USE : 
WEITE BIRD ID 83554 
SALI'JION RIVER TRIBUTARY: SNAKE RIVER 
1.270 CFS 
Right Nos. 79-l423l and 79-14233 are limited to a total combined diversion 
rate of 2.20 cfs and to a total combined annual diversion volume of 440.0 
AF. 
11/21/:1966 
T27N ROlE S23 SWNE Lot 5 Within IDAHO County 
T27N ROlE 823 SENE Lot 6 Within IDA.RO County 
PURPOSE OF USE 
IRRIGATION 
PERIOD OF USE 
03/01 11/30 
IRRIGATION in IDAHO County 
T27N ROlE 323 NENE 3.60 T27N ROlE 
T27N ROlE 323 i>l"'lNE 5.20 T27N ROlE 
T27N ROlE 823 SWNE 1..00 T27N R01.E 
T27N ROlE 823 Lot 6 3ENE J.9.00 T27N ROlE 
T27H ROlE 324 Lot 2 1"···w:s;;-w 14.00 T27N ROlE 
110 l'.CRES TOTAL 
Right Nos~ 79-14231 and 79-14233 are limited to the 
total of 110 acres in a single irrigation season. 
QUANTITY 
l. 270 CFS 
823 Lot 1 NENE 31.00 
S23 Lot 5 NWNE 6.50 
S23 Lot 5 3WNE 16.70 
S24 NWNW 1..00 
S24 Let 2 SWNW 12.00 
irrigation of a combined 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR lHJ:MINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately determined by the court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
Code. 
EXPLANATORY M..A.TERIF-.L: BASIS OF CLAIIvI - License 
After specific notification by the Department, the right holder shall measure 
the diversion or shall enter into an agreement with the Department to 
determine the amount of water diverted from power records and shall 
annually report the information to the Department~ 
Prior to diversion of water under this approval, the right holder shall provide 
a means of me2surement acceptable to the Department frorr., all authorized 
points of diversion which i,1ill allow determi~ation of the total rate of 
dive:-csion. 
Right includes accomplished change in place of use pursuant to Section 
42-~.425, Idaho Code. 
This right is a split fro~ forme~ right 79-2094. 
all fish screening 

Daryl Mullinix 
521 Park St. 
Grangeville, ID 83530 
May 2, 2007 
Re: Unauthorized D:i.version :from L-rigation Pipe. 
Dear Mr. Mullinix: 
Laura E_"sur.:l 
Jeffrey R. Chrisrensor1 
Dav1cI P. Claiborne 
D. Bltlfr(:Jork 
S. Bryce 1';'.;;arr/.:::5 
}Oil C. GoulC 
DBVic! n.srJ1merqui.Si 
Charles L. Honsing't.;;1· 
James P. Kcuiman 
Jennifer Reid Mahonev 
James G. Rero · 
Daniel v. sieenson 
\lfi!!iam F. Ringen. of counse! 
Allyn L. sv1eeney of Counsel 
Samuel Kaufman fl921-l9S61 
Please be advised that this Jaw firm represents Killgore' s Salmon River Fruit Company. I am 
writing to you because my client has informed me that you have illegally installed diversion works 
in the irrigation pipe that carries irrigation water from Joe Creek to the Killgore' s property. As you 
know, you have no rigb.t to divert from or tap into said irrigation pipe. Indeed, it is illegal to 
wrongfully divert irrigation water or to interfere with the diversion works or inigation pipe of 
another person. See I.C. §§ 18-4304 and 18-4306. 
Accordingly, you are'hereby demanded to cease and desist from diverting from the pipe in 
the future or from interfering with the Killgore's, or other downstream water users, right to divert 
irrigation water from Joe Creek through said irrigation pipe. Due to the fact that the irrigation season 
has already begun, you are demanded to leave the valve you have installed in the pipe closed/shut 
for the remainder of the irrigation season. In addition, within three (3) days of the date of this letter, 
you are demanded to disconnect all hand lines a.nd other irrigation structures from the line you have 
installed. At the conclusion of the 2007 irrigation season, you are demanded to remove, at your 
expense, the valve at7.d pipe you have illegally installed altogether a._11.d to return the Killgore's 
irrigation pipe .to its originai condition. If the valve and pipe are not properly disconnected within 
thirty (30) days from the end of the 2007 irrigation season, the Killgores v1i11 disconnect the valve 
and pipe and send you the b.ill for the expense. 
Please be advised that the IZillgores intend to hold you responsible for any damages incurred 
by the Killgores or other downstream water users that use or rely on the irrigation pipe as a result of 
your unauthorized diversion, including, but not limited to, crop losses, attorney fees and costs. 
Moreover, if you attempt to divert water from the .Killgore's irrigation pipe again or you in any way 
interfere with the delivery cf irrigation water through said pipe, the Killgores will take further legal 
action, including, but ~ot lirnited to, seeking a court order e:ajoining you from interfering with the 
pipe and they will seek reimbursement of their attorney fees and costs incurred in doing so. 
Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation. 
Yours very truly, 
~ 
~~,,~ 
~- B~·ce Farris 
455 SourI, Ttiird Srreer '> P.O. Box 2773 <> Boise. !dar,o 83701 .,. 208/342·4·59 ! F.'\.X 34 2-4-657 
l llC\ 
i I I 
I 
or modify 
the est,ablished easement 

Daryl MulJ.inix 
521 Park St. 
Grangeville, ID 83530 
Re: Irrigation Diversion and Easement. 
Dear Mr. Mullinix: 
D. Bbir Ci2.rk .. 
S. Bryce F,rrris 
Jo~ C. Gadd 
Duvid Hammerqci::t 
Charles L. 1-fon!Ulgu •• 
J.unes P. K:c-J1.6:rrnn 
Jenni.fer Reid f\fahon~ 
J 8..."UCS G._ Rcid ~ 
DarJel V. S~eenson 
Please be advised that thjs law finn represents IGllgore's Salmon River Fruit Company. I am 
writing to you because my client has informed me that you have intentions of :installing a diversion 
structure in Joe Creek and then constrncting an irrigation pipe adjacent to the irrigation pipe and 
easement that carries irrigation water from Joe Creek to the .K.i11gore's property. As I previously 
explained to you last year, it is illegal to wrongfully divert irrigation water or to interfere with the 
diversion works or irrigation pipe of anothe.r person. See I.C. §§ 18-4304 and 18-4306. You 11ave 
no right to install a diversion structure er pipe which interferes with the Killgore's diversion works 
and pipe. Excavating and constructing a pipe on the same hillside and adjacent to the Killgore' s pipe 
and/or easement will undoubtedly amount to an interference. 
Unlike you, the Killgores have an easement for their diversion works and irrigation pipe from 
the underlying property mvner. You may not construct your diversion works and a new irrigation 
pipe without an easement from the underlying property owner to do so. My understanding is that 
tbe underlying property owner is not ,villing to grant an easement to you, especially given the 
Killgore's objection to you being able to construct an irrigation pipe in the vicinity of their 
pipe/easement. 1 forther question whether the Idaho Department of"vVater Resources would allow 
a water right when you do not have the easement right to get the water to your property. 
Accordingly, you are demanded to cease and desist any plans to construct an irrigation pipe 
in the same vicinity the Ki11gore's diversion works, irrigation pipe and/or easement. If you attempt 
to construct the. diversion works and irrigation pipe in the same vicinity as the Ki11gore's easement 
and irrigation pipe, the Killgores wiII take further legal action to protect their rights, including, but 
not limited to, seeking a court order en_ioining you from interfering with the p:ipe and they will seek 
reimbursement of their attorney fees and costs incurred in doing so. 
Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation. 
y truly, 
455 South Third Street PO Bo.x 2773 Boise, Iclalw 83701 208.342.4591 Ft-L"'. 2J8.342A657 
\ll1".rw~ r i n g e r t c 1 ·ark ~com 
. =: ~, 
• 3.J.50 llc-n:ised in OR 
•• also Ecc:::1seci i!l CO 

( 
Mar 2~;:s 11 u1 :orp 
¼ 1. 1;;;.ILLGOk.t: 
Killgore's Salmon River Fruit Ca. 
HCOl Box 160 
White Bird, ID 83554 
p.:: 
l".lay 7, 2 007 
Tri.is letter is to ex:press my deep and sincere apology for utilizi:1g 
your ::..rrigation line and wa~er fron: Joe Creek. 
I offer no excu:5e. It was my own igno.::::-ance. Hy £a.::..lure to 
communicate with you ::olks. 
I d.i.d .not t.,.½:i.nk you would care. 
I would in no manner want to damage, ~urt or take anythi=g ~ram the 
Killgores. 
All of my act~vit£es on the River are purely recreational. My 
gardeE, o.::::-chard and pasture are of no ag-.ricultural value. I 
sincerely thought the water in April was not being utilized a:id :ny 
use would not affect anyone. I very sorry for the emotional s~ress 
and hard feelings ~hat this has c~eated. None of the things I have 
on t~e River are worth this damage. 
I ::ope you will accept my apology. 
-
. i ;::-; t;,,_ · . ·.· 
: --~:)-~-=:: :·· . 
-., . ,-~ 
DEPARTIVIENT OF WATER RES()URCES 
Westenrn Region, 2735 Airport Way O Boise, !dal:no 83705-5082 
Phone : (208) 334-2190 ° Fax: (208) 334-2348 ° Web Site: www.Ji.dlwr. idadrn . gov 
C. L. "BUTCH" OTTER 
Governor 
May 25, 2011 
GARY SPAC:KiVIAN 
CERT.[F.[ED IV1AJfJ!!,nterim Director 
Daryl K. and Linda L. Mullinix 
521 Park ST 
Grangeville ID 83530 
RE: CompHant-PemHng Notice of Violation 
Water Rights-#79-14232 (Joe Creek) & #79-14234 (Salmon River) 
Dear Mr. & Mrs. Mullinix: 
Ringert Law Chartered 
On May 23, 2011, our agency received a complaint alleging you had cut and tapped into the 
Killgore's Joe Creek pipeline and are diverting water from it for irrigation. 
It is our understanding that a settlement agreement had been reached between parties earlier this 
year resulting from litigation. The agreement stipulates that under water right no. 79-14234, you 
agreed to move the point of diversion to a location on Joe Creek below the Killgores diversion. 
Under water right no. 79-14232, you also agreed to move the point of diversion on the Salmon 
River downstream to the Mullinix property located in the T27N, R0lE Section 23, SENW. 
The agreement states that" Killgores and Mullinix shall coordinate with the Idaho Department of 
Water Resources (Department) on whether it is necessary to re-describe the point of diversion for 
their respective water rights within a quarter quarter-section." 
Our water right records reveal the following partial decrees and current points of diversions: 
No. 79-14234 poinrof diversion is: NvVSW, Section 23, T27N, ROJ E. 
No. 79-14232 points of diversion are: Lot 5 SHINE, Section 23, T27N, ROJE 
Lot 6 SENE, Section 23, T27N, ROI E 
The matters regarding the alleged unauthorized use of the KiJlgore' s pipeline and facilitation/ 
enforcement of the settlement agreement are civil matters of which the Department is not a part 
nor has regulatory authority to act. However, our agency is charged with the regulation and 
appropriation of public water (water rights) within the state. Idaho Code (IC) 42-351 is very 
clear regarding the use of water not conforming to the elements of a valid water right. The statute 
states in part the following: 
42-351. lllegal diversion or use o._fwater-Enforcement procedure- Injunctive relief 
( 1) It is unlawful.for any person to divert or use water from a natural water course or 
from a ground water source without having obtained a valid water right to do so, or to 




(3) Upon investigation of available information, the director of the department of water 
resources shall have the discretion to issue a written notice of violation to the person in 
accordance with the provision of section 42-1701 B, Idaho Code for the illegal diversion 
or use of water. (4) Not v.lithstanding, the issuance of a notice of violation, the director 
may also file an action seeking injunctive relief directing the person to cease and desist 
the activity or activities alleged to be in violation ...... ...... .. 
If you are diverting water in a 40 acre tract other than described in your applicable water right 
point of diversion, it is considered fu7. illegal diversion and is subject to the above Department 
actions. A copy ofIC 42-1701B is attached for reference. Our agency transfer process provides 
the vehicle and procedure to change elements of a water right. It appears that you may need to 
file a transfer appiication(s) to adhere to the point of diversion terms in the settlement agreement. 
The Department requires~ of the following actions be taken by June IO, 2011: 
1. Submit proof and information that you are presently diverting v,1ater at the points of 
diversion locations (40 acre tracts) listed and are conforming to the elements of water 
rights #79-14232 and 79-14234 .. 
2. Submit the required transfer applications to correct or move the points of diversion 
locations for water rights #79-14232 and/or #79-14234. This may be needed to meet 
the terms of your settlement agreement. Application forms and r~ference maps are 
enclosed. 
If our office does not receive a response from you by the June 10, 2011 deadline, a field 
inspection \v:ill be scheduled to confirm the allegations. Enforcement actions will be considered 
under IC 42-l 701B if there is not conformation to your water rights. Civil penalties may be up 
to $150 per day for continuing violations and $300 per acre annually. 
Should you have questions, please contact me at the Vilestern Regional Office, phone 334-2190. 
Sincerely, 
,-··; " c:?) ,,,,,---
(:_ __ /&~ ~ ~,_/ 
/_ .-' 
J6hn Westra, Manager 
Enclosures: water Ji_ghtproofs, transfer application forms, maps, IC 42-1701B 
Cc: A. Barker, ]3i f.atris 






PERIOD OF USB: 
P:.GAC:S OF ti.SB: 
STF.'.l'E ID.MEO, 
THE FJ:-FTH <JUDJ:C:J,...L DISTRICT 
F.J..YD FOR TEE COUNTY OP TWIN F~.J'..,LS 
Kil'.JLGORES Sf.LMON .RIVE:2. 
FRU!T CO 
3252 WATSR FRONT DR 
WHITE B!RD, ID 83554 
?ARTIJ\.L ~ECREE ?UF..SUF~"T TO 
I.R.C.P. 54 (b} FOR 
Water Right 19-14231 
TP.!BUTARY: SNA..rcE RIVER 
1.27 CFS 
T2'.E 
Right. Nos. 79-14231 a.T1.d 79-.1/1233 are_ lfar.it.ed to a total combined 
diversion rate of 2.20 cfs and co a total combined annual 
diversion volume of 440.0 AE. 
ll/21/1965 
T27N KOlR S23 LOT 5 
LOT 6 
PUR.POSE OF USE 
rr::-igat:ion 
I::-rigation 








Wit:hin Idaho County 
PERIOD or USE 
03-J.0 TO 11-3 O 
NENE 3.6 LOT 1 
NWNE 5.2 LOT 5 
SWNE 1.0 LOT 5 
(SENE) 19. 0 




Within Idaho Cot!nty 
(NENE:) 31. 0 
(NWNE) G.S 
(SWNE)lG.7 
{1'r1-'1:NW) 14. 0 
Right Nos. 79-14231 and 79 .. 14233 are limited to the irrigat:ion of 
a ·co~bined total of 110 acres in a single irrigation season~ 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEF!N!TtCN OR ADMINISTP.Jl.TION OF THIS WATER R!GET: 
TEXS P~-~TLAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GE~ERAL PROVISIONS 
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFI2HTION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT 
ADMINISTR.l\TION OF TB:E: r•mTER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIM.A.TELY 
DETERMINED BY T'r'.E COURT A:J: A l?OIHT IM TIME NO LATER TRAN THf; 
ENTRY OF A FL."iAI., UNIFIED DECREE. I.e. SECTION 42-1412 {6). 
RULE 54{bj CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues dete:.::mined by the above judg:nent o:: order, it is be~:eby CERTIFIED, in accordance 
wit.h Rule Cb), .I . .R.C.P., that the court has determined that t:he1:e is no just:. reason !or delay of the entcy of a 
final judgment and tha~ the court has and does hereby direct that the above judgment or o=der shall be a final 
judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by che Idaho .Appellate Rules. 
SRBA FMTIAL DECREE FtJF..SCT~.NT TO I.R.C.P. S4(bl 
Water Right 79-14231 File Nurnl:>~r, 00101 
Eric J, Wildman 
Pres ing J"'u"'d"'g"'e,.,..,o'".c,,....,,.t:.h"'e"""-------·---, 
Soak ifi{f!~M-ENBATfON 









POilIT OF DIVERSION: 
PU?..POSE AUD 
PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
521 PAR.K ST 
G?.Ju~GEVILLE, ID 83530 
OF THB Fil?TR JODICL¾.L DISTRI.CT OF TEE 
AND FOR TEE FALLS 
PP-~T!At 
I.R.C.P. 54(b) FOR 
Nat:.e::: Right 79-14232 
TRIBwl'JU'cY: SHAKE RIVER 
0.23 CPS 
Right No.s. 79-14232 and 79 .. 14234 are limited to a tot2.l combined 
diversion race o~ 0.40 cfs a~d to a total combined annual 
diversion volume of 80.0 AF. 
1.1/:21/1%6 
T27N R01E S23 LOT 5 
LOT 6 
PURPOSE OF USE 
Ir:cigation 
!r:!:"igation 




Within Idaho Count:y 
PERIOD OF USE 







0 .23 CF'S 
Within Idaho Ccunty 
SENW 1.7 
(NESW)l2.0 
(HWSE) 1. 3 
Right Nos. 79-14232 and 79-1.4234 are limited to tbe ir.?:"igat:ion 
combined total of 20. l. acres in a single irrigation seaso:tL 
OTHER PROVISIONS NZCESSA.RY FOR DEFINITION OR J"\DMINISTRAT!ON OF THlS WATER RIGHT: 
THIS PJ'dlTIAL DECREE IS StJBJECT TO SUCH GEti'EP_:n.J., PROVISIONS 
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGh'TS FOR Th"E EFFICIEtn· 
1'.DMHTISTRAT!ON OP THE WP.TER RIGHTS AS 1-L!\.Y BE ULTIMATELY 
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT )'>:. POINT IN TI~E NO LATER THJUJ THE 
ENTRY OF A FINAL DNIFIED DECREE. I.C. SECTION 42-1412[6). 
RULE 54 (b) 'CERTIFICATE 
~ith respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance 
with Rule (b), I.R.C~P~, that the court has determined that ther~ is no just reason for delay of the er.try of 
fi.!1al judgment and that the court has 2.nd does he!"eby direct that the above jud;ment: ,:'.Jr order shall be a final 
judg:nent upop t-<1hich execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the !da:io Appellate Rules~ 
Pili~TIA.L DECREE PURSU)\NT TO I.R.C.P. (b) 
Rish~ 79-14232 File lYurn.ber: 0010:L 
Eric J. Wildman 
=:r~-M=~----------, 
I /\PP 1 8 2n·1 f 
~·-,' - . ~'~ .:II 
~)~.,,.,,vt,_ 






POINT OF DIVER.SJ:ON: 
PURPos::: .A.,ND 
?ERIOD OF USE: 
DISTRICT 
STATE OF 
Z.:!LLGORES SALMON RIVER 
?2.'J!T CO 
3252 WATER FRONT DR 
:inrITE BIRD, !D 8355~ 
FI.?TH .T'""JDICIA.L DISTRICT OF 
OF 
!.ILC. (b} FOR 
Wacer Right 79-14233 
JOE CREEK TRIBUTARY: SJ'¼LMON RIVER 
Right Nor.. 79-14231 and 79-14233 are limited t:o a total combined 
diversion race of 2.20 cfs and to a total cow~ined annual 
diversion volume of 440.D AP. 
04/0l./1965 
T27N 2..01.E S23 
PURPOSE OF USE: 
Io:-::igat:ion 
Irrigation 




110.0 Acres Total 
Within Idaho County 
PERIOD OF USE 
02-15 TO 11-30 
rr£b'"E 3.6 LOT 1 
NTu"NE 5.2 LOT 5 
S"WNS l.O LOT 5 
(SE1'1E) 19. 0 




Within Idaho County 
(NENE)31.0 
(NWNE) G.5 
(SW?<JE) 1Ei. 7 
[}JWNW) 14. 0 
Right: Nos. 79--14231 and 79-14233 are limited to t:he irrigat:icin of 
cowbined total of 110 acres in a single irrigacion season, 
OTHER PROVISIONS }7ECZSS]1-~y FOR DEFINITIOH OR ;'\.DMINIS'rAATION OF THIS WATZR RIGHT: 
THIS PA...~'r!AL DECR.EE IS SU3JBCT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS 
N'EC:SSS .... ~Y FOR THE DBFr1n:TION OF TF'..E RIGHTS OR FOR TH'.E .EFF!CL::NT 
]11.DMINISTR.~TION OF THE WATE~ RIGHTS' AS M,.~y BE ULTTMJ-.TELY 
DETERMINED EY Th'E COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO L)l.TEF. TFJ,N THE 
EN?RY OF A FINAL ONIFIED DECREE. I.C. SECTION 42-1412{6). 
F.!/LE 54(bl CERTIFICATE 
~ith respect eo ~he issues deternined by the above judgment or order, it is he~eby CERTIFIED, in accordance 
Hi th Rule 54 {b), .R.C. P., :.:hat: the court: has determined that there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a 
final and that the court has and does here.by direct that the above judgment er order shall be a final 
judgment upon which execucion may issue and an appeal may be caken as provided by che Idaho Appellace Rules. 
.SRBA PARTil'.L DECREE PUll.SUANT TO ! . P.. C. P. 54 (b) 
Wacer Righc 79-14.233 File Number: 00101 
l lo 
Eric J. Wildman 
Presid ng Judge of the 
Snake .iiffe@®!VfM@J~ATION 
API~ 2 8 2011 
~)~ 
SPECIAL MASTER !PAGE l 
'------------,-~'j;ir-,20-2011 





PERIOD op· USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
IN T;J,E COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
I.Z:t:tJfO, 1N AND FOR 'TRE OF TWIN FALLS 
DAt(.YL K MtJLLINIX 
L:N"'DA L MULLINIX 
521. PARK S'I' 
GRANGEVILLE, ID 83530 
!?!~7<.T:tP..1.. bECR£E 
I.K.C.P. 54{b} ?OR 
Watc~ Righc 79-!4234 
J02 CREEK ':R.!BUTlu<.Y: 5)1.LMON RIVER 
Right: Nos. 79-14232 and 79-14234 are lir.,it.ed t.o a total carrJ:i:Lned 
diversion rate of 0.40 cfs and co a cocal cowbined annaul 
diversion volume of 80.0 A.E. 
04/01/1965 
'1'27!'1 ROlE S:23 
PURPOSE OF USE 
z::rigat:ion 
!:-rigation 
T27N ROlE 523 LDT 5 
LOT 9 
20.1 Acres Total 
Within Idaho County 
PERIOD OF USE 
02•15 TO 11-30 
(Sl-&'E) 0.7 
(SENW) 3.8 LOT 









Right: Nos. 79-14232 and 75-14234 are limited ta t:.he irrigation of 
a combined total of 20.1 acres in a single irrigation seasor:.~ 
PROVISIONS_ NECESSARY FOR DEFIHITIO:T .P-...DMINISTR.A'T'!ON OF T.H!S WATER RIGHT: 
TRIS p_~-RTI2u, DECREE IS StTBJECT TO SDCF. GENERAL PROVISIONS 
1lBCBSSJ.-RY FOR THE DE'FINITION OF TEE RIGHTS OR FOR 'I'HE EFFICIENT 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS )IS MAY BE ULTIMATELY 
DETERJ-!IN"'ED BY TEE COURT AT A POIN'l' IN TIME NO LATER T~"\r-! TEE 
ENTRY OF A FIN;J,.i tn1IFIED DECREE. I. C _ SECTION' 4 2 -1412 ( b} ~ 
RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE 
With respect to c.he issues determined by the above judgment: or order, it is he:::-eby CERTIFIED, in acco:cdance 
wi c.h Rule 54 (b} , I. R. C. P ~, that the court has dete'.!:'mined that there is no just: reaso:i for delay of che ent.:r.--_( of 
final judgment: and t.hat the court haS and does hereby direct that the above judgment: or ordek shall be a final 
judgment which execution miy issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by ~he Idaho Appellate R~les. 
Sl?.BA Pl\.RTI.AL DECl'.EE PURSUAflT TO I.!LC.P. 54 (b) 
Water .Right 79-14231 Pile Nu~~er: 00101 
/ lQ/ 
Eric J. Wildman 
Presid ',n-s J·,<½fe,..,.f....i.:b.la.... _1 
Snake iHECtJl\/iiiviEl\ffjATIQN ' 




IRRIGATION AND DRJ'.\INAGE -- WATER RIGHTS AND RECLPt'1ALTION 
CHAPTER 17 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES WATER RESOURCE BOARD 
Page 1 of 3 
42-17018.ENFORCEMENT PROCEDURE NOTICE CONSENT ORDER CIVIL 
ACTION. ( 1) Authority to coin.tuence actions. The director of the department 
of water resources is authorized and may commence and pu.rsue enforcement 
actions to remedy the designated violations set out in title 42, Idaho 
Code. 
(2) Notice. When the director commences an administrative 
enforcement action the notice of violation shall be served upon the 
alleged violator in person or by certified mail. The notice of violation 
~hall identify the alleged violation and shall specify each provision of 
the designated chapter, rule, permit, condition of approval or order 
which has been violated. The notice of violation shall state the remedy, 
including any demand to cease and desist, restoratior. and mitigation 
measures, and the amount of any civil penalty the director seeks for 
redress of the violation. Factors the director may consider in seeking 
the appropriate remedy include the impact of the violation and whether 
the violation was willful, a repeat violation for which the violator had 
been given a prior written warning, or the violator has otherwise refused 
to comply with the department's lawful directives. The notice of 
violation shall inform the person to whom it is directed of an 
opportunity to confer with the director or the director's designee in a 
compliance conference concerning the alleged violation. 
(3) Response. A written response may be required within fourteen 
(14) days of the receipt of the notice of violation by the person to whom 
it is directed. If a recipient of a notice of violation contacts the 
department within fourteen ( 14) days of the receipt of the notice, the 
recipient shall be entitled to a compliance conference. The conference 
shall be held within twenty-one (21) days of the receipt of the notice 
unless a later date is agreed upon between the parties. If a compliance 
conference is not requested, the director may proceed with a civil 
enforcement action as provided in this section. 
( 4) Compliance conference and consent order. The compliance 
conference shall provide an opportunity for the recipieLt of a notice of 
violation to explain the circumstance of the alleged vio1ation and, where 
appropriate, to present a proposal for remedying the damage caused by the 
violation and assuring future comp_t_iance. If the recipient and the 
director agree on a plan to remedy damage caused by the alleged violation 
and to assure future compliance, they may enter into a consent order 
formalizing their agreement. The consent order may include a provision 
providing for payment of any agreed civil penalty. The consent order 
shall be effective immediately upon signing by both p=1rties and shall 
preclude a civil enforcement action for the same alleged violation. If a 
party does not comply with the terms of the consent order, the director 
http://legis1ature.idaho.gov/idstat/Tit1e42/T42CH 17SECT42-1701 BPrinterFriendlv .htm .. 5/25/2011 
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J. A. Wright, ISB #4403 
Attorney at Law 
P. 0. Box25 
GtangevUie, ID 83530 
Teiephone: (208) 983-2706 
Facsimile: (208) 983-2706 
Attorney for Plaintiff/Cou..,ter-Defenda__r1t 
S. Bryce Farris, ISB #5636 
SAWTOOTH LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
1101 Vv. River St., Ste. 110 
P.O. Box 7985 
Boise, ID 83707 
Telephone: (208)629-7447 
Facsimile: (208) 629-7559 
Attorney for Defendant/Counter-Claimant 
11' -"' ~ - ,...., .,,.. ,, 1:, ·y ._,_. · ,.-...f~..C:\;, i, • ._, A10eu. P. Barker, lSB #.L8o7 r ·., r.,, .,::: r;::r=/'Jt'.';1" 
T r r1-,-~/;9~~·;~iO.:f l~8L.:tF.f[>,, .~n~J/ 
Scott A. Magnuson, ,BB . ./ l!-M ,'1 ,, l'E::it::1¥---'~<-' 
BA.."ft..~R ROSHOLT & S1!vf PSON Jt-f..,P / 
1010 W. Jefferson St., Ste. 102 V 
P.O. Box 2139 
Boise, ID 83701-2139 
Telephone: (208) 336-0700 
Facsimile: (208) 344-6034 
Attorneys for Plaintift'lCounter-Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEC.OND JUDICIAL DiSTIDCT OF THE 
STATE OJF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF IDAIHIO 
DARYL K. AND LINDA L. MULLINIX, ) 
husband and wife, ) Case No. CV-2012-41783 
) 




I<ILLGOR.E'S SALMON Ri."'VER FRUIT ) 






COMES NOW, DARYL K. a11d LINDA L. MULLINIX (husband and wife) (hereafter 
Mullinix), Plaintiffs/Counter-Defendants, by and through their artomeys of re,;ord, and 
KILLGORE'S SALMON Rf'vER FRUIT CO., Defendant/Counter-Claimant, by and through its 
attorney of record, and hereby subniits thls Joint Stipulation to Facts and Exhibits for Trial 
The parties further agree to the following as joint stipulation of facts for tl'ial: 
JOINT STIPULATION TO FACTS 
THE PROPERTY 
1. In fue l 960s, James imd Josephine Killgore acquired land in Idaho County at issue 
in this proceeding along the Salmon River kno\vn as the Horseshoe Group of placer mining 
claims located. in Sections 23 and 24 T. 27 N., R. 01 E. (KiHgore original parcel). 
2. Plaintiffs/Counter-Defendants, Daryl K. and Linda L. Mullivix, husband and wife 
("Mullinix") o,vn 20.1 acres ofreal property ix1 Idaho County located in a portion of Government 
- - 0 d (I ~ ,...~ 1s T P O l E S . 2'"' (M T . P 1) Lots:,, o an '.'.?', L LI ~--i., .0". ., ect10n ., uLlrux arce •. 
3. The Muliinix Parcel was originally part of the land (Killgore Original Parcel) 
o-wned by James J. and Josephine !Gilgore. 
4. The Mullinix Parcel was conveyed, together with all appurtenances, as follows: 
a. via Warranty Deed from James and Josephine Killgore to Louis ai.1.d 
Maude Weise; 
b. via Warranty Deed from Maude Weise (widow) to James & Kathryn 
Green and Roy & Irma Green; 
c. via Warranty Deeci from Roy and Inna Green to James & Kathryn Green; 
d. via Quitclaim Deed from James & Kathryn Green to Greenco II, Inc.; a._t1d 
e. via W arr.snty Deed from Greenco II, Inc. to Mullinix. 
5. Defendant'Counter-Claimant:, Kiilgore's Salmon River Fruit Co. (Kiilgore) is an 
Kdaho corporation ,,;vith its principal place of business in Idaho County. It was incorporated in 
197 4 by Ja;.ues and Josephine Killgore. 
6. Ja.-vnes and Josephine Killgore quitclaimed their interests in the Horseshoe Group 
placer mining claims in T. 27 N~, R. 01 E., Sections 23 and 24 to Kiligore's Salmon River Fruit 
Ranch Co., in two separate conveyances, one in 1974 and the second in 1997. 
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7. In 2000, KiUgore's Salmen River Fruit Co. filed with the county a subdivision 
piat for lots 1-8 in Killgore's Horseshoe Bend Estates Subdivision I. 
8. In 2000, Killgorc's Salmon River Fruit Co. filed ½ith t.he county a subdivision 
plat for lots 9-30 in Killgore's Horseshoe Bend Estates Subdivision IL 
9. 1n 2004, Killgore's Salmon River Fruit Co. filed with the county a subdivision 
plat for lots 31-38 in Killgore's Horseshoe Bend Estates Subdivision III. 
10. In 2009, Killgore's Salmon River Fruit Co. filed with the county a subdivision 
plat for lots 39-51 in Killgore's Horseshoe Bend Estates Subdivision IV. 
11. The Killgore' s Salmon River Fruit Co. property quitclaimed to it by James and 
Josephine Killgore has now been subdivided into 51 lots in Killgore' s Horseshoe Bend Estates 
Subdivision Nos. I, II, III, IV. 
12. Killgore has sold lots in the subdivisions to third parties or transforred ownership 
to related persons. Title to those lots has vested in the new ovvners. Killgore rdains title to 
approximateiy 45 acres in Subdivision IV. 
JOE CREEK WATER RIGHTS 
13. fo 1929 the State Department ofRecla.mation issued a license to Vvilbur Van 
Wey to divert 2.0 cfs of water from Joe Creek to 29 acres in T. 27 N., R 01 E, Idaho County. 
14. An open ditch conveying water from Joe Creek to Killgore' s prope1ty has existed 
since James 2u1d Josephine Killgore bought the property in approximately 1963 :md Kiligore' s 
constructed, i..n.stalled, and improved the ditch so that it could convey water from Joe Creek to 
their property. Killgore's asserts that any ditch that existed when Killgore purchased the property 
was not visible or useable at that time. [Answer 1[ 7J 
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15. In 1966, James Killgore filed for a water right from Joe Creek. Water was 
conveyed by open ditch from Joe Creek, across Robinson property &7td what is now the Mullinix 
parcel, to a reservoir on Killgore' s property. 
16. The water in fue ditch from Jfoe Creek flowed to a reservoir and then was pumped 
" from the reservoir to the Mullinix parcel i:7. 1966 for one irrigation season .. [Answer to 
Interrogatory No. 4] 
R 7. In 1987, with financial assistance from the Soil Conservation Service (SCS) now 
the NRCS, Killgore piped the open ditch and buried the pipeline from its point of diversion 
across what is now the Mullinix parcel. The NRCS/SCS pn:ovideol Killgore the s1rnn of$21,000 
in six $3,500 ar,nual increments. 
18. The pipeline, which is O'Wiled and operated by Killgore (Mullinix Affidavit, 
paragraph 4), was constructed with no outlet or delivery point for the Mullinix parcel. 
19. In 1988, Killgore filed a notice of claim to water right 79-4-001 with the SRBA 
Court to 2.6 cfs of water diverted from Joe Creek for use on 130 acres. The basis for the claim 
was beneficial use. 
SALMON RIVER WATER RIGiffiTS 
20. In 1966, James Killgore applied for a water rig.lJ.t to pump 1.69 cfs of water from 
the Salmon River for irrigation of 130 acres ofland, which included the land now owned by 
Mummx, based on a claim of beneficial use of the water. 
21. In 1981, the Idaho Department of Water Resources issued a water right license to 
Jam.es KiHgore, water right No. 79~2094 for 1.5 cfs from the S8l1mon River for use: on the 
claimed 130 acres. 
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22. In 1988, Killgore fl.led a notice of claim with the SRBA Comi for water right 
No. 79-2094 for use on 130 acres with LS cfs diverted from the SaL.-non River. The place of use 
was the sat-ne as iicensed. 
23. In 2002, Kiilgore's Salmon River Fruit Compa...1.y applied for a transfer the point 
of diversion for water right No. 79-2094. A11er Killgore's provided the Department of Water 
Resources with requested information the Department approved the transfer of the point of 
diversion. 
SUBDIVISION WATER RIGHT TRANSFER PROCEEDINGS 
2& In 2007, certain lot owners in the Killgore's Horseshoe Bend Estates subdivision 
filed applications with the Department of Water Resources to transfer water rights to the 
individual lots from Killgore. Killgore's objected. Transfer of the water rights to the lot 
ovvners was not approved. 
SRBA PROCEEDINGS 
25. On February 6, 2008, a partial decree was issued to Killgore for 1,vater right 
79-2094 for 1.5 cfs, i,.vi.th a 1966 priority date to irrigate 130 acres from the Salmon River. 
26. On February 6, 2008, a partial decree was issued to Killgore for water right 
No. 79-4001 for 2.6 cfs with a 1965 priority date to irrigate the same 130 acres from Joe Creek. 
27. On September 10, 2007, Mullinix filed a claim for waterright No. 79-2063 
claiming a 1928 priority date to use 0.6 cfs of water to irrigate 18 acres of the :M[uilinix parcel 
from Joe Creek:. 
28. On. January 29, 2009, the SRBA Coutt issued a partial decree to MuUinix to use 
0.4 cfs of water to irrigate 20.1 acres of the Mullinix parcel from Joe Creek UJ.-id,er water right 
No. 79-2063. 




29. On June 10, 2010, the SRBA Court, upon Killgore's motion, upheld the Special 
Master's decision to set aside tlhe partial decrees in water right Nos. 79-2094, 79-4001, a.71d 
79-2063 and remanded the subcases for further proceedings. 
30. k.-'1:er remai,.d, Killgore and MuHini,.c reached a settlement of the water rights. The 
parties executed a Settlement Agreement of the contested subcases in the SRBA on :rvlarch 25, 
2011. Ciaim No. 79-2063 (the Joe Creek right with a 1928 priority date) was disallo'wed. Claim 
79-4001 (Joe Creek) and claim 79-2094 (Salmon River) were split between Killgore and 
Mullinix based on the ratio of 20 acres for Mullinix and 110 acres for Killgore. The Department 
of Water Resources approved of these splits of the water rights. Right No. 79-400 l was decreed 
as 79-14233 to Killgore for 2.2 cfs from Joe Creek for 110 acres, au.d 79-14234 was decreed to 
Muliinix for 0.4 cfs from Joe Creek for 20.1 acres. 79-2094 was decreed as 79-Jl4231 to Killgore 
for 1.270 cfs from the Salmon River for 110 acres and 79-14232 was decreed to Mullinix for 
0.23 cfs from the Salmon River. 
31. Between 2000 and 2013, Killgore sold lots to tirird parties in the Killgore' s 
Horseshoe Bend Estates Subdivisions. These fots are within the place of use ofKiilgore's water 
rights 79-14-231 an.cl 79-14233. Owners of some of those lots have entered into ilrrigation 
agreements with Killgore. 
32. At present, not all property ovvners within the 110 acres ½ithin the place of use of 
water rights 79-14231 and 79-14233 receive water :from ilie pipeline. [RRA #20] 
WJR1TTEN COMMlJNECATIONS BETWEEN THE PARTEES 
33. The pfu-ties exchanged the following vmtten cornmurnicatfons concerning use of 
water on the J\1ullinix property. 
a. May 2, 2007 letter from Bryce Farris to Daryl Mu1Hnix. 
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b. May 7, 2007 letter from Daryl Mullinix to Ki11gore's Salmon River Fruit 
Co. 
c. April 14, 2008 letter from Bryce Farris to Daryl Mullinix. 
d. February 18, 2009 letter from Daryl Mu!linix to Kiilgore' s Salmon River 
FmitCo. 
e. A.prii 15, 2009 letter from Daryl Mullinix to Killgore's Saimon River Fruit 
Co. 
f. Undated letter from Heather Killgore to Daryl Mullinix in reference to 
April 14, 2009 telephone call. 
g. April 22, 2009 hanchvritten note from Heather Killgore to Daryl Mullinix 
\Yith returned check. 
h. December 21, 2010 ietter from Daryl Mullinix to Salmon !Uver Fruit Co. 
.. -,--::: - /_ -
Dated: ~
I / 
Dated: /Yb;- Z 11 P_§ 
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COMES NOW, DARYL K. and LINDA L. MULLINIX (husband and wife), 
Plaintiffs(Counter-Defendants, by and through their attorneys of record, and KILLGORE'S 
SALMON RIVER FRUIT CO., Defendant/Counter-Claimant, by and through its attorney of 
record, and hereby stipulate and agree as to the admissibility and authenticity of the following 
exhibits. 
JOINT STrPULATION OF ADMISSION OF EXHIBffS 
1. The parties agree that the fol!o,ving exhibits' should be admitted :into evidence as 
of the beginning of trial: Exhibits 1-12, Exhibits 24-49, Exhibit 51, and Exhibits B, C, E, G, I. 
2. As to Exh1bits 13-23 and F, the pa..'1:ies waive any objection to admissibiliry on the 
grounds of authenticity, foundation, or that th.e exhibits are hearsay, but retain the right to object 
to admission on the grounds of relevance or other similar basis. 
3~ As to the foHov.ring exhibits, the parties \vaive objections to authenticity and 
fow1.dation and agree that admissibility should be decided if and when those exhibits are offered 
i:nJ'io evidence: Exhibits 50, 52-59, A and H. 
4. The parties have attempted to consolidate exhibits and agree that both pa.-ties may 
utilize the otl1ier party"s exhibits at trial. 




S. BRYCE FARRIS 
Attorney for Defendant/Counter-Claimant 
~p___ 
A . BARKER, ISB #2867 
SCOTT A. MAGNuSON, ISB #7916 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSOjN LLP 
and 
J. A. WRIGHT, ISB #4403 
Attorney at Law 
Attorney for Plaintijfe/Counter-Dejf.mdants 
Daryl K and Linda L. Muilinix 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I .HEREBY CERTIFY that on fuis ;:2Aay of May, 2013, I caused to be served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing docn..ment by the method indicated below, wd addressed to 
each of the following: 
S. Bryce Fa.'11:is 
1101 W. River St., Suite 110 
PO Box 7985 
Boise, ID 83707 
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· J. A. Wright, ISB #4403 
Attorney at Law 
P. 0. Box 25 
Grangeville, ID 83530 
Teiephone: (208) 983-2706 
Facsimile: (208) 983-2706 
Aibert P. Barker, ISB #2867 
Scott A. Magnuson, ISB #7916 
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BAR.KIER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON !LlLlP 
1010 W. Jefferson St., Ste. 102 
P.O. Box 2139 
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Telephone: (208) 336-0700 
Facsimile: (208) 344-6034 
Attorneys for Plaintijfe/Counter-Defendants Daty! K and Linda L. lv.fullinix 
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Case No. CV-2012-41783 
PLAINTIFF MULLINIX'§ 
TRIAL 1\1:EMORANDUJv[ 
COMES NO\V, DARYL K. and LINDA L. MULLINIX (husband and wife), 
Plaintiffs/Counte.r-Defo.ndants, by and through their attorneys of record, and hereby submit their 
Trial Memorandum. 
lPLAfl,ffllFF MULLfNIX'S TRIAL MEMORANDUM 
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The parties extensively briefed the issues in the; case on cross-motions for summarv ., 
judgment. This Trial Memorandwn is intended to supplement the summary judgment briefing 
and MuUinix respectfully refers the Court to that briefing for greater detail. 
The parties have brought a series of claims and counter-claims ali divided into multiple 
counts. However, the issue between the parties is straight-fotward. Killgore replaced an existing 
ditch from Joe Creek to Mullinix and Killgore's property with a pipeline. :Killgore refused to 
allow Mullinix to access water in the pipeline under any circumstances whatsoever. The 
question before the Court is whether Mullinix is entitled to use water delivered by the pipe to his 
property and, if so, under what conditions. Fortunately, the answer to these questions can be 
found in the Idaho Code and in Idaho case law. 
MULLIN1X'S CAUSES OF ACTIONS 
First, Idaho Code§ 42-912 specifically provides that a. company owning or controlling 
any irrigation works for distribution of water under sale or rental must :furnish water to any 
person who has land underneath the irrigation works and who makes a proper demand. There is 
no dispute that Killgore controls the pipeline and the irrigation works and there is no dispute that 
Mullinix' s lai-id is located wider the irrigation works. The evidence wiil also show that there is 
no dispute that: 
1. Mullinix has made a proper demand to have water delivered to him through this 
irrigation works as required by the statute and that Killgore has improperly refused Mullinix's 
demand.; and 
2. Killgore subdlivided its property benefited by Killgore's Joe Creek water right and 
has sold off or transfen-ed the majority of the lots, however, Kingore retained ownership of the 
water right from Joe Creek and the inigation works; and 
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3. Killgore distributes irrigation water from Joe Creek via the pipeline to various 
O\vners within t.he subdivision in exchange for payment of money pursuant to 'Vlrritten "Irrigation 
Agreements II Vvith individual lot owners. 
Ignoring the express language in Idaho Cod!e § 42-912 making its provisions applicable 
tc 11[a]ny person, company or corporation o\llm.irig or controlling any canal or irrigation works for 
the distribution of water under a sale or rental", Killgore argues that the statute does not apply to 
it because it was oi-ganized as a fruit company not as a canal company. The statute speaks for 
itself, aud piainly is not limited to "canal companies". The evidence will show that whatever 
Killgore began as, Killgore now is a company that distributeswate.r held in its own name via 
irrigation works that it controls to third parties in exch&"lge for money. Under these 
circumstances, Idaho Code § 42-912 compels Killgore to furnish water to Mullinix, 
In addition to Mullinix's statutory rights under Idaho Code§ 42-912, Mullinix. is also 
entitled to relief as a matter of Idaho common law as stated in the case of Keyset v. lvtorehead, 
23 Idaho 501, P. 992 (1913). Keyser holds that where one party has a right to use a ditch and 
other third users of the ditch come in and pipe the ditch, then those parties who piped the ditch 
must make the pipe available to the other person who has the pre-existing right to use the ditch. 
Kiligore win argue that Mullinix (and later predecessors) never had any right to use the ditch. 
Yet, the evidence will show that as early as 1928, water was being delivered to what is now the 
Mullinix parcel by a ditch from Joe Creek. The evidence will also show 11:hat the KiUgo:res 
themselves delivered water to the Mullinix parcel by the ditch from Joe Cre:ek. The evidence 
will show that the parent water right of both the water rights held by Mullinix and the water right 
heid by Killgore authorized delivery of water from Joe Creek by ditch 11:o thefr respective parcels. 
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The law is also clear that an easement is not forfeited by non-use. Unlike a water right, 
an easement does not simply disappear after five years of non-use as there must be an 
unequivocal a..nd intentional act to abandon. Hawkings v. Bonneville County Bd Of 
Commissioners 151 Idaho 228, 254 P.3d 1224 (2011). 
The third basis for authorizing use of the pipeline is found in the Idaho Supreme Court 
decisions of Tomchakv. Harris, 54 ldaho 448,1026 (1934), and Reynolds v. Sproat, 69 Idaho 
315 (1948). Those cases hold that the holder of the se:rvient estate has the right to utilize the 
ditch crossing his land with the servient estate's water as long as doing so does not interfere with 
the delivery of water in the ditch for the holders of the dominant estate. The evidence here will 
show through expert testimony that whenever sufficient water is available in Joe Creek that the 
current conveyance system and pipeline has adequate capacity to deliver water both to Killgore 
and Mullinix. 
Idaho law is clear that interference with delivery of one's water rights justifies the court 
in issuing injunctive :reiief. Savage Lateral Ditch Warer Users Association v Pulley, 125 Idaho 
237 (1993). The fact of this case will show this interference with the ditch and that access to the 
pipeline is a reasonable measure for the court to require. 
The trial testimony will also show that Mullinix has suffered damages resulting from 
Killgore's removal and destruction of his equipment connecting MulJini.x's property to the 
pipeline. 
SRBA PROCEEDINGS 
The Court wiH undoubtedly hear significant testimony about the prior SRBA proceedings 
between Kiilgore's and JVIuliinix. Simply put, the KHlgores claimed waiter rights on the Mullinix 
parcel from day one. The evidence will show that the KiUgo:res continued to assert that the water 
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rights they originaUy acquired included sufficient water to irrigate the Mullinix parcel and the 
land within the Mullinix parcel through many different proceedings both before the Department 
of Water Resources and the SRBA Court proceedings. The evidence will show that Mullinix, 
after consulting with the Department, filed to obtain a separate water right on his O\i'Vltl property 
was granted a water right and that Killgore's objected after that water right was decreed to 
Mullinix by the SRBA Court. The SRBA Court then set aside all of the decrees issued to both 
Killgore and Mullinix and sent the cases back for further analysis. The parties resoived their 
water right dispute and agreed, with the concurrence of the Department of ·water Resomces, to 
split the existing Killgore water rights into four separate water rights: two to cover Killgore' s 
110 acres and the other two to cover Mullinix's 20.1 acres. Of the two water rights that were 
split, one right was for water pumped from Salmon River, the other right for water delivered 
from Joe Creek. A written settlement agreement was entered which is a..n exhibit in this case. 
Killgore argues that this mitten settlement agreement precludes Mullinix from making 
any claim whatsoever to be able to use the pipeline because the agreement provided that 
Mullinix would put a point of diversion below the Killgore point of diversion on Joe Creek 
They argue that it :is impossible for Mullinix to move his point of diversion and still use the 
pipeline. First, as a matter of law, Kingore ignores the settlement agreement provision which 
cleai.-i.y states that the settlement agreement does not resolve any issues ofright-of-way or 
conveyances, as that was outside the scope of the authority of the SRBA Court to decide .. So, in 
other words, the SRBA Court resolved the ownership of water rights, but not the conveyance 
issues which are :now before this Court. 
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Second, the evidence wm show through expert engineering testimony and engineering 
drawings that physically it is quite a simple matter to add. a second point of diversion below the 
Killgore's point of diversion. 
The SRBA Court decrees did however establish some very important principles. Firs£, 
that despite all protests to the contrary by Kingore's today, the decrees establish water had been 
put to use on the Mullinix property from Joe Creek in the amount of 0.4 cfs ccvedng 20.1 acres. 
Under principles of res judicata, Killgore is precluded from chaUenging that fact. A decree 
entered in a general adjudication is conclusive as to the nature and extent of a.II water rights in 
the adjudicated water system. r.c. 42-1420(1); A&B Irr. Dist. v. Idaho Depr. of Water Res., 153 
Ida.ho 500, 284 P.3d 225, 240 (2012); State v. Hagerman Water Right Owners, Inc., 130 Idaho 
736,741,947 P.2d 409,414 (1997). A party cannot have its water use adjudicated or 
administratively detennined in one proceeding and then re-adjudiicate the right under a more 
favorabie legai theory in a subsequent proceeding. See Memorandum Decision and Order on 
Challenge and Order Disallowing Water Right Based on Federal Law (City of Pocatello-
Federal Law Claims) at 12-13, Subcase No. 29-11609 (Oct. 6, 2006). 
Killgore's cannot go behind the SRBA decree to argue to the contrary. Indeed, KiHgore's 
argued forfeiture of the water right for non-use before the SRBA before conceding that the rights 
should be decreed to Mullit:rix. At the very least this is res judicata or judicfal estoppel. 
The evidence will also show that due to Killgore installing the pipeline th.ere is no 
practical alternative fo:r Mullinix to receive his water from Joe Creek other than through !he 
pipeline now that KiHgote bmried their pipe in the template of the old ditch and filled in the 
ditch. The evidence wm show that the pipe is buried in an undisclosed llocation protected by 
th.rust blocks and is simply impractical to try to i.nstalJ an.ot.he:r line in that same ditch right-of-
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way without posing significant risk to the existing conveyance. The ditch doe:s not exist today as 
a ditch although the ditch template still is visible. There is only a buried pipeline where the ditch 
once flowed, The evidence will also show that Killgore have failed and refused to identify the 
precise location of the existing pipeline and ate unwilling to themselves engage in the installation 
so as to avoid interference with their existing pipeline. 
As a consequence, there is simply no practical way for Mullinix to ii:rigate his 20 acres of 
agricultural land, as he has the right to do, without access to the pipeline across his property. 
Killgore intends to dispute this fact through what they describe as "expert tc:stimony'' of Cad and 
Les Killgore. The evidence will show that neither Carl nor Les Killgore have the e:ngh1ee:ring or 
hydrologic expertise in order to draw these conclusions as true experts and that in any event the 
Killgores have failed to adequately disclose the basis for any such opinions in violation of Role 
26(b)(4) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. Consequently, testimony on this issue should 
either be limited or excluded. 
Most of Killgore' s counter-claims deal with the same issues as set forth in the complai11t. 
Killgore has asseri:ed damages, but the evidence will show that they have not disclosed any such 
damages and they have sustained none. The Killgores have asserted a claim for quiet title to an 
easement across the Mullinix property. Idaho law requires that any judgment or order 
concerning a right-of-way across the land of the other must be a sufficient legal description such 
as a survey. "A judgment determining the existence of an easement across 'the land of another 
must set forth the location, width, and length of the easement in order that conflicts between 
landowners may be avoided." Bed.lee v. Pickett Ranch and Sheep Co., 143 Idaho 36, 41, 137 P.3d 
423, 428, (2006). Mullinix does JDJ.ot object to the recognition of a right-of-1v>1ay for the pipeline, 
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but the Court must order Killgore to survey the route of the pipeline ac.ross bis property as a 
precondition to any judgment authorizing or recognizing the right-of-way. 
CONCLUSION 
Plaintiffs will ask the Court to find, based on the evidence presented, that Mullinix is 
entitled to receive water from the pipeline~ under Idaho Code 42-912, and m,di:::r Idaho case 
authority. Plaintiffs will then ask the Court to issue injunctive relief ordering Defendant to allow 
Plaintiffs to obtain watet from the pipeline either under the authority ofldaho Code 42-912 or by 
installing a separate point of diversion on the pipeline, below the Killgore point of diversion. 
Plaintiff will also ask the Court to award damages for Killgore's past acts to injure the pipeline 
connections as shown by the e,vidence at trial. 
DATED this 2.2-day of May, 2013. 
BARKER ROSHOLT & siinJON LLF' 
1),-JT~ --lbert P. Barker 
Attorneys for Plaintijfs/Counu:r-Defendants 
Daryl Kand Linda L. lvfullinix 
CERTIFICATE OF §ER.VICE 
]f lf!EREBY CERTIFY that on this 2 L.say-ofMay, 2013, I caused to be served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing docurnent by the method indicated below, and addressed to 
each of the following: 
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__ Overnight Mail 
Albert P. Barker 
PLAINTJFF MULLINlfX'S TRIAL MEMORANDUM 
. T-278 P001 010 F-252 
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S. BRYCE FARRIS (ISB #5636) 
SAWTOOTH LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
1101 W. River St., Ste. 110 
P. 0. Box 7985 
Boise, Idaho 83707 
Telephone: (208) 629-7447 
Facsimile: (208) 629-7559 
Attorneys for Killgore's Salmon River Fruit Co. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF IDAHO 
DARYL K. AND Lil~DA L. MULLINIX, 
husband and wife, 
Plaintiffs/Cotn1ter-Defendant, 
vs. 
KILLGORE'S SALMON RIVER FRUIT 
CO., an Idaho corporation, 
Defendant/Counter-Claimant. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
CASE NO. CV 41783 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL AND 
SUBMISSION OF PIPELINE SURVEY 
S. Bryce Farris being first duly sworn upon bis oath, deposes and says that: 
L I make this Affidavit based upon my personal knowledge and I am competent to 
testif}1 to the matters contained herein. 
2. Pursuant to the Court's comments on the record on May 31, 2013, Killgore' s Salmon 
River Fruit Company commissioned a survey of the pipeline, which is at issw~ in this lawsuit, as it 
crosses the real property owned by Daryl K. Mullinix and Linda L. Mullinix. Attached hereto as 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL AND SUBMISSION OF PIPELINE SURVEY - Page 1 
15~ I' .I (.) 
I I_ 
Exhibit A is a true and con-ect copy of the survey prepared by fiunter J. Edwards of the centerline 
of said pipeline as it crosses the real property of Daryl K. Mullinix and Linda L. Muilinix. 
DATED this 5th day, of August, 2013. 
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 5th day of~August 20g?13 .. _ / 
~~~Queaaee,h4 ~ / (._ R. K· q¢"'4: • ._ 
· ;..;,"'~ Notary Public foiTcfaho 
oTAA>y "'\ \ ,Residingi~c?~s;.c ,_Idaho! 1 ., + -~- t g My Commission Expires:_ 2-/.Zp //! 
~ ~ ... ~ !' = ' / 7 
.Pe51.,\C :- : 
,! ~ .... 
• > , ...,, .... 
OF'lO ,,~,~ 
IS:aon,,•" 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL AND SUBMISSION OF PIPELINE SURVEY - Page 2 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 5th day of August, 2013, I caused to b<e served a true and 
accurate copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below: 
J.A. Wright 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 25 
Grangevil.ie, Idaho 83530 
Fax.: (208)983-2700 
j awright@qwestoffice.net 
Albert P. Barker 
Scott A. Magnuson 
Barker- Rosholt & Simpson, LLP 
P.O. Box 2139 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2139 
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CENTERLINE OF WATERLINE EASEMENT 
FOR 
KILLGORE 
A utility easement located within Tax Lot #121 in U.S. Governmelilli: Lots# 8 & #9 of Section 23, T 27 N, R 01 E, B.M., Idaho 
County, M&ho. The centerline ofth:s easement is more particularly described from a survey of the ex.isting buried waterline as 
follows: 
Commencing at the Sectfon Corner common to Sectior.s 22, 23, 26 & 27 Instrument #41265&, thence N 89°59'34" IE - :27]8.37' 
along the section tine between said Sections 23 & 26 to the i/4 Corner common to sairil §ectioITTis 23 ,& 26 instrument #4 l 7 I l 2, 
thence 
N 00°Ji2'2 §" £ - il322.6l' along the center section line of said Section 23 to the CS l /l 6 comer monumented with a 5/8" rebar with 
aluminum cap by PE/LS 2634 as shown on Record of Survey S-3079 Instrument #483746, thence l'\I R6;0 0'il'04" JE- 1234.76' leaving 
said center section line to a point on the easterly side of said Tax Lot #121 and the westerly R.0.W. of U.S. Highway 95 monumented 
with a [TD R.O.W. brass c2p, thence S 19°20'34l" W - ]43,55' along the said easterly side to the intersection with the centerline of 
the existing waterline pipe. This is the foitfaiil lPoil:'!t of Beginning for this easement. 
Thence s 30°53'05" w 
Thence S H:i035'22" W 
Thence S 7! 0 56'35" W 
Thence s 79°33'55" w 
Thence s 77°36'27" w 
Thence s 79°30'53" w 
Thence s 85°03'58" w 
Thence S 77°53 '40" vV 
Thence s 68°26'!9'' w 
Thence N 85°49'26" W 
Thence N 63°20'52" W 













along said centerline of pipe to an angle point, 
along said centerline of pipe to an ang,k point, 
along said centerline of pipe to an angle point, 
along said centerline of pipe to an angle point, 
along said centerline of pipe to an angie point, 
along said centerline of pipe to an angle point, 
along said centerline of pipe to an angle point, 
along said centerline of pipe to an angle point, 
along said centerline of pipe to an angle point, 
along said centerline of pipe to an angle point, 
along said centerline of pipe to an angle point, 
a!ong said centerline of pipe to the intersection with the westerly 
boundary of said Tax Lot #12 l. This point is tbe termini for this 
easement. This point is N 08°40'05"\V -- 50.08' from the prnperty 
comer c0n1r.non to Tax Lots # 12, # ! 2 ! Ct #-J 22 rnonumented vfith a 
5/8'' rebar by PE/LS 2634. 
The width of this said easement is _____ _,_. centered on the above described centerline. 
GPS.PLLC 
238 E. Sooth St 
Grangeville. ID 33530 
Pagel of I 
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1. S- .l.BM INSTRUMENT #417357 BY PE/IS 2634 MULLlN1X. 
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LINE BEARING DISTANCE 
T-1 S 19"20"34".W -143.55 
T-2 S30"53'05'-W 39.77 
T-3 S 16'35'22"W 114.08 
T-4 S71 '56'35"W 143.24 
T-5 S79°30'53"W 102.62 
T-6 S8S 0 03'58"W 90.90 
T-7 S77'53'40"W 59.60 
T-8 S68'26'1 9"W 85.38 
T-9 N63°20'52"W 99.99 
T-1 0 N88"27'46"W 36.96 
T-11 S 19°20'34"W 43.43 
T-12 S16'07'44"W 139.57 
T-1 3 S66'29'33"W 51.84 
T-14 S85"43'00"W 104.55 
:T-15 S89'30'33"W 84.05 
iT-1 6 N08°40'05"W 50.08 
tT-17 N08"40'05"W 11.50 
0 2 0-' 1 3 0 £1 : f RO - B} ROSHOLT Si 2 T-296 POO 
JLJL]? 













MulHnix), by and through their attorneys of record, pursuant to the instructions of the Court at 
the Status Conference on Augost 5, 2013, providing counsel for Mullinix two weeks to respond 
to the property description, and advise the Court of whether there was fill objection to granting an 
MDL:t..fl\lI)CS :RESPONSE AND OBJECTION TO PROPOS:ED LEGAL DESCRJPTION FOR 
EASEMENT l 
F 
OB-20-' 13 0£!: 31 rnoM- BM ROSHOLT SIMPS 2083446034 T-296 P0003/0005 F-341 
easement for the pipeline as outlined in the property description, hereby advise the Court as 
foHows: 
On August 13~ 2013, counsel for Killgore provided counsel for Mullinix with mi 
explanation from the Killgore's surveyor (Hunter Edwards) of what it was that he surveyed. The 
surveyor stated that the Killgores "did not actuaily dig dovm to find the pipeiine." Instead, the 
surveyor located the survey where the Killgores advised him to in the location of the oid ditch. 
The surveyor stated it would have been too expensive for the Killgores to locate the pipe. 
This current position of the Killgores that the pipe itself could not be k,cated is the po lat 
opposite of the position taken by the Killgores at trial when Mr. Carl Killgore testified that it 
wouid be a simple matter for Mr. Mullinix to dig do\.vn and locate the pipe if he wanted to know 
whe:re it was. Accordingly the survey is not the location of the pipe itself, and the easement 
shouid so indicate. 
Second, :Mr. Mullinix, who is a professional engineer and licensed surveyor, was present 
when the survey was conducted by Mr. Edwards, the surveyor who surveyed the ditch line for 
Killgores. Mr. Mullinix was concerned about some of the locations shown on the survey. 
Accordingly, counsel requested that Mr. Mullinix speak with the surveyor about his concems. 
Mr. Mullinix and lvir. Edwards discussed the location and agreed that there :needed to be a 
redescription of a portion of the survey locations, which wouid require a change in the proposed 
legal description. They also discussed locating monuments on the ground identifying the center 
line of the ditch. rvtt. Edwards advised Mr. Mullinix that he could have the additional description 
completed in approximately two weeks. :Mr. Edwards also advised Mr. Mullinix that he would be 
in contact with Mr. Far.tis to discuss these issues. 
MULLINIX'S RESPONSE AND OBJECTION TO PROPOSED LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR 
EASEMENT 2 
08-20-' 13 09: 31 FROM- BP. . ROSHOLT SIMPS 2083446034 T-296 P0004/0005 F-341 
Based on the examination of the survey and the discussion between the two professional 
surveyors, plaintiffs request that the Court not enter an order issuing an easement based upon the 
existing properry description and wait until a revised. property description is 1:::ompleted by Mr. 
Edwards. 
Third, with respect to t11e scope easement, Mr. Mullinix testified at trial that the proper 
width of the easement for operation and maintenance of the pipeline with appropriate equipment 
would be a total width of between ten and fifteen feet wide. There was no contrary testimony at 
trial from the Kill gores as to the width necessary for operation and maintenance of the pipeline. 
The trial testimony 1Nas that the pipeline was an 8" in diameter pipe. AccordLngly, a ten to fifteen 
foot width for an easement would be appropriate. 
DATED this 20th day of August~ 2013. 
By Albert P. Barker 
Attomeys for Plaintiffs/Counter-Defendants 
Daty! K and Linda L. }vfullinix 
MULUNlX'S RESPONSE AND OBJECTION TO PROPOSED LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR 
EASEMENT 3 
I '") .-, 
l c; ~) 
I I ' ' 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVlCE 
][ BER.EBY CE:R'.If'IlFY that on this 20th day of August, 2013, I caused to be served a tme 
and correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and addressed to 
each of the following: 
S. Bryce Farris 
1101 VJ. River St, Suite HO 
P0Box7985 
Boise, ID 83707 
__ Hand Delivery 
U.S. Mail 
X Facsimile 
__ Overnight Mail 





S. BRYCE FARRJS (ISB #5636) 
SAWTOOTH LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
1101 W. River St., Ste. 110 
P. 0. Box 7985 
Boise, Idaho 83 707 
Telephone: (208) 629-7447 
Facsimile: (208) 629-7559 
Attorneys for Killgore's Salmon River Fruit Co. 
--· 
AUG 2 6 2013 
. i K'THV,I,_< . ~-,--., /--"ti ," ~'!;' 11 \1, r,;---f\::K1viA~ 
_ /J\~:r'1:t~: 0Jv~1-"f61~~ ~ = ,v 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRJCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF IDAHO 
DARYL K. AND LINDA L. MULLINIX, 
husband and wife, 
Plaintiffs/Counter-Defendant, 
VS. 
KILLGORE'S SALMON RIVER FRUfT 
CO., an Idaho corporation, 
Defendant/Counter-Claimant. 
CASE NO. CV 41783 
REPLY TO MULLINJ[X'S RESPONSE 
AND OBJECTION TO IPROPOSED 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF 
EASEMENT 
COMES NOW Defendant/Counter-Claimant, Killgore 's Salmon River Fmit Co., (hereinafter 
"Killgore"), by and through their attorneys of record, Sawtooth Law Offices, PLLC, and hereby 
submits this Reply to Plaintiffs/Counter-Defendants' (hereinafter "MuJlinix") Response and 
Objection to Proposed Legai Description of Easement. 
On or about August 5, 2013, counsel for Killgore submitted a survey of the pipeline as it 
crosses the Muliinix property as prepared by the surveyor, Hunter Edwards. On or about August 
20, 2013, Mullinix submitted a response and objection to said survey which requested that the Court 
not enter an order issuing fu7 easement to until a revised description is compieted by Mr. Edwards. 
REPLY TO MULLINIX'S RESPONSE AND OBJECTION TO PROPOSED LEGAL 
DESCRIPTION OF EASEMENT - Page 1 
First, Mullinix correctly points out that the initial survey by Mr. Ed,vards failed to include 
all of the survey locations. Accordingly, Mr. Edwards has revised the survey to including these 
missing locations and a new survey has been prepared. Submitted herewith this Reply is a Second 
Affidavit of Counsel which includes the revised survey prepared by Mr. Edwards and which includes 
the missing survey 1ocations referenced by Mullinix. 
Second, Mullinix argues that the survey is not the location of the pipe itself and the easement 
should so indicate. Mullinix is correct that Mr. Edwards did not dig down to the pipe at each and 
every location along the pipeline but was able to survey the location of the pipeline based upon the 
currently exposed portions. Mr. Edwards survey has been revised to state that there is a degree of 
accuracy of+- 3 feet as to the centerline of the underground pipe. This should address the concerns 
of Mullinix and as a practical matter is sufficient given that it is common in the industry for anyone 
to locate a..11 underground pipe to hand dig within two-three feet of the pipeline to locate the pipeline. 
It is worth noting that Mullinix's suggestion that Killgore has taken an opposite or 
inconsistent position with respect to the location of the pipeline is incorrect. The testimony at trial 
on the issue oflocating the pipeline was in the context oflocating it for purposes of constructing and 
installing a para!Jel pipeline. It was not in the context of surveying the pipeline. The testimony at 
trial was that if one were to dig, for the purpose of constructing and installing a parallel pipeline, and 
said person was concerned about hitting the existing underground pipeline, that a person could hand 
dig down and locate the existing underground pipeline. This was not to say that for purposes of 
surveying the location of the pipeline that it is necessary to dig up the pipeline. To the contrary, the 
survey sufficiently identifies the location ofthe pipeline and should Mullinix or anyone else desire 
REPLY TO MULLINIX'S RESPONSE AND OBJECTION TO PROPOSED LEGAL 
DESCRIPTION OF EASEMENT - Page 2 
to dig in the proximir; of the pipeline they can and should hand dig to locate the pipeline. 
Third, Mullinix suggest that the scope of the easement should be ten to fifteen feet in width. 
Mul!inix also suggest that Killgore did not provide any testimony relating 1:0 the width of the 
easement for the operation and maintenance oftb.e pipeline. However, Kiilgor~'s positioa, at trial, 
for purposes of describing the easement is that the scope of the easement shouid be defined by LC. 
§ 42-1102 which provides that the easement shall be "to occupy such width ofland along the banks 
of the ditch, canal or conduit as is necessary to properly to the work of cleaning, maintaining and 
repairing the ditch, canal or conduit with personnel &1.d with such equipment as is commonly used, 
or is reasonably adapted, to that work." Idaho Code§ 42-1102 goes on to provide that the easement 
or right-of-way also includes the right to deposit spoils and debris on the banks as is necessary to 
properly maintain and clean it. Accordingly, Killgore's position, as it has been since the opening 
arguments at the trial, has been that the scope of the easement should be defined by I. C. § 4 2-1102 
and that it is not necessa,.7 or appropriate to limit the scope of the easement to a defined ·width. A 
limitation of the scope or width of the easement to ten to fifteen feet would be in conflict with !.C. 
§ 42-1102. Instead, the easement should be the pipeline as provided in the survey submitted 
herewith and the scope should be as provided for an irrigation right-of-way as provided in LC. § 42-
1102. 
For the above stated reasons, Killgore respectfully requests that the Court enter an order 
decreeing the easement for the pipe as it crosses the Mullinix property pursuant to the survey 
submitted by Mr. Edwards, with the notation that the centerline for underground pipe was 
determined with a degree of accuracy of+- 3 feet and which defines the scope of the easement to 
REPLY TO MULLINIX'S RESPONSE AND OBJECTION TO PROPOSED LEGAL 
DESCRIPTION OF EASEMENT - Page 3 
include all rights as defined by LC. § 42-1102. 
,..._/;Yt 
DATED this ,,,.{f:;'day of August, 2013. 
SA VITOO)Jj LAW OFFICES, PLLC L . 
B~~--
• S. Bryce Farris 
Attorneys for Killgore's Salmon River Fmit Co. 
CERTIFlfCATE OF SERVICE 
rv,?'.,.,,.. 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the~ day of August, 2013, I caused to be served a true and 
accurate copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below: 
J.A. Wright 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 25 
Grangevilie, Idaho 83530 
Fax: (208) 983-2700 
jawright@qwestoffice.net 
Albert P. Barker 
Barker Rosholt & Simpson, LLP 
P.O. Box 2139 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2139 
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REPLY TO MULLINIX'S RESPONSE AND OBJECTION TO PROPOSED LEGAL 
DESCRIPTION OF EASEMENT - Page 4 
S. BRYCE FARPJS (ISB #5636) 
SA \VTOOTH LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
1101 W. River St., Ste. 110 
P. 0. Box 7985 
Boise, Idaho 83707 
Telephone: (208) 629-7447 
Facsimile: (208) 629-7559 
Attorneys for Killgore's Salmon River Fruit Co. 
IDAHC) COUNTY DiSTR1r-;- COu' 'RT •! ~. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, !N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ID.AHO 
DARYL K. AND LINDA L. MULLINIX, 
husband and wife, 
Plaintiffs/Counter-Defendant, 
vs. 
KILLGORE'S SALMON RIVER FRUIT 
CO., an Idaho corporation, 
Defendant/Counter-Claimant. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
CASE NO. CV 41783 
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL 
AND SUBMISSION O:F REVISED 
PIPELINE SURVEY 
S. Bryce Farris being first duly sworn upon hi:s oath, deposes and says that: 
1. I make this Affidavit based upon my personal knowledge and I am competent to 
testify to the matters contained herein. 
2. Pursuant to the Court's comments on the record on May 31, 2013, KiUgore's Salmon 
River Fruit Company commissioned a survey of the pipeline, which is at issmi in this lawsuit, as it 
crosses the real property ovmed by Daryl K. Mullinix and Linda L. Mu11inix. FollmiVing the 
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL AND SUBMISSION OF REVISED PIPELINE 
SURVEY - Page 1 
response and objection to the initial survey submitted in this action, the surveyor has revised the 
survey to add some missing points which were noted by Mullinix and to add a notation as to the 
degree of accuracy for the centerline of the underground pipeiine. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is 
a true and correct copy of the revised survey prepared by Hunter J. Edwards of the centerline of said 
pipeline as it crosses the real property of Daryl K. Muilinix and Linda L. Mullinix. 
DATED this~[;y, of August, 2013. 
SAWTOOTH LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
/'J' az/r,::/ --i__ 
J'// ('.'.../-
//1/ 
,'S. Bryce Farris 
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 1k day of Au//~? r ~ 
~11c £_/~~/- '----
, Notary Fub!ic for Idaho 
Residing in,02S'/S , Idaho / 
My Commission Expires;~ 
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL AND SUBMISSION OF REVISED PIPELfNE 
SUR VEY - Page 2 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
vJr-
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the_~_da.yof August, 2013, I caused to be served a true and 
accurate copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below: 
.LA. Wright 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 25 
Grangeville, Idaho 83530 
Fax: (208) 983-2700 
jawright@qwestoffice.net 
Albert P. Barker 
Scott A. Magnuson 
Barker Rosholt & Simpson, LLP 
P.O. Box 2139 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2139 
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CENTERLINE OF WATERLINE EASEMENT 
FOR 
KILLGORE 
A utility easemeilt located within Tax lLorc #Dli in U.S. Government Lots# S & #9 of Section 23, T 27 N, R !I)] !8, B.M., Jld!aho 
County, Id2bo. The centerline of this easement is more particularly described from a survey of the existing buried waterline as 
follows: 
Commencing at tbe Section Corner CO!lliHJ,wn to Secticms 22, 23, 26 & 27 Instrument #412658, thence [<J g9)0 59'34'' !E - 27i!8.37' 
aiong the section line between said Sections 23 & 26 to the li4 Corne, commorn :to saiin Sectiom 23 & 26 Instrument #4171 l 2, 
thence 
N (111(]) 0 1! 2'21" 1E - ]322.6P along the center section line of said Section 23 to the CS l /16 comer monumented with a 5/8" re bar with 
aluminum cap by PE/LS 2634 as shown on Record of Survey S-3079 Instrument #483746, thence N 116°04'04" E- !234.76' leaving 
said center section line to a point on the easterly side of said Tax Lot #i2J and the westerly R.O. W. of U.S. Highway 95 monumented 
with a lTD R.O.W. brnss cap, thence S 19°20'34" W - U3.55' along the said easterly side to the inte,section with the centerline of 
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along said centerline of pipe to an angle point, 
along said centerline of pipe to an angie :::>oint, 
along said centerline of pipe to an angle ,point, 
along said centerline of pipe to an angle _point, 
along said centerline of pipe to an angle point, 
along said centerHne of pipe to an angle point, 
along said centerline of pipe to an angle point, 
aioag said centerline of pipe to an angle point, 
along said centerline of pipe to an angle po;nt, 
along said centerline of pipe to an angle point, 
along said centerline of pipe to an angle point, 
along said centerline of pipe to an angle point, 
along said centerline of pipe to an angle point, 
along said centerline of pipe to the intersection with the westerly 
boundary of said Tax Lot# 121. This point is the termini for this 
easement. This point is N 08°40'05"\V - 50.08' from the property 
corner common to Tax Lots# 12, #i 2 l & # !22 monumented with a 
5/8" rebar by PE/LS 2634. 
Page 1 of! 
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09-05-'13 15:10 FROM- BAR 
J. A. Wright, ISB #4403 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box25 
Grangeville, ID 83530 
Telephone: (208) 983-2706 
Facsimile: (208) 983-2706 
Alben.t P. Barker, ISB #2867 
Scott A. Magnuson, ISB #7916 
ROSHOLT SIMPS - 2083446034 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON lL!Ll? 
1010 W. Jefferson St., Ste. 102 
P.O. Box 2139 
Boise, ID 83701-2139 
Telephone: (208) 336-0700 
Facsimiie: (208) 344-6034 
T-305 P0007/0013 F-373 
IDAHO COUNTY DISTRICT cnu"-
_,::_; - ;;r_ :? F}LEO ('\ V '. I 
PlJ t~ O'CLOCK~.f\!l. 
SEP - 5 2013 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TBE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TBE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF l]lJ,AHO 
DARYL K. AND LINDA L.-MULLINIX, ) 
husband and wife, ) Case No. CV-2012-41783 
) 




KILLGORE'S SALMON RrvER FRUIT ) 
CO., fu7. Idaho corporation, ) 
) 
Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff ) ______________ ) 
Plaintiffs/Counter-Defendants DARYL K. and LINDAL. IvfULLINIX, by and through 
their attorneys ofrecord, give notice that they served the attached proposed Order in accordance 
with the Court's directive at the Status Conference on August 5, 2013. 
DATED tlris 5th day of September, 2013. 
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Attorneys for Plaintiffs/Counter--Defendants 
Daryl K and Linda L. Mullinix 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 5th day of September, 2013, I caused to be served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below~ and addressed 
to each of the following: 
S. Bryce Farris 
1101 W. River St., Suite 110 
PO Box 7985 
Boise, ID 83707 
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MULLINIX (Mullinix), by and through their attorneys of record, and hereby :respond to 
Defendant's (KiUgore's) Second Proposed Legal Description of Easement. 
On August 26. 2013, Defendant's counsel emailed a document entitled Reply to 
Muilinix's Response a:n.d Objection and a Second Affidavit of Counsel with a revised pipeline 
RESPONSE AN1) OBJECTION TO SECOND PROPOSED LEGAL DESCRIIPTJON 
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survey attached. While the revisions answer certain of Mullinix' s previous concerns and 
objections, unfortunately the Reply raises more questions than it answers. Specifically, the 
Reply makes it clear that Killgore's has not obtained a survey of the pipelini:;: location, but merely 
an estimate of its location. In addition, Killgore' s refuse to provide the precision necessary to 
grant a.'1:. easement, and seemingly request an open-ended right of access to the .Mu11inix parcel. 
This new survey adds a number survey points which increases the accuracy oftb.e survey. 
Mullinix has questions about the beginning and end points as shovm on the survey, but those 
questions would be resolved by requiri11g placement of monuments. 
This new survey states on its face that it depicts the location of the pipe to within plus or 
minus three feet of the centerline of the survey. The explanation in Killgo:re's Reply for how that 
tolerance of plus or minus three feet was arrived at is less than satisfactory. The Reply states that 
the location of the pipe was based upon "currently exposed portions" and concedes that no effort 
was made by Killgore's or the Sfu"'Veyor to dig down and actually locate the pipe itself. The 
testimony at trial was that there were only two locations where the pipe had :been e:xposed and 
those were locations exposed when Mr. Mullinix connected to the pipe. How those exposed 
locations ca.YJ. be used as a basis for the detailed survey of the location of the pipe for the entire 
length of the Mullinix parcel is not revealed. It is curious that M:r. Killgore testified at trial how 
easy it would be for Mullinix to hand dig to locate the pipe to install a second pipe, but it was far 
too burdensome for Kingore' s or the surveyor to hand dig to locate the pipe: to survey for an 
easement that they demanded and wl-Jch requires a precise locati1Dn. 
MuUinix are also concerned that KHlgo:re's argues that Mullinix must hand dig down and 
locate the pipe when Jit iis necessary to do any work in the area. However, sJince Killgore's and 
the surveyor are certifying that the pipe is within three feet of the location on the survey) they 
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will bear the risk that the pipe is outside that area, particularly since they did not attempt to 
actually locate the center line of the pipe except in the two exposed areas. 
Mullinix wiil rrot be able to simply call Dig Line and have the pipe loc:ated on the groillld 
so that he knows where he C~"'1 dig or perform work in the vicinity of the pipe., Accordingly, 
MuUinix requests that the Court order Kiligore' s, as a condition of granting the easement, to 
establish monuments locating the center line of the pipe as shown on the smvey. 
Next, Kiilgore's continues to ignore the provisions ofldaho case law requiring that an 
easement be identified specifically with respect to length, width, and course. Bedke v. Pickett 
Ranch and Sheep Company, 143 Idaho 36, 40 137 P.3d 423,427 (2006). fo Bedke, the Court 
stated as follows: "A judgment determining the existence of an easement across the land of 
another must set forth the location, width, and length of the easement in order that conflicts 
bet\Veen landowners may be avoided." Id. 
KiUgore's propose that the Court grant them a,., easement ofunlimit,~d or iI1detenninate 
width and asserts that it has the right to use an undisclosed portion of the Mullinix parcel for 
whatever purpose Kil!gore's thinks is reasonable associated with the pipe. Killgore's rely on 
fdaho Code § 42-1102 for this proposition. But, Idaho Code § 42-1102 provides guidelines for 
use of rights of way that are not established with the precision required of a legal instnnnent. 
Bedke involved a water pipeline. There, the Court ruled that the pipeline easement must identify 
the "precise location" of the pipeline and provide the location, width, and length of the easement 
to avoid furilier 0011..flict. KiUgore's simply refuse to understand the legal re:quirements necessary 
for a Cou.rt to order a written easement that Killgore's seek in this proceeding. 
With respect to the width of the easement, Kmgore's does not dispute the fact that 
Mullinix testified at trial that the appropriate width of the easement would be a total of l O oir X 5 
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feet in 'Width, centered. on the center line of the pipe. Killgore's does not contend it offered anx 
evidence to the contrary. Certainly, the weight of evidence is that 10 or 15 lfeet is an appropriate 
width for a.TI easement for this underground pipeiine crossing the Mullinix parcel. This pipeline 
is only eight inches in diameter. Ten or 15 feet in width seems more than adequate. 
Mullinix also note that width of an easement is a standard part of an easement, as shown 
in the lai:.guage of the survey submitted by Kiilgore's. On the first page of the survey right 
above the surveyor's seal is a standard line identifying the width. of the easement. The surveyor 
left the width bla~ apparently at the direction ofI(iUgore's. 
In sum, Mullinix. do not object to a written easement being granted to Killgore' s across 
their property as long as it meets the requirements oflaw and provides them with adequate 
identification of the length, course, and width of the easement . .A...ny easement granted by the 
Court should note that Killgore's located the pipe within three feet of the center line and that 
Killgore's failed to survey the precise location of the pipe. Killgore's also should be required to 
establish monuments at significant Slli"'Vey points on the center line of the pipe to establish the 
location. The width of the easement should be described with precision to be either 1 0 or 15 feet 
in total width, centered on the center line of the survey. Finally, the use of·\he easement should 
be limited to operation and maintenance of the pipeline, and for no other p-u.rpose. 
DATED this 5.h day of September, 2013. 
By Albert P. Barker 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs/Counter-Defendants 
Daryl K and Linda L. Mullinix 
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S. BRYCEFARRJS (ISB #5636) 
SAWTOOTH LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
1101 W, River St., Ste, 110 
P. 0. Box 7985 
Boise, Idaho 83707 
Telephone: (208) 629-7447 
Facsimile: (208) 629-7559 
Attorneys for Killgore's Salmon River Fruit Co. 
SEP f i. 2013 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, lN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF IDAHO 
DARYL K. AND LINDA L. MULLJNIX, 
husband and wife, 
Plaintiffs/Counter-Defendant, 
vs. 
KILLGORE'S SALMON RIVER FRUIT 
CO., an Idaho corporn.tion, 
Defendant/Counter-Claimant, 
CASE NO. CV 41783 
RESPONSE AND OBJECTION TO 
PROPOSED ORDER SUBMITTED BY 
MULLINIX 
COMES NOW Defendant/Counter-Claimant, Killgore's Salmon River Fruit Co., (hereinafter 
"Killgore"), by and through their attorneys of record, Sawtooth Law Office,s, PLLC, and hereby 
submits this Response and Objection to the Proposed Order submitted by Plaintiffs/Counter-
Defendants' (hereinafter "Mullinix"). 
INTRODUCTION 
FoUowing a two day trial (not four as suggested by MuUinix's propc,sed Order) the Court 
heard dosing arguments on May 31 1 2013,and then provided the parties with comments. Those 
comments aire provadled in a mim.!lte entry circulated to the parties on J u.ne 3, 2013, The Court has 
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not issued a written decision, findings of fact or conclusions oflaw. However, the Court did request 
that counsel for Mullinix submit a proposed order to the Court. On or about September 5, 20i3, 
Muiiinix submitted a proposed Order which included items which have yet to be decided or 
addressed by the Court and which included items which are inconsistent with the comments provided 
by the Court. Mullinix unilaterally attempted to provide conditions in the Order which the Court 
has rn:ot addressed and Muilinix disregarded the comments the Court has provided thus far. 
Accordingly, Kiilgore objects to the proposed Order. Killgore requests that any Order issued in this 
matter should follow the Coul't's written decision, findings of fact and conclusions of law. The 
Order should be consistent with said decision a.,dl should not be what MuHinix or their counsel 
unilaterally determine to include in the Order. Killgore is not attempting to re-argue the issues 
presented by the proposed Order but rather is pointing out the inaccuracies,, inconsistencies, new 
statements and statements in complete disa-egard for the Court's prior comme,nts. Further, Killgore 
has not had the opportunity to provide its own conditions relating to the Court's prior comments and 
are instead waiting for the Court's decision, :findings of fact and conclusion:s of law. 
ARGUMENT 
On June 3, 2013, the Court provided "Court Minutes" indicating the 1Nhat the Court that the 
Court was prepared to issues some comments fuHowing the parties closing arguments. The 
proposed order submhted by Mullinix goes beyond what the Court had addressed in its comments. 
These inaccuracies or unilateral decisions by Mullinix will be addressed below. Moreover, and in 
a blatant disregard for the Court's prior comments, Mullinix includes in the proposed. Order items 
which are completely contrary to what this Court has previously stated. 
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L Paragraph 6 on page 5 of Muliinix's proposed Order. The Court Minutes clearly 
state that if it is to issue an injunction then Mullinix would need to post a $5,000 
security, However, Mullinix's proposed Order (paragraph 6 on page 5) completely 
removes this requirement. Counsel for Mullinix even brought this up at a subsequent 
hearing and the Court was not willing to modify its prior corn1ments. 
2. Paragraph ! on pages 3-4. The Court stated that "if a written easement could be 
acquired by Mullinix from Robinson" then it would like to see Mullinix put in a 
second weir and bubbler on Mr. Robinson's property. Mullinix, however, has 
twisted this to their advantage to state that it is subject to MuIJinix obtaining consent 
or demonstrating such other legal authority as may be necessary. Again, the 
proposed Order should follow what the Court has stated thus far and Mullinix cannot 
and should not be allowed to modify; mold or wordsmit:b. the Order to their 
advantage, 
3. Paragraph. 3, page 4. Along these same Jines, the Court Minutes do not address it, but 
the Cou1t did address at a subsequent hearing, Mullinix's request for an injunction 
to prevent KilJgore from interfering with Mullini:x:'s attempts to obtain e.n easement 
from Mr. Robinson, This is not addressed orr raised in the pleading or at trial, but 
was raised at the hearing on July 8, 2013 and counsel for Killgore recalls the Court 
stating that it could not order Killgore to cooperate or acquire an easement for 
Mullinix. However, Mullinix has taken it upon themselves to address the issue and 
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state in the order a pronouncement which is completely contrary to the Court's prior 
indications. 
4. Mullinix has included in the proposed Order references to LC. § 42-101 (see 
paragraph 2 on page 1 and paragraph 6 on page 2) even though this statute was never 
addressed in the pleadings, summary judgment} at trial or by the Court. Mullinix has 
taken it upon themselves irnclude to a statutor; reference, ·which they apparently 
believe helps justify their position, even though it was not previously addressed. 
5. One issue presented in this case, argued by Killgore throughout this case, and 
recognized by this Court in its comments is that there is a binding Settlement 
Agreement which provides Mullinix with their own water right from Joe Creek, and 
which requires Mullinix's point of diversion to be below the Killgore point of 
diversion. Indeed, in the Court's comments the Court stated that the challenge is to 
reconcile the Settlement Agreement with the statutes and Constitution. However, no 
where in the proposed Order does Mullinix mention the Settlement Agreement or 
that Mullinix's water right is junior to Killgore or that MuUinix's .4 cfs is after 
Killgore diverts and receives 2.2 cfs from Joe Creek. In fact, the Court Minutes state 
that the Court found that Killgore has proven their case that Muilinix breached the 
terms of the Settlement Agreement but the proposed Order fails to mention the 
Setdement Agreement. 
1. Paragraph 2, page 1 . As previously addressed Mumnix has inc:luded reference to I. C. 
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§ 42-101 even though it was not previously addressed in the pleadings~ summary 
judgment, at trial or by the Court. Mullinix also asse,is that it claims a right to 
rece;ve water pursuant to Art. XV, § 4 of the Idaho Constitution even though this 
issue is not something raised by Mullinix in their pleadings and was not raised during 
summary judgment but instead was raised for the first time at trial. 
2. Paragraph 3, page 1. It vvas not a four day trial. It was a two day trial with closing 
arguments on the third day. 
3, Paragraph 4, page L The proposed Order suggests ths(t it is to be issued 
contemporaneously with the Court's findings of fact and conclusions of law. This 
is getting the cart before the horse since we do not know what those findings of fact 
and conclusions ofiaw will consist of. It would be more appropriate to prepare and 
issue the Order after the findings of fact and conclusions of lctw have been issued. 
4. Paragraph 6, page 2. Again, Mullinix includes reference to I.C. § 42-101 even 
though it was not previously addressed. Further, Mullinix uses this paragraph to 
attempt to justify the Court's comme:nts even though the Court has not provided 
those conclusions of law. Mullinix suggests that their right d.erives from prior use 
of the ditch even though the Court has not stated this and even though the undisputed 
evidence was that the ditch was used only one year. Without re-arguing all of these 
facts and points oflaw, this paragraph of the proposed Order should be disregarded 
until the Court issues its own findings of fact and conclusions: of Jaw. 
5. Paragraph 8, page 3. The statements contained in this paragraph again go beyond 
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what the Court has stated thus far. The Court has not decided that Kfllgore have 
sufficient remaining water to deliver water to Mullinix. Instead, the Court has stated 
that it is reconciling the Settlement Agreement which provides Mullinix with their 
own water right, which is inferior to the Killgore water right, and that their point of 
diversion must be below the Killgore point of diversion. The; Court has not stated 
that Kiligore must famish Mullinix some of the Killgore, water right. To the 
contrary, the Court has stated that if flows fall below 2.6 cfa from Joe Creek .. then 
Killgore would be in a position to advise Mullinix to reduce his use at that time." 
MuHinix is attempting to justify their position and without re:-arguing these various 
issues of fact and law, this paragraph of the proposed Order should be disregarded 
until the Court issues its ovm findings of fact and conclusions of law. 
6. Paragraph 9, page 3. Mullinix suggests that Mullinix is no longer required to install 
their ow:ni separate diversion even though there has been no dispute that this is 
required by the Settlement Agreement. Killgore appreciates the fact that the Court 
did state at the hearing on July 8, 2013 that Killgore must "pick hl-ieir poison" and the 
Court would require the use of the same diversion if Mullinix could not obtain an 
easement from Mr, Robinson. However, Killgore contend this item is inconsistent 
with the Court Minutes issued thus far, including, but not limited to1 the Settlement 
Agreement betvveen the parties, Again, this paragraph of the proposed Order should 
be disregarded until the Court issues its own findings of fact amid conclusions of law. 
7. Paragraph 1, page 3. As previously addressed, this paragraph misstates the Court's 
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comments thus far on the requirement of obtaining an easem,:nt from Mr. Robinson. 
8. Paragraph 2, page 4. This is simply a new paragraph with new conditions which 
have not been addressed by the Court thus far. This paragraph of the proposed Order 
should be disregarded until the Court issues its o,vn findings of fact and conclusions 
of !aw. 
9, Paragraph 3, page 4. Again, this paragraph is contrary to what the Court has stated 
thus far. 
I 0, Paragraph 4} page 4. This paragraph contains statements and conditions which have 
not been addressed by the Court thus far. See Killgore's response to item 9, page 3 
regarding the statements that Killgore must deliver a portion of the Kmgore water 
right to Mullinix. This is inconsistent with the Court's pdor comments and the 
Settlement Agreement. This paragraph also includes referenic:es to hook up fees and 
operation and maintenance fees which the Court has not addressed. Mullinix has 
simply taken the liberty to unilaterally include terms and conditions which suit 
MuHinix's needs without regard to what the Court has stated and without rui 
opportunity for Killgore to respond. This paragraph of the proposed Order should 
be disregarded until the Court issues its own findings of fact attd conclusions of law. 
l L Paragraph 5, page 5, Again, Mullinix has taken the liberty to unilaterally expand 
upon what has or has not been stated by the Court to this point. This paragraph of 
the proposed Order should be disregarded until the Court iss1u:es its own findings of 
fact and conclusions offaw. 
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12. Paragraph 6, page 5. As indicated above~ this paragraph is in comp.lete disregard to 
what the Court bas previously stated on this issue. Instead of preparing a proposed 
Order consistent with the Court's prior statements, Mullinix has proposed a contrary 
and inconsistent paragraph. 
CONCLUSION 
Counsel for Mullinix was requested to provide a proposed Order consistent with what the 
Court had stated thus fat in this matter. However, MuUinix took it upon themselves to expand upon 
the Court's comments to their own choosing, modify what has been stated thus far, and to completely 
disregard the Court's prior statements, The proposed Order should not be issued by the Court and 
instead the Court should issue f:h"1 order following its findings of fact and conclusions of law, which 
is consistent with the Court's findings of fact and conclusions oflaw, and not what Mullinix would 
like to unilateraUy decide. 
DATED thisil ~ of September) 2013, 
SA~~WOFFICES,PLLC _ 
~-By: ? ~efarris 
Attorneys for Killgore's Salmon River Fruit Co. 
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the JL+;f;.y of September, 2013, J: caused to be served a trne 
and acc:1.,rate copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below: 
J,A. Wr~ght 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 25 
Grangevi.ile, Idaho 83530 
Fax: (208) 983-2700 
jawright@qwestoffice.net 
Albert P. Barker 
Barker Rosholt & Simpson, LLP 
P.O. Box 2139 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2139 
Fax: (208) 334-6034 
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husband and wife, ) . 
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KILLGORE'S SALMON RIVER FRUIT · ) 
CO., an Idaho corporation, ) . 
) 
Defendant/Counter-Plajntiff. ) . _____________ ) 
Case No. CV-2012-41783 
Jfi'INDINGS OF FACT AND 
CONCLUSIONS OF LA\i\i1 
The following are facts stipulated to by the parties and adopted by this Court: 
THE PROP:ERTY 
1. In the 1960s, James and Josephirie Killgore acquired land in Idaho 
County at issue in this proceeding along the Salmon River knmvn as the Horseshoe 
1 This Court is aware that Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 52(a) requires findings of fact and 
conclusions of law in all matters "tried. upon the facts without a jury." These Findings of 
Fact and Conclusions of Law constitute this Court's decision in this case. Oftentimes, 
findings of facts and conclusions of law are set out separately and distinctly even though 
they are not always separate and distinct. Other times conclusions of law are set out after 
the findings of fact as if they somehmv flow from the findings. l-Iowever, it is sometimes 
necessary to ascertain the applicable law before determining the facts. This Court believes 
it preferable to intersperse findings of fact and conclusions of law (and not necessarily in 
that order) to make the decision and analysis more easHy read and understood. 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW - 1 
Group of placer mining claims located in Sections 23 and 24 T. 27 N., R. 01 E. 
(Killgore original parcel). 
2. Plaintiffs/Counter-Defendants, Daryl K. and Linda L. Mullinix, 
husband and wife ("Mullinix'') own 20.1 acres of real property in Idaho County 
located in a portion of Government Lots 5, 8 ,md 9, T. 27 N., R. 01 E., Section 23 
(Mullinix Parcel). 
3. The Mullinix Parcel was originally part of the land (I{illgore Original 
Parcel) owned by James J. and Josephine KiHgore. 
4. The Mullinix Parcel was conveyed, togethe:e with all appurtenances, a,s 
follows: 
a. via Warranty Deed from ~Tames a:nd Josephine Eillgore to Louis 
and Maude Weise: 
b. via Warranty Deed from M:aude ·wei.se (widow) to James & 
Kathryn Green and Roy & Irma Green; · 
c. via Warranty Deed from Roy and Irma Green to James & 
Kathryn Green; d. via Quitclaim Deed froth James &:; Kathryn Green 
to Greenco II, Inc.; and 
e. via Warranty Deed from (}reenco II, Inc. to Mullinix. 
5. Defendant!Countei--Claimant, Ktllgore·'s Salmon River Fruit Co. 
(Killgorn) is an Idaho corporation with its principal place of business in Idaho 
County. It was incorporated in 197 4 by tfames and Josephine Killgore. 
6. James and Josephine Killgore quitclaimed their interests in the 
Horseshoe Group placer mining claims in T. 27 N., R 01 E., Sections 23 and 24 to 
K.illgore's Salmon River Fruit Ranch Co., in two separate conveyan:::es, one in 1974 
anci the second in 1997. 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
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7. In 2000, Killgore's Salmon River Fruit Co. filed with the county a 
subdivision plat for lots 1-8 in Killgore's HorsMhoe Bend Estates Subdivision I. 
8. In 2000, Killgore's Salmon River Fruit Co. filed with the county a 
subdivision plat for lots 9-30 in Killgore's Horseshoe Bend Estates Subdivision II. 
9. In 2004, Killgore's Salmon Rive.r Fruit Co. filed with thE- county a 
subdivision plat for lots 31-38 in Killgon:'s Horseshoe Bend Estates Subdivision IIL 
10. In 2009, Killgore's Salmon River Fruit Co. filed with the county a 
subdivision plat for lots 39-51 in Killgon/s Horseshoe Bend Estates Subdivision IV. 
11. The Killgore's Salmon River Fruit Co. property quitclaimed to it by 
James and Josephine E.illgore has now been subdivided into 51 lots in Killgore's 
Horseshoe Bend Estates Subdivision Nos. I, II, III, IV. 
12. Killgore has sold lots in the subdivision:; t0 third parties or transferred 
ownership to related persons. Title to those lots has vested in the new owners. 
Killgore retains title to approximately 46 acres in Subdivision IV. 
JOE CREJ8K 1iVATER RIGHTS 
I 
13. In 1929 the State Department of Reclamation issued a license to 
Wilbur Van vVey to divert 2.0 cfs of water from-Joe Creek to .29 acres in T. 27 N., R 
01 E, Idaho County. 
14. An open ditch conveying water from Joe Creek to Killgore's property 
has existed since James and Josephine JGllgm:e bought the property in 
approximately 1963 and Killgore's constrnctecl, installed, and improved the ditch so 
that it could convey water from Joe Creek to their property. Killgo:re's asserts that 
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any ditch that existed when Killgore pu:rchased the property was not visible or 
useable at that time. [Answer 'f: 7] 
15. In 1966, James Killgon, fifod for a water right from Joe Creek Water 
was conveyed by open ditch from Joe Creek, across Robinson's prop(~rty and what i,, 
now· the J\rlullinix parcel, to a reservoir on Killgore's property. 
16. The water in the ditch from Joe Creek fl.owed to a reservoir and then 
was pumped from the reservoir to the lvfollinix parcel in 1966 for one irrigation 
season .. [Answer to Interrogatory No. 4J 
17. In 1987, with financial assistance from the Soil Conservation Service 
(SCS) now the NRCS, Killgore piped the open ditch and:buried the pipeline from its 
point of diversion across what is now thi:: Mullinix parcel. The r..JRCS/SCS provided 
Killgore the sum of $21,000 in six $3,500 annual inc:remBnts. 
18. The pipeline, which is owned and ·operated by Killgore (A1ullinix 
iufidavit, paragraph 4), was constructed with no outiet or delivery point for the 
Mullinix parcel. 
19. In 1988, Killgore filed a notice of claim to water right 79-4001 with the 
SRBA Court to 2.6 cfs of water diverted from ,Joe Cre:ek for use on 130 acres. The 
basis for the claim was beneficial usE~. 
SALMON RIVER WATER RIGHTS 
20. In 1966, James Killgore applied :for a witter right to pump 1.6SI cfs of 
water from the Salmon River for irrigation of 130 acres of land, which included the 
land novv owned by Mullinix, based on a clain1 of beneficial use of the water. 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
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..::__.;-
21. In 1981, the Idaho Department o~Water Resources issued a water 
right license to James Killgore, water right No: 79-2094 for 1.5 cfa from the Salmon 
River for use on the claimed. 130 acres. 
22. In 1988, Killgore filed a notice of claim with the SRBA Court for water 
right No. 79-2094: for use on 130 acres with 1.5 cfs diverted from the Salmon River. 
The place of use was the same as licensE1d. 
23. In 2002, Killgore's Salmon River Fruit Company applied for a transfer 
the point of diversion for water right No. 79-2094. After Killgore's provided. the 
Department of Water Resources with requested. information the Department 
approved the transfer of the point of diversion. 
SUBDIVISION WATER RIGHT TRANSFER PROCEEDINGS 
24. In 2007, certain lot owners in the Killgc-re's Horseshoe Bend Estates 
subdivision filed applications with the Department of Water Resources to transfer 
water rights to the individual lots from Killgore. Killgoi-e's objectod. Transfer of 
the water rights to the lot owners was not approved. 
SRBA PROCEEDINGS 
25. On February 6, 2008, a partial decree was issued to Killgore for water 
right 79-2094 for 1.5 cfs, with a 1966 prioTity date to irrigate 130 acrns from the 
Salmon River. 
26. On February 6, 2008, a partial decree was issued to Ei]gore for water 
right No. 79-4001 for 2.6 cfs with a 1965 priority date to:irrigate the Eiame 130 acres 
from Joe Creek. 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
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27. On September 10, 2007, Mullinix filed a claim for water right 
No. 79-2063 claiming a 1928 priority date to use 0.6 cfs of water to irrigate 18 acres 
of the Mullinix parcel from Joe Creek. 
28. On January 29, 2009, the SRB.A. Court iissued a partial decree to 
Iviullinix to use 0.4 cfs of water to irrigate 20.lacres ofthe Mullinix parcel from ,Joe 
Creek under water right No. 79-206:3. 
29. On June 10, 2010, the SRBA Coutt, upon Killgore's motion, upheld tb.,3 
Special Master's decision to set aside the partial decrees in water right Nos. 
79-2094, 79-4001, and 79-2063 and rem.anded the subcases for further proceedings. 
30. After remand, Killgore and Mullinix reached a settlement of the water 
rights. The parties executed a Settlement Agreement of the contested subcases in 
the SRBA on March 25, 2011. Claim No. '79-2063 (the Joe Creek right with a 1928 
priority date) was disaliowed. Claim 79-4001 (Joe Creek) and clain.1 79-2094 
(Salmon River) were split between :Killgore and Mullinix based on the ratio of 20 
acres for Mullinix and 110 acres for Killgore. The DE!partment of Water Resources 
approved of these splits of the water rights. Right No. 79-4001 was decreed as 7~1-
14233 to Killgore for 2.2 cfs from Joe Crr.:Jek for 110 aeres, and 79-14234 was decreed 
to Mullinix for 0.4 cfs from Joe Creek for 20.1 acres. 79-2094 was decreed as 
79-14231 to Killgore for 1.270 cfs from the Salrnon R:tver for 110 acres and 79-14232 
was decreed to Mullinix for 0.23 cfs from the S&lmon River. 
31. Between 2000 and 2013, Killgore sold lots to third partiE~s in the 
Killgore's Horseshoe Bend Estates Subdivisions; These lots are wii:hin the place of 
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use of F.illgore's water rights 79-14231 2:nd 79-14233 .. Owners of some of those lots 
have entered into irrigation agreemEmts with Killgore. 
32. At present, not all property owners within the 110 acn,s within the 
place of use of water rights 79-14231 ancl 79-14233 r,,ice:ive water from the pipeline. 
[RRA#20] 
The following are Findings o:f Fact and Conclm;ions of Law as determined by 
this Court: 
1. This matter came before the Court on application of the Plaintiffs 
Daryl K. and Linda L. Mullinix (Mullinix) for the right to receive water delivered 
through an existing pipeline which begins at a:point of diversion on Joe Creek, 
crosses the land of a non-party, Ernie Robinson, crosses the land of :J\:foHinix, and 
uitimately reaches the Killgore's Horseshoe Bend Estates subdivisions. 
2. Mullinix asserts the right to receive water from the existing pipeline 
based on the terms of the Idaho Constitution, Article XV, Section 4, Idaho Code § 
42-101, and Idaho Code§ 42-912, for use 011 land now owned by Mullinix (the 
Mullinix parcei). Kiligore's Salmon River Fruit Co. (K:illgore) opposes this 
application. 
3. The case was tried to this Court ii1 a three day cou:rt trial on May 2f), 
30, and 31, 2013. 
4. At the conclusion of the trial on May 31, 2013, after hearing the 
evidence and closing arguments of counsel, this Court orally pronounced its :fi.nding:.s 
to the parties on the Court's conclusions and offered the:parties the opportunity to 
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work out a mutually agreeable soiution. The principle teason for 2Jfording the 
parties such an oppo1·tunity was that the, evidence indicated that placing a second 
bubbler system 011 Robinson"s property vrnuld be the most sensible solution; it would 
increase the water pressure in the pipe thereby aiding both partiE:s downstream 
from the second bubbler. However, because Robinson was not a party to this action, 
ordering a second bubbler on his property was :not within this Court's power. The 
parties have not reached and do not appear to be able to reach an a.greement 
between themselves. Accordingly, this Court issues these :findings of fact and 
conclusions of law to effectuate its decision. 
5. Mullinix have the legai right to OA cubic feet of water per second from 
Joe Creek. Mullinix's right is inferior to Killg;ore's rig-hti to 2.2 cubic foet of water 
per second from Joe Creek. Killgore's continu~d unwillingness to allow Mullinh 
access to the water Kiligore pipes across Mullinix's property is without a legal basfo 
and will cause harm to Mullinix, which can only be remedied by an order based on 
the equitable powers of this Court. 
6. Mullinix are the successors in interest to a portion (0.4 eubic feet per 
second) of water right No. 79-4001 appropriated and held by James and Josephine 
Killgore for use on lands which included the Iviullinix parcel. Mullinix are the 
current owners and successors in interest to land, now known as the Mullinix 
parcel, that was held previously by both ,famE:s and Jfosephine Killgore and Louis 
and Maude Weise. Under Article XV, Section 4, of the Idaho Constitution, Mullinix, 
as successors in interest to James and Josepbi11e Killgore and Louis and Maude 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
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\Veise, have a legal interest in the continuing right::; to water as guaranteed by 
Idaho's constitution. Under Idaho Code§ 4;2,-101, 1\/lullinix, as successors in 
interest to land held previously by both James and Josephine Killgore and Louis 
and lVfande Weise, have a legal interest in the continui1ig water rights as 
established by Idaho statute. Mullinix's right derives in large part from the 
settlement agreement that was entered into by Mull:inix and Killgorn, signed on 
March 25, 2011, and later embodied in I:OVVR water right No. 79-14234. 
7. The evidence at trial show<;d thafthe best and most effective way to 
deliver the water under the water right apprn~tenant to Mullinix' s parcel (now 
renumbered by IDWR as No. 79~14234) is by constructing a second bubbler system 
with a diversion on Joe Creek below Killgore's diver~ion. Adding a second bubbler 
and putting this water into Killgore's irrigation system would increase pressure in 
the pipe, which would benefit both Mulhnix and Killgore. w·ater vroukl then be 
delivered from the bubbler through a pipe into:the existing pipeline. This delivery 
mechanism would ideally have separate measuring devices for the t,.vo diversions. 
Authorization to place a diversion structure and bubble:i: on property owned by 
Robinson, who is a not a party to thi3 lawsuit, has not been received by Mullinix. 
Robinson has apparently not granted M1111inix an ea,::e:rri.ent or otherwise authorized 
Mullinix to place waterworks on the Robinson property.• Should Mullinix receive 
permission from Robinson to add water works to Joe Creek on Robinson's property, 
nothing in this decision should be read or construed. to prevent Mullinix from doing 
so. 
FINDINGS OF FACT Al\TD 
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8. Mullinix is entitled to have Killgore fur:~ish water to the Mullinix 
. . 
parcel based on Idaho Code§ 42-912. Killgore has superior title to a 2.2 cubic feet 
per second water right on Joe Creek (water right No. 79~14233) for in-igation. 
Killgore owns and controls an irrigation works (the existing pipeline and diversion 
works) that crosses the Mullinix parcel and continues to the east to property within 
various phases of Killgore's Horseshoe Bend Estates subdivision. Killgore uses the 
irrigation works for the distribution of a portion of Ki1lgore's Joe C:re(:)k water right 
under a sale or rental to certain lot owners in Killgore' s Horseshoe B(m d Estates 
subdivisions pursuant to written irrigation agreements with those O\vners. Killgore 
has not contracted to deliver its entire 2.2 cubic feet J9er second water xight on Joe 
Creek. Killgore appears to have sufficient rem~ining water from Joe Creek under 
water right No. 79-14233 to provide 0.4 cubic feet per second of water to the 
Mullinix parcel. If meters are placed on the water delivery system and the flows of 
water through that system fall below 2.6 cubic feet pi::r second, Muilini:x's :right to 
0.4 cubic feet per second would correspondinglf decrease, and to t:b.e extent the flow 
declined to 2.2 cubic feet per second or less, Mullinix's right to wai:er would 
terminate until such time that the flow exceeded 2.2 cubic feet per :second. 
9. Mullinix has made proper demand and has tendered security to 
Killgore. Accordingly, under Idaho CodE! § 42-~12 Ki!Jgo:re has thE! obligation to 
deliver 0.4 cubic feet per second of J·oe Creek w:ater to the Mullinix parcel (so long as 
the 2.6 cubic feet per second of water are available), because Killgore's irrigation 
works run across the Mullinix parcel. 
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10. Killgore claims an entitlement to an easement across die lVIullinix 
property for the purpose of operating the buriE.!d waterworks. Mulli.nix does not 
oppose the award of an easement to Killgore. Killgore has had two sU1·veys 
conducted and both surveys have been reduced to a wTitten property description. 
Mullinix has no objection to the easement dated 2G August 2013. As a result, 
Killgore is entitled to a decree that a\vards it an easement to maintain its pipeline 
as described in the survey dated 26 August 2013. The easement authorizes Killgore 
to do whatever is reasonable and necessary to maintain its pipeline as it traverses 
Mullinix's property. The easement shall be 15 feet in width (7.5 faet on either side 
of the centerline). Killgore shall also place motrnments on Mullinix's property to 
identify the actual beginning and ending of thEi location of the pip,eline on Mullinix's 
property. 
DATED this Z,o 'f?ay of Septemr>er 2013. 
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Jo n R. Stegner . 
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J. A VVright 
Law Offices of J.A. \iVright 
P. 0. Box 25 
Grangeville, ID 83530 
Albert P. Barker 
Scott A. Magnuson 
BARKER ROSHOLT & 
SIMPSONLLP 
1010 W. Jefferson St., Ste. 102 
P.O. Box 2139 
Boise, ID 83701-2139 
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cubic feet per second to irrigate the Mullinix parcel. Muillinix's right to 0.4 cubic 
feet per second of water is inferior to Kill.gore's :right to 2.2 cubic foet pEir second of 
water. Should the :flow of water in the pipeline; decrease; to less than 2.6 cubic feet 
per second, Mullir1ix's right will decline propor~ionally. Installation of a second 
DECREE~ 1 
point of diversion and bubbler on Ernie .Robinson's property by Mullinix is subject to 
Mullinix obtaining Robinson's consent or demonstrating such other legal authority 
for such installation as may be neceEsary. 
2. In the event Mullinix insta.lls a s,eparate diversion into Killgore's 
pipeline as indicated above, each party shall install a measuring device on their own 
diversion which meets the requirements of the Idaho Department of "V"Vater 
Resources. 
3. Mullinix shall have the right to install the tap/valve at a location 
selected by Mullinix on the Mullinix parcel capable of delivering OA cubic feet per 
second to the Mullinix parcel. In.stallation of the tap/valve shall be constructed at 
Mullinix's expense. Annual delivery charges to the :rviullinix parcel shall be $100 
per year payable at the beginning of the irrigation season. This fe1:~ is based on the 
annual fee charged by Killgore to Killgore's Horseshoe Bend Estate subdivision lotE, 
owners as set forth in the irrigation agreements bet"'reen Killgore and the 
subdivision lot owners. If Killgore's fee to KiUgore's Ho1;seshoe Bend Estate 
Subdivision increases, Mullinix's fee shali be increased corresponclingly. 
4. This Decree requires Mullinix and Killgore to take action 01· to refrain 
from taking action in the future: Mullinix and JZillgore have been unable to resolve 
disputes between themselves in the past. Accordingly, this Court :retains 
. . 
jurisdiction over this matte1· to ensure that thejtenns of this Decree are carried out. 
Either party may make application to the Court for additional relief by filing a 
motion with the Court under this sam(; case number. 
DECREE-2 
5. Since this is a final Decree, enten~d after atrial. on the merits, Mullinix 
is not required to post security. 
6. Killgore is awarded an easement to maintain its pipeline as it 
traverses Iviullinix's property. The prop,~rty d.escript.ion of the easement is attached 
. ' 
as Exhibit l to this Decree. The easement is fifteen (15) feet in width, extending 
seven and a half (7.5) feet on either side :from the centerline of the survey. The 
easement is to provide Killgore the right to maintain its pipeline on Mullinix's 
property. The easement grants Killgore autholi.zation to do everything that is 
reasonable and necessary to maintain the pipehne or to replace it in the future, if 
needed. Killgore is obliged to position monuments at th~ points where the easement 
begins and ends on the Mullinix's property in order to apprise Mullinix of the 
location of the easement and the pipeline. 
DATED this 2o !'Jay of September 2013. 
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Jolin R Steg11er • 
District J udgE, 
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J. A. Wright 
Law Offices of J.A. ·wright 
P. 0. Box 25 
Grangeville, ID 83530 
Albert P. Barker 
Scott A. Magnuson 
BARKER ROSHOLT & 
SIMPSONLLP 
1010 W. Jefferson St., Ste. 102 
P.O. Box 2139 
Boise, ID 83701-2139 
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:i\ utiUty easement located within Tsx Lot #12li in U.S. (;oy·ernrnent Lot~# ilk. #9 of $ection 23, 1' 27 !~1 RGI E1 8.!'r't~ [{hzho: 
Comity, !tfaho. 17,e centerline of this easement is more particularly described from a survey of the exisdng buried waterlins as 
follows: · · 
Commencing at U1e Section Corner common to Sections 12, 23-, 26 & 27Jnstnmwnt #412658, thence N 3gc59•34" E-27llL2,T 
alor~g the section line bet\Veen said Sections 23 & 26 to the 1/4 C'urner cofPmnn to said. Section1s 23 ~t: 26 Lnstru1nent #4 I 7112. 
thence 
N 00°!2'21" E-1322.61' ,dong the center section line of said Section 2J fo the CSl!i6 1comer monumented ,,vi!h a 5/8'' rcb:ir with 
alur:ninum cap by PE/LS 2634 as shown on Record of Survey S-J079 Insi1ument #483746, thence N Hi 0 G4'D4" E- ;!:234.76' iea'iins: 
said center section line to a point on ,h.e easterly side of said Tax Lot #12:l imd the westerly R.O. \V. of U.S. Highway 95 rnomrn,ent;·d 
with a £TD R.O.W. brass cap, thence S 19°20'34" \V - 143.55' along the said castc;·ly sic!e to the intersection with the cente:-line of 
the existing waterline pipe .. This is the Initial P'oir:t of Beginnin:g: for this easement · 
Thence S 30°53'05" W 
'Thence s 16°35'22" w 
Thence S 7!"56'35" W 
Thence S 79"'33'55" W 
Thence s 77°36'27" w 
Thence s 79°30'53" w 
Thence s 85°03'58'' w 
Thence s 77"53'40" w 
Thence s 68°26'19" w 
Thence S 86°07'13" W 
Thence N 7i0 25'56~1 W 
1l1encc I'{ 85°53~42~1 \V 
Thence N 63°20 '52'' W 

















along said centerline of pipe to an angie point, 
along said centerline of pipe to an angle point, - : . ; -
along said c~:nt~dine ofp{pe to an angle point, 
2long said centerline of pipe to an angle point, 
along said centerline of pipe to an a.ig[e ,:lDint, 
ak,ng said centerline of pipe to an angle point, 
. . 
: : . . 
al(mg said. centei'line c•f pipe to an angle poir.,,, 
alo.ng said c~nteriin~ ofpi!)e to an angie point} 
: ; 
aio-ng said c~nterline of pi~e to an angfe point, 
' . 
: ; 
along said centerline of pipe to an angle poinr, 
along said ce:iterline of prpe to an angle poi.at. 
: : 
along said centerline of pipe to an angle point, 
. ' 
along said ce,nterline of pipe to an angle point, 
: : 
along said centerline of pipe to the intersection with the westerly 
bonn<lary cf said Tax Lot# i 21. T!ris point ts the tennini for this 
easernent. This poirn is N 08°40'05"W - 50.08' from the propetty 
comer common to Tax Lots # l 2, # l 2 i & # 12.2 monumented ,vi,h a 
5/8'' rebar iJ;i PEiLS 2634; 
; : . . 
The v1idth of this said easen1ent is. _____ ~ centered on the above i::.!e~cribed cente*line. 
The location of the centerline of this buried pipe w;;_~ detennined v;:ith an ,,ccuracy of+/- ) '. 
GPS, ?LLC 
23t E. Sou(h St. 
Gra.ng!.:v1I!e. fD ~3330 
EXHIBIT l 
P~:g,~ ! of i 
25 AU,::: UST 201 :l 
GPS~G l3~ ! 3 
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MULLINIX (Mullinix), by and through their attorneys of record, and pursuant to· Rule 
l l(a)(2)(B) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedm·e, now iile this Motion for Reconsideration 
seeldng clarification on certain very narrow points set fo1ih in the Court's Decree and Findings 
of Fact and Conclusions of Law dated September 23, 2013. These clarifications are necessary to 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 1 
prevent future disputes berrveen the parties. Recognizing that the Court has spent a significant 
amount of time on this case and has carefully reviewed the fact and testimony, Plaintiffs' request 
is targeted to certain minor, but important, modifications to the Decree and FiLdings of Fact and 
Conciusions of Law set forth herein. 
First, Paragraph 1 of the Decree and Paragraph 8 of the Findings of Fact and Conclusions 
of Law as determined by the Court at page 10 both refer to Killgore' s right tc, 2.2 cfs and 
Mullinix right to 0.4 cfs and conclude that the Muilinix right to 0.4 cfs is subject to Killgore's 
right to 2.2 cfs. Mullinix does not object to that conclusion as it applies to the parties' decreed 
water rights. However, the conciusion that Mullinix's right to use the water if the flows drop 
below 2.6 cfs could lead to confusion between the parties in the future. The parties' water rights 
are for 0.02 cfs per acre (one miner's inch per acre) for a place of use of 110 a,~res and 20.1 
acres. (Exs. 29 and 30) Under Idaho water law, this means Killgore's diversion rate would be 
limited to one inch for each acre irrigated. Idaho Code § 42-220 (limiting irrigation rights to 1 
cfs/50 acres) Therefore, ifK.iligore's, for exam.pie, were irrigating 50 acres with this water right, 
they would only be entitled to divert 1 cfs. Under those circumstances, if there were 2.0 cfs 
available in the creek, Killgore's would be entitled to divert 1 cfs and Mullinix would still be 
entitled to divert his full 0.4 cfs to irrigate bis 20 acres. See also American Falls Res. Dist. No. 2 
v. IDWR, 143 Idaho 862, 880, 154 P. 3d 433,449 (2007) (senior user not entitled to hoard 
unneeded storage to detriment of junior users). 
Therefore, Mullinix requests that the Court amend the Decree and paragraph 8 of the 
Findings of Fact on page 10 by amending one sentence to read: 
"Should the flow of water in the pipeline decrease to less than. 2.6 
cubic feet per second when Killgore's are putting 2.2 cubic feet per seeond to 
full beneficial use, Mullinix's right will decline proportionately." 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 2 
The second modification requested by Mullinix relates to the nature of the obligation to 
deliver water to Mullinix under Idaho Code§ 42-912. Paragraph 8 of the Findings of Fact on 
page 1 O recognizes that Mullinix is entitled to have the Kiligore' s furnish water to the Mullinix 
pazcel w,der Idaho Cede§ 42-912. The findings of fact and conclusions ofla:w also recognize 
that Killgore's has not contracted to deliver its entire 2.2 cfs and has sufficient water to provide 
Mullinix with 0.4 cfs. Therefore, the Court recognized that Killgore's should supply Mullinix 
under§ 42-912 water from its allotment of 2.2 cfs and not separately. Accordingly, under those 
circumstances, Mullinix's right would not decline when the amount available to be diverted into 
the system dropped below 2.6 cfs because delivery under Idaho Code§ 42-912 would be from 
K.ilgore's 2.2 cfs. 
DATED thls _.1_ day of October, 2013. 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
@71!;{__ 
By Albert P. Barker 
Attorneys for Plaintiffe/Counter-Defendants 
Daryl K and Linda L. Afullintx 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
J JHEREBY C~~TI!Y th1:1 on this+ day ofOctobe:, ~?13, I caused to ~e served a 
true and correct copy or t1.e roregomg document by the method mct1cated below, and. addressed 
to each of the following: 
S. Bryce Farris 
1101 W. River St., Suite 110 
PO Box 7985 
Boise, ID 83707 
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_Hand Delivery 
::SZ:u.S.Mail 
1 F . ·1 _,_ acsnme 
__ Overnight Mail 
All5ert P. Barker 
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S. BRYCE FARRIS (ISB #5636) 
SAWTOOTH LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
1101 W. River St., Ste. 110 
P. 0. Box 7985 
Boise, Idaho 83 707 
Teiephone: (208) 629-7447 
Fe.csimile: (208) 629-7559 
Attorneys for Killgore's Salmon River Fruit Co. 
f.N THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, It'\J AND FOR THE COUNTY OF IDAHO 
DARYL K. AND LINDA L. MULLINIX, 
husband and wife, 
Plaintiffs/Counter-Defendant, 
VS. 
KILLGORE'S SALMON RIVER FRUIT 
CO., an Idaho corporation, 
Defendant/Counter-Claimant. 
CASE NO, CV 41783 
RESPONSE AND OlS:JECTION TO 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
SUBMITTED BY MULLINIX 
COMES NOW Defendant/Counter-Claimant, Killgore' s Salmon River Fruit Co., (hereinafter 
"Killgore''), by a.,,.d through their attorneys of record, Sawtooth Law Offici~s, PLLC, and hereby 
submits this Response and Objection to the Motion for Reconsid,eration submitted by 
Piaintiffa/Countet-Defendants' (hereinafter "Mullinix"). 
ARGUMENT 
On or about October 7, 2013, MuUinb:: submitted a Motion for Reconsideration. The Motion 
' 
for Reconsideration first requests that the CQµrt amend its Decree Bind Fin.clings of Fact to add a. 
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condition which states "when Kill gore's are putting 2.2 cubic feet per second. to full beneficiai use." 
In other words, Mullinix :is requesting that the Court add an additional condition, which is not 
currently in the Kiilgore water right, that Killgore beneficially use 2.2 cfs before the Mullinix right 
is proportionally reduced. 
KHlgore does not disagree that it cannot waste water or hoard water. Killgore afao does not 
dispute that its water right is limited to .02 cfs per acre. However, the circumstances of their use 
is not as simple as Mullinix might suggest. The crucial element of the Killgore water right, and their 
use thereof, that Mullinix ignores is the right to continue to have sufficient p1ressure as it has existed 
prior to Mullinix requesting use ofthe pipeline. 
As this Court is aware, the Killgore diversion first goes into a 10 incb pipe which then goes 
downstream to the bubbler. Water which is not being used ove!'flows out of the bubbler. 1 However, 
when water is being used, the water is pressurized in an 8" pipe so that it can push the water up the 
hill on the other side of Highway 95. There is no evidence in the record that all 110 acres can be 
irrigated from the &" pressurized pipe all at once and in fact Killgore wo11.dd argue that it is not 
possible maintain the pressure to irrigate all 110 acres at once. This is why Killgore respectfully 
disagree that Mul!inix's installation of a connection to provide A cfs, befon;;i the pressurized pipe 
goes across Highway 95 and up the hili, will not cause interference with the use of the Kingore pipe. 
This fa the administration problem with trying to force Mullinix's water right into a 
1 This is why Killgore has argued that Mullinix's dnvers1on should be be.low the Killgore 
bubbler. Then any excess water which is not being diverted and beneficiaJly used by Killgore would be 
available for use by MuHinix. In other words> if Killgore divert all of the flows in Joe Creel< into the l 0 
inch pipe and are not using any water the all of the flows would them flow back out of the bubbler, i111to 
Joe Creek, and be available for use by Mullinix. Mullinix, however, proposed their diversion upstream 
of the Kiilgol!'e bubbler which means they would not be adding any meaningful w,a1ter to the pipe. 
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pressurized pipeline. 2 The problem is further ex~cerbated by the fact that Mullinix would take water 
from the pressudzed pipeline first or before any persons entitled to get t1i,e Killgore water right. 
Killgore has to have sufficient pressure to irrigate and use their water right whether it is for l O acres 
or 110 acres. Part and parcel of the Killgore water right is the pressure in 1the pipeline. Mullinix 
has agreed, and this Court has found, that the Mullinix water right is infe:rior and they cannot 
interfere with the pressure and delivery of the Killgore waterright. Thus; requfring Killgore to show 
beneficial use on all 110 acres or 2.2 cfs is not reasonable or practicable. IfKUlgore is not receiving 
sufficient pressure in the pipeline then Mullinix should not be allowed to dhr{:rt their inferior water 
right regardless of the amount of acres Kingore :is irrigating. 
Instead of requiring Killgore to put all 2.2 cfs to beneficial use to determine when Mullinix 
is entitled to receive their water right, Mullinix should have the burden to show that their diversion 
does not interfere with the pressure in the pipeline. If MuIUnix wants to use the Killgore pipeline, 
then it is Mullinix that must show that when they are diverting water, whethe,r there is 2.6 cfs or .2 
cfs in Joe Creek, that the Mullinix' s diversion does not interfere with the Killgore' s pressure and use 
of the Killgore water right. Killgore should not have to mitigate for Mu!iinix' s interference or curtail 
their use based upon Mullinix's use. Killgore recognize that it is going to be: difficult to administer 
this system, but it is Mullinix that is the new user in the pipeline, it is Mullinix that is requesting to 
use the Killgore owned pipeline, it is Mullinix that has the inferior water righ·~ and it is Mullinix that 
has the burden to show no interference. Mullinix further should !bear the cost and expense of the 
administration whether it is a fl.ow meter or simp[y man hours to ad.minister and regulate the pipeline 
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to ensure pressure for the Ki!!gore water right. J • Neither Killgore nor the existing water users on the 
pipeline should incur additional costs or expenses as a result of Mu1iinix's request to use tl-1e 
pipeline. It is MuHinix that is wanting to use the pipeline and system ov,;ned Killgore and if this 
Court is going to allow them to do so then it should be Mul!inix that ensures there is no interference 
or cost to Killgore o.r the other water users on the system, 
B. MuHinix's Use Should be Limited to Their Own Watf::r Right. 
Mullinix also requested that the Court amend its Decree and Findings of Fact to require 
Killgore to furnish Mullinix water under LC.§ 42-912 from the Killgore' s 2.2 cfs water right and not 
separately. The first problem with this request is that it is depriving water users entitled to receive 
water from the Killgore water right oftheir right to use the water right. The K:iUgore water right has 
been decreed for a specific real property and a specific quantity. Neither the: quantity or the lands 
entitled to receive the water from the Killgore water right have been forfeited[ or waived their right 
to receive water. Thus, they continued to be able to receive the entirely of the water right. lf 
Mullinix is now entitled to also receive water from the 2.2 cfs then be is effectively depriving water 
users of their full ailotment of water even though Mullinix previously ag:n::ed in the Settlement 
Agreement that their right would remain inferior and their point of diversion would be below the 
Killgore point of diversion. 
This does not mean, as discussed above, if Killgore is not using the entire 2.2 cfs and 
Mullinix can meet their burden of showing no interference with the pressure andl use of the KiHgore 
:i This Court has found that Killgore own the diversiorn and pipeline and while Killgore COl1ltend 
that Mullinix should bear the cost of any additional expenses to administer the system to "furnish" 
rvfoilinix. water, it is still owned by KWgore and any diversions, devices or other modifications must be 
approved by the written consent of Killgore pursuant to !.C. §§ 42-1] 02 and 42-1209. 
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water right that Mumnix would not be entitied to divert their own .4 cfs 1vvate:r right.4 However, 
Mullinix's right must remain inferior and cannot interfere with the pressure or use of the KiHgore 
water right. 
The second problem with this request by Mullinix is that the KilJgore water right for 2.2 cfs 
does not authodze the diversion and use on the Mullinix parcel. It is simply not legal for Mullinix 
to receive any portion of the Killgore water right. Killgore has argued that use of the Killgore point 
of diversion by Mullinix cannot be reconciled with the Settlement Agreement and the parties water 
rights. The same is true with respect to the place of use. As agreed and stipu!lated by Mullinix: in the 
Settlement Agreement relating to the parties respective water rights, the Killgore water right does 
not include the Mullinix parcel in its place of use. Pursuant to the binding :Sr$ttlement Agreement, 
Mullinix would receive their own water right for diversion and use from Jo(~ Creek. It was agreed 
by the parties that the Mullinix water right would have a point of diversion bdow the Killgore point 
of diversion. The water rights also included separate places of use. 1n othe.r words, the Mullinix· 
water .right has a place of use for the Mullinix parcei and the Killgore water riights do not include the 
20 acres owned by Mullinix. Thus, Killgore cannot furnish Mullinix water :from the Killgore's 2.2 
cfs water right or it would be providing water to !ands which are not include:d. in the Killgore place 
of use, This would be in violation of the Killgore water rights and the rules. and regulations of the 
Idaho Department of Water Resources. 
1//./4. 
DATED thisft2_ day of October, 2013. 
4 Killgore respectfully disagree that MuHinix will be in fact adding .4 cfs to an already 
pressurized pipeline, but for purposes of administration Mullinix 's use must be ccinsidered use oftheir 
own water right a111cl not the right of Killgore. 
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on fue!f/' ~ of October, 2013, I caused to be served a true and 
accurate copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below: 
J.A. Wright 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box25 
Grangeville, Idaho 83530 
Fax: (208) 983-2700 
jawright@qwestoffice.net 
Albert P. Barker 
Barker Rosholt & Simpson, LLP 
P.O. Box 2 i39 
Boise, Idaho 83701-213 9 
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D Hand Delivery 
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0 Hand Delivery 
D Electronic Mail 
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D Hand Delivery 
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D Hand Delivery 
A Electronic l\,fail 
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,,s?'Bzyce Farris 
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vs. 
Killgore's Salmon River 
ua,ue,,u Respondents to Idaho Supreme 
and Decree entered 
Stegner 
2. to appeal to the the 
1 
of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Decree described in paragraph 1 above is an appealable order 
under and pursuant to Rules l l(a)(l) of the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
3. As a preliminary statement of issues on appeal, Killgore intends to assert the 
following issues for review by the Idaho Supreme Court; notwithstanding the identified issues, 
Killgore reserves the right to assert additional issues on appeal: 
a. Whether the District Court erred in holding that Respondents have a right to 
use the diversion and/or pipeline of Killgore, and whether said holding is supported by substantial 
and competent evidence? 
b. Whether the District Court erred in concluding that Respondents have a right 
to use the diversion and/or pipeline of Killgore pursuant to Article XV, Section 4 of the Idaho 
Constitution or Idaho Code § 42-101, and whether said conclusion is supported by substantial and 
competent evidence? 
c. Whether the District Court erred in concluding that Ki:llgore has an obligation 
to furnish to Respondents the Respondents' own water right under Idaho Code § 42-912, and 
whether said conclusion is supported by substantial and competent evidence? 
d. Whether the District Court erred in concluding that Killgore tortiously injured 
the property of Respondents by disconnecting Respondents from the Killgore pipeline, and ·whether 
said conclusion is supported by substantial and competent evidence? 
e. Whether the District Court erred in concluding that Killgore's damages for 
breach of the settlement agreement, conversion and interference with easement were offset by the 
damages claimed by Respondents, and whether said conclusion is supported by substantial and 
competent evidence? 
4. No order has been issued sealing all or any portion of the record. 
(a) Is an reporter's transcript requested? Yes. 
(b) Killgore requests the preparation of the folloVving portions of the reporter's 
transcript in hard copy. The entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in Rule 25 I.A.R. 
supplemented by the following: 
1. The hearing and/ or closing arguments held on May 31, 2013; 
11. The hearing 2md/or status conference held on July 8, 2013; 
m. The hearing and/or status conference held on August 5, 2013; and 
1v. The hearing held on October 28, 2013. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 2 
6. Kingore requests the foHowing documents, including all attachments and exhibits 
filed with each document, be included in the clerk's record in addition to those automatically 












Joint Stipulation of Facts; May 22, 2013; 
Joint Stipulation of Admission of Exhibits; May 22, 2013; 
PlaintiffMullinix's Trial Memorandum; May 22, 2013; 
Affidavit of Counsel and Submission of Pipeline Survey; August 5, 2013; 
Mullinix's Response and Objection to Proposed Legal Description for 
Easement; August 20, 2013; 
Reply to Mullinix Response and Objection to Proposed Legal Description of 
Easement; August 26, 2013; 
Second Affidavit of Counsel and Submission of Revised Pipeline Survey; 
August 26, 2013; 
Notice of Service of Proposed Order submitted by Mullinix; September 5, 
2013; 
Response and Objection to Second Proposed Legal Description of Easement; 
September 5, 2013; 
Response and Objection to Proposed Order submitted by Mullinix; 
September 11, 2013; 
Motion for Reconsideration submitted by Mullinix; October 7, 2013; and 
Response and Objection to Motion for Reconsideration submitted by 
Mullinix; October 16, 2013. 
7. Killgore requests all documents or exhibits offered or admitted as exhibits at the trial 
held on May 29th and May 30th to copied and sent to the Supreme Court. 
8. I certify: 
a. That a copy of this notice of appeal and any request for transcripts have been 
served on the reporter as named below at the address listed below: 
II 
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Sheryl Engler 
c/o Latah County 
P.O. Box 8068 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Linda Carlton 
c/o Latah County 
P.O. Box 8068 
Moscow, ID 83843 
b. That the clerk of the district court has been paid the estimated fee ($100.00) 
for preparation of the reporter's transcript. 
c. That the clerk of the district court has been paid the estimated fee ($200.00) 
for preparation of the clerk's record. 
d. That the appellate filing fee ($109.00) has been paid. 
e. 
to Rule 20, I.A.R. 
That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant 
DATED this 31 st day of October, 2013. 




S. Bryce Farris 
Attorneys for Killgore's Salmon River Fruit Co. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 31st day of October, 2013, I caused to be served a true and 
accurate copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below: 
J.A. Wright 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 25 
Grangeville, Idaho 83530 
Fax: (208) 983-2700 
jawright@qwestoffice.net 
Albert P. Barker 
Barker Rosholt & Simpson, LLP 
P.O. Box 2139 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2139 
Fax: (208) 334-6034 
apb@idahowaters.com 
Kathy M. Ackerman 
Idaho County Clerk 
320 W. Main 




P.O. Box 8068 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Sheryi Engier 
Latah County 
P.O. Box 8068 
Moscow, ID 83843 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF IDAHO 
) 
Daryl K. Mullinix, et al, ) 
Plaintiff /Counterdefendants/Respondents, ) 
vs. 
Kil!gore's Salmon River Fruit Co., 
Defendant/Counterclaimant/ Appellant. 
STATE OF IDAHO) 
) 







Supreme Court No. LI l 5 6.:) 
Idaho County No. CV 12-41783 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
RE: EXHIBITS 
I, Kathy Johnson, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the Second Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Idaho, hereby certify that the 
following are all the exhibits admitted or rejected to-wit: 
See attached Exhibit A 
Dated this 14th day of November 2013. 
Kathy M. Ackerman, Clerk 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF IDAHO 
) 
Daryl K. Mullinix, et al, ) IDAHO COUNTY NO. CV 12-41783 
Plaintiff /Counterdefendants/Respondents, ) S.C. No. _______ _ 
vs, 
Killgore's Salmon River Fruit Co., 
Defendant;Counterclaimant/ Appellant. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) 







I, Kathy Johnson, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the Second Judicial 
District, of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Idaho, do hereby certify that the 
above and foregoing Record in the above entitled cause was compiled and bound under my 
direction, and is a true, full and correct Record of the pleadings and documents as are 
automatically required under Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
I, do further certify, that all exhibits, offered or admitted in the above entitled 
cause, will be duly lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme Court along with the court 
reporter's transcript and the clerk's record, as required by Rule 31 of the Idaho Appellate 
Rules. 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE - 1 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of 
said Court at Grangeville, Idaho, this 14th day of November 2013. 
Kathy M. Ackerman, Clerk 
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KILLGORE'S SALMON RIVER FRUIT ) 
CO., an Idaho corporation, ) 
) 
Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff. ) _________________ ) 
Case No. CV-2012-41783 
ORDER GRANTT~G 
PLAINTIFFS' COSTS AND 
DENYING PLAINTIFFS' 
ATTORI\i"'EYS' FEES 
On October 28, 2013, a hearing was held to conduct oral argument on the 
Plaintiffs' motion for costs and attorneys' fees. Daryl and Linda Mullinix, were 
represented by Albert P. Barker and Joe Wright. Killgore's Salmon River Fruit 
Company (Killgore's), was represented by S. Bryce Farris. 
Following the filing of this Court's Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law 
and Decree on September 23, 2013, the Mullinixes filed a timely Memorandum of 
ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFFS" 
COSTS AND DENYING 
PL.A TNTIFFS' ATTORNEYS' FEES Page 1 
Costs with this Court on October 7, 2013. The Muilinixes argued that they were the 
prevailing parties in this litigation and that they were entitled to costs in the 
amount of $510.73 as a matter of right, and $53.75 in discretionary costs. 
The Mullinixes also alleged that Kiligore's had acted frivolously. 
un:reasonably, or without foundation, entitling the Mullinixes to an award of 
.attorneys' fees under I.C. § 12-121 and that Killgore's had unreasonably denied 
various reauests for admission pursuant to I.R.C.P. 37(c) which would alternativelv - - -
provide a basis for an award of attorneys' fees. The Mullinixes claimed attorneys' 
fees in the amount of $75,704.48. 
On October 16, 2013, Killgore's filed a timely objection oppos:lng an award of 
attorneys' fees to the Mullinixes, arguing there was no prevailing party and that 
Killgore's had not acted frivolously, unreasonably, or without foundation and that it 
had not unreasonably denied the plaintiffs' requests for admission. The Mullinixes 
filed a response brief on October 21, 2013, reiterating their arguments. 
This Court concludes that the Mullinixes were the prevailing parties. As a 
result they are entitled to costs as a matter of right. This Court also finds that the 
discretionary costs sought by the Mullinixes were necessary and exceptional costs 
reasonably incurred, and in the interest of justice should be assessed against 
Killgore's. The discretiona1·y costs represent the amount required to obtain the 
reporter's transcript of this Court's remarks following oral argumern;, and therefore 
were reasonable and necessary. On that basis, this Court grants the Mullinixes' 
ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFFS' 
COSTS AND DJEMi!NG 
PLAINTIFFS' ATTORNEYS' FEES Page 2 
·motion for costs both as a matter of right and discretion, pursuant to LR.C.P. 
54(d)(l)(C)-(D). 
LC. § 12-121 and LR.C.P. 54(e)(l), authorizes the award to ;3- prevailing party 
of its reasonable attorneys' fees, if the Court finds that the non-prevailing party 
acted frivolously, unreasonably, or without foundation. This CouTt may also award 
attorneys' fees under I.R.C.P. 37(c) if a party fails to admit the truth of a matter or 
genuineness of a document, where there was no reasonable ground to believe that 
the non-admitting party might prevail on the matter. 
This Court finds that Killgme's did not act frivolously, unreasonably, or 
without foundation. This Court further finds that Killgore's had reasonable ground 
to believe that it would prevail in the case. Daryl Mullinix authored various written 
statements in which he disclaimed any water right to the property in question and 
in so doing furnished reasonable grounds for Killgore's to act in the way that it did 
in defending this case. Thus, an award of attorneys' fees is not appropriate under 
the circumstances. 
Good cause appearing, 
It is ORDERED that Daryl K. and Linda L. Mullinix are awai·ded costs in the 
amount of $564.48. 
ORDER GRANTING PLALNTIFFS' 
COSTS AND DENYING 
PLAH•.JTIFFS' ATTORNEYS' :FEES Page ;3 
'J / r,0.. 
---
It is FURTHER ORDERED that the motion of Daryl K. and Linda L. 
l'v_fullinix for the award of attorneys' fees contained in their Memorandum of Costs is 
DEI\!IED. 
sV 
Dated this __3j_ day of October 2013. 
ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFFS' 
COSTS AND DENYING 
PLAINTIFFS' ATTOPJ-JEYS' FEES 
John R. Stegner 
District Judge 
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I, the undersigned Deputy Clerk, do hereby certify that I mailed a copy of the 
foregoing document to the following persons on November 1, 2013: 
J.A. Wirght, delivered to tray 
S. B(Yce Farris 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 7985 
Boise, ID 83707 




(This Amended!. Notice of Appeal is fol the J?YJJ20Se of amendfof?: the p;reviously filecll Notice 
of Agpea] to spedficaHv request under ~8:1'.!h S(i) below. the transcript of tWri.a l held on May 
29. 2013 ai.nd May 30. 2013 in this matter and tQ ru!d the "Order Granting Plaintiffs' Costs and 
Denving Plaintiffs' Attorneys' Fees" to the documents requested under para~rn10h 6(m)), Ttae.se 
1 
i v d Im e c. 16. 013 1 0 : 0 No. 10 0 
(4]002/006 
12/16/2013 ~ON 11:16 FAX 
NOTICiE TIS HERE.BY Gl!VEN THAT: 
L The above named Appellant1 Ki11gore's Salmon River Fruit Co. (hereinafter 
"Killgore"), appeals against the above named Respondents to the Idaho Supreme Court from the 
Findings of Fe.ct and Conclusions of Law and Decree entered in the above titled action on the 23 th 
day of September, 2013, Honorable Judge John R. Stegner presiding, 
2. That the party has the right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the Findings 
of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Decree described in paragraph. 1 above is an appealable order 
under and pursuant to Rules l l(a)(l) of the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
3. As a preliminary statement of issues on appeal, Killgore iintends to assert the 
fol!owing issues for review by the Idaho Supreme Court; notwiths.ta..,,,.ding the identified issues, 
Killgore reserves the right to assert additional issues on appeal: 
a. Whether the District Court erred in holding that Respondents have a right to 
use the diversion and/or pipeline of Killgore, and whether said holding is supported by substantial 
and competent evidence? 
b. Whether the District Court erred in concluding that Respondents have a right 
to use the diversion and/or pipeline of Killgore pursuant to Article XV, Section 4 of the Idaho 
Constitution or Idaho Code§ 42-101, and whether said conclusion is supported by substantial and 
competent evidence? 
c. Whether the District Court erred in concluding that Killgore has an obligation 
to fwnish to Respondents the Respondents' own water right under idaho Code § 42-912, and 
whether said conclusion is supported by substantial and competent evidence? 
d. Whether the District Court erred in concluding that Killgore tortiously injured 
the property of Respondents by disconnecting Respondents from the Killgore ;pipeline, and whether 
said conclusion is supported by substantial and competent evidence? 
e. Whether the District Court erred in concluding that Kiligore's damages for 
breach of the settlement agreement, conversion and interference with easement were offset by the 
damages claimed by Respondents, and whether said conclusion is supported by substantial and 
competent evidence? 
4. No order bas been issued sealing alJ or any portion of the record. 
(a) 
(b) 
[s an reporter's transcript :requested? Yes. 
Killgore requests the preparation of the following portions of the reporter's 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 2 
Received Time De:. 16. 20:3 10:03AM No. 3i00 
141003/006 
12/16/2013 MON 11: 16 FAX 
transcript in hard copy. The entire .reporter's s~andard transcript as defim~d in Rule 25 I.A,R. 
, • b 'b r, .. • supp1ementea. yr e roHowmg: 
ii. The hearing and/or closing arguments held on May 31, 2013; 
m. The hearing and/or status conference held on July 8, 2013; 
iv. The hearing and/or status conference held on August 5, 2013; and 
v. The hearing held on October 28, 2013. 
6. Killgore requests the following documents, including all attachments and exhibits 
filed with each document, be included in the clerk's record in addition to those automatically 
included under Rule 28, I.AR.: 
(a) Joint Stipulation of Facts; May 22; 2013; 
(b) Joint Stipulation of Admission of Exhibits; May 22, 2013; 
(c) PlaintiffMullinix's Trial Memorandum; May 22, 2013; 
(d) Affidavit of Counsel and Submission of Pipeline Survt~y; August 5, 2013; 
(e) Mullinix's Response and Objection to Proposed Le:gal Description for 
Easement; August 20, 2013; 
(f) Reply to Muliinix Response and Objection to Proposed Legal Description of 
Easement; August 26, 2013; 
(g) Second Affidavit of Counsel and Submission ofRevi.sed Pipeline Survey; 
August 26> 2013; 
(h) Notice of Service of Proposed Order submitted by Mullinix; September 5, 
2013; 
(i) Response and Objection to Second Proposed Legal Description of Easement; 
September 5, 2013; 
G) Response and Objection to Proposed Order submitte,d by Mullinix; 
September 11, 2013; 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 3 




12/16/2013 M0N11:17 FAX 
(k) Motion for Reconsideration submitted by Mullinix; October 7, 2013; 
(0 Response and Objection to Motion for Reconsideration submitted by 
Mullinix; October 16, 2013; and 
.(ml_ Order Granting Plaintiffs' Costs md Denving Plaintiffs' Attornevs' Fees 
entered! on November L 2013. 
7. KHigore requests an docwnents or exhibits offered or admitted as exhibits at the triai 
held on May 291h and Ma.y 30th to copied and sent to the Supreme Court. 
8. I certify: 
a. That a copy of this notice of appeal and any request for transcripts have been 
served on the ieporter as named below at the address listed below: 
Sheryl Engler 
c/o Latah County 
P.O. Box 8068 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Linda Carlton 
c/o Nez Perce County 
P.O. Box 896 
~~;o 1 
b. That the clerk of the district court has been paid the estimated fee ($100.00) 
for preparation of the reporter's transcript. Additional fees requested bv the clerk have also been 
paid. 
c. That the clerk of the district court has been paid the estimated fee ($200.00) 
for preparation of the clerk's record, Additfonal fees requested by the clerk have also been p~. 
d. That the appellate filing fee ($109.00) has been paid. 
e. That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant 
to Rule 20, LA.R. 
DATED this 16th day of December, 2013. 
SA V/TOOTH LAW OFFICES 1 PLLC 
B~~-
S. Bryce Farris 
Attorneys for Kmgore's Salmon River Fruit Co. 
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Received .,. ' I J n"t=, , 1 IIJ-., Dec, 16 . 2013 10 : 0 3 AM No. 310 0 -
ld]005l006 
12/15/2013 ~ON 11:17 FAX 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on. the 16th day of December, 2013, I caused! to be sen·ved a true 
and accurate copy of the foiegoing document by the method 1ndicated below: 
J.A. Wright 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 25 
Grangeviile, Idaho 83530 
Fax: (208) 983-2700 
j awtight@qwestoffl.ee,net 
Albert P. Barker 
Barker Rosholt & Simpson, LLP 
P.O. Box 2139 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2139 
Fax: (208) 334-6034 
apb@idahowaters.com 
Kathy M. Ackerman 
Idaho Cowity Cierk 
320 W. Main 
Grangeville, ID 83530 
kathyroackerman@idahocounty.org 
Linda Cariton 
Nez Perce County 
P.O. Box 896 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Sheryl Engler 
Latah County 
P.O. Box 8068 
Moscow, ID 83843 
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Attorneys for Killgorc's Salmon River Frnit Co, 
. µ,Pl? ? '.1. 2fft'L, 
""' i\ ..... r• V ; 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDiClAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF IDAHO 
DARYL K AND LIJ~DA L. MULL!NJX, 




KlLLGORE'S SALMON RIVER FRUIT 
CO., an Idaho corporation, 
Defendant/Counter-
C!aimant/ Appeliant. 
Case No. CV-2012-41783 
ORDER GRANTlNG STIPULATION 
AND REQUEST FOR ADDXT!ONS TO 
THE RECORD 
BJPON CONSI!DERA TION of the Stipulation, entered into between the parties m1d good 
cause showing, IT !S HEREBY ORDERED that said Stipulation is granted end: 
L the Amended Notice of Appeal, filed by Killgore on December 16, 2013 be 
included/added to the Clerk's Record for this matter; and 
2. as part of Killgore's Amended Notice of Appeal, said Order Granttng Plaint{(f.c:' 
Costs and Denying Plaintiffs' Attorney Fees be included/added to t:he Clerk'$ Record 
ORDER GRANTING STIPULATION - Page 1 
04/111/201,a li'RI 9: 48 FAX 
for this matter. 
'1h.... 
Ol!IDERED this j_I_ day of ~n· l , 2014. 
Cl!l:MTIFllCATE OF SERVICE 
I t"\ 
I HEREBY CERT1FY thut on the/) t51 day of i-i-0 [ i- J , 20 l 4, I caused to be 1,erved a 
true and accurate copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated bellow: 
/ S. Bryce Farris 
Sawtooth L.aw 0:ffict':s, PLLC 
PO Box 7985 




Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box ZS 
Grangeviiie, ldaho 83530 
Fax: (208) 983-2700 
jawrighi@qwestofficc.net 
/ Albert P, Barker 
, Barker Rosholt & Simpson, LLP 
P.O. Box 2139 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2139 
Fax: (Z08) 334-6034 
apb@idahowaters.com 
Grangeville, ID 83530 
kackerman@idahoe-0unty.org 
ORDER GRANTING STIPULATION - Page 2 
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